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Federal Jury Indicts
Two In Used Car Probe
Arraignment was held today for two
Murrayans indicted by a federal
antitrust grand jury investigating the
illegal tampering with or changing of
odometers (mileage indicators) by
used car dealers.
Indicted were:
Jerry L. Hopkins of Hopkins Motor
Sales, Stadium View Subdivision, who
was charged on a nine-count indictment

County Education
Board Sets Meeting
Several items are on the agenda for
the meeting of the Calloway County
Board of Education to be held
Thursday, June 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the
board office, according to Dr. Jack D.
Rose,superintendent.
Among the items listed are a Work
Study program for Vocational
Students; election of sewage treatment
plant operator; request of bids on milk,
school bus insurance, workmen's
compensation, and bread; and report
by superintendent.

with altering odometers, giving false
statements about odometer readings
and that he "devised and intended to
devise a scheme and artifice to defraud
and to obtain money and property by
means of false or fraudulent pretenses,
representations and promises from
those persons who could and would be
induced by-the defendant to purchase
used automobiles,on the basis of such
pretenses, representations, and
promises,• when the defendant knew
that the pretenses, representations ind
promises were false when made," the
indictment said. - Eddie Morgan of Rt. 8, Murray,
charged in a four-count indictment that
he "knowingly did make a false
material declaration in violation of
Title IV of the organized Crime Control
Act of 1970..."
The indictment of Morgan says that
he testified before the federal grand
jury "on or about the 18th day of
February, 1977."
The indictments were signed by
George J. Long, United States
Attorney, and U. S. Department of
Justice attorneys €tephen R.

fiscal Court Hears
Request For Shelter
The Calloway County Fiscal Court,
meeting in regular session Tuesday
afternoon, heard a request from the
Calloway County Humane Society that
a new animal shelter be built to serve
the county.

the expense allowance for dog warden
Billy Don Hamilton from 8100 per
month to 8150 per month.
In other action, the court:
—approved the audit of the Sheriff's
Department presented by the
accounting firm of Shacideford,.Goode
and Thurman;
—approved the sheriff's settlement
for 1976 tax receipts;
--.-vient on record as supporting the
location of a National Guard Armdry in
the community;
—nominated magistrate Gil Hopson
to replace Dan Bazzell on the Senior
Citizens committee,and;
—accepted to roads, one known_ as
Hale Ave. and the other known as
Lipford Lane, as county roads.

McSpadden and Nancy Singer.
Arraignment for the two men was
held in the office of magistrate Ron
Daniels in the Federal Building at
Paducah.
Both Hopkins and Morgan entered
pleas of not guilty at the arraignment
and Judge Daniels set a hearing for 1:30
p.m. June 27 on the charges.
. The grand jury has been
investigating charges that some used
car dealers in the Murray and, West,
Kentucky 'area have changed
odometers readings in violation ot Title
15 of the United States Code, Sections
1984 and 1990.
-According to one of the indictments
the grand jury, which has been meeting
in Paducah for several weeks, was
attempting to ascertain, among other
things:
"The identity- and actions of any
persons.. who had ever at anytime
turned - back or otherwise altered the
mileage on odometers of.. his own
vehicles or...the vehicles of others
or...who had directed or .requested
someone else to do the same on the
odometers of his own vehicles."
• The indictment also said "the factual
information ought..s.without limitation
to time period, since,. though 18 U.S.C.
1990 cl did not so into gffect•until July_
-14;1976Todometer tampering activities
and evidence relating thereto would be
relevant:
. "...to determine who was a turnback
-artist prior to the enactment of the
above provision, in view of possible
continuing pattern of behavior after
this enactment:
"...the existence of conspiracies
which, though not criminally unlawful
prior to such enactment, continued
after such enactment, becoming
- criminally unlawful,-and, - •
..in view of possible violations of 18
U.S.C. 2314, 1341, and 1349 for frauds
committed in connection with fradulent
odometer tampering schemes." McSpadden told The-Murray Ledger
& Times that the grand jury -probe is
"an ongoing investigation" and that he
could not say how much longer the jury
would remain empaneled,_
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NEW TRUCKS DAMAGED—A transport driver was
damaged, as was the tractor-trailer rig he was driving in this accident Tuesday afternoon on Hwy.641 N. The driver,
Floyd S. Stenrod of Lake Orion, Mich., was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital according
to Kentucky State Police officials. The tractor-trailer rig (left foreground) and one of the trucks on the trader ended
up in a ditch on the west side Mille highway. The other two trucks being transported flipped off the trailer into the
Staff Photo by Gene McCutictleon
median with one stopping upright and the other upside down.
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PARIS, Tenn. — Three Murray State
University students, accused of inciting
a riot at a nightspot in puryear April I;
received suspended senterices Tuesday
and were fined court costs and $50 in
damages in .Henry County. General
Sessions Court.
Larry (7urley, Dan Hutchison and
Robert Craig pleaded guilty to the
reduced charge of malicious mischief
and were given a suspended sentence of
fl months and 29 days. The 150 is for
repair of patrol cars damaged durin
the incident.
Curly also pleaded guilty to
interfering with a police officer and was
fined $25 and costs for that offense. A
charge of disorderly conduct against
Hutchison was dismissed upon the
payment of $18 in court costs.
The three studesits were among'202
persons arrested at the 'Big Apple
Tavern April 1 when police said the
students reacted violently to an arrest
for, public drunkenness. .spefore the
satiation was under controt,)2 area law
officers and 27 patrol cars were called
to the scene Everyone on the premises
was 'arrested --- most for disorderly
conduct.
TO PERFORM HIRE—Mary Stout, who is currently directing "A Funny
Most of the group accepted a deal
Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum" at the Red Barn Playhouse in
from the district'attorney general who
Rockton, Illinois, Will appear along with Richard Valentine in "Stouthearsaid he would not prosecute. the
ted," a musical-comedy review. This Dinner Theatre will be held Friday and
disorderly conduct cases upon the
Saturday evening, June 10 & 11 at 7:00 p.m. at the Colonial House
payment Of a reduced collet cost of $18. .
Smorgasbord. Tickets for this very special event arelSS.00 for adults and
Church
Thirteen'pleaded innocent and lost their
MOBILE HOME DESTROYED—The mobile home of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Wisehart on She Spring Creek
52.75 for children 12 and under, and are available at the main office of the
blaze at ap
cases in general sessions court. eleven
People's Bank. the Bank of Murray, the public library, and from any MemRoad was totally destroyed by fire last night The Calloway CountyThe-Rescue Unit responded to the
of those-have appealed and will be tried
ber of the theatre group or at the door each night.
proximately 10:45 p. m,Tuesday but the mobile home was totally engulfed when the squad arrived.
in circuit courton July 7.
Staff Photo by Gene Mc(ut( h en.
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Friday, June 10
Community Theatre in-'
Hardin Senior Citizens will cooperation with Colonial
ilikrty for seventh and eighth
a potluck supper at six House Smorgasbord will
have
grades of Oaks Country Club
p.m.
present "Stouthearted," a
ill be from eight to eleven
dinner theatre producti6n at
date.
p in Note change in
South Murray Homemakers seven p.m. Tickets are $5 for
Club will meet at Colonial adults and $2.75 for children 12
Circles of First United House Smorgasbord at eleven and 'under.
Methodist Church Women will a.m.
First Baptist Church camp
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
and
parlor
out will be at Kenlake State
at church
Serendipity Stroll will start Park.
Doris
with
Wesleyan
Center Station Land Betat
Rowland, 308 Irvan Street,
ween the Lakes at four p.m.
Saturday, June 11
both at 7:30 p.m.
Grandma's Kitchen will be
featured at Empire Farm,
Thursday, June 9
Friday, June 10
Land Between the Lakes,
Ellis Center will be open
North Murray Homemakers
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
from
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for Club will meet with Mrs.
also be 119 Sunday,
will
This
Senior Citizens with devotion Bailey Riggins at 1:30 p.m.
12.
June
incancer
a.m.,
at 10:05
Note change of place.
surance discussion at 10:30
Saturday, June 11
a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
Hardin Senior Citizens will
Theatre dinner
Community
table games at one p.m.
have a w.ork day from 9:30 theatre
of
production
a.m. to three p.m. and fun "Stouthearted" will be at
at
meet
will
Grove 126 WOW
night at six p.m.
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Murray Woman's Club House
at seven p.m.
mile
at six p.m.
1'2
Forestry Hike,
walk, will start at 9:30 a.m.,
Fourth annual Kentucky
Murray Chapter No. 92 and Night Visual, 112 hour State
Horse
Racking
drive, will start at 8:30 p.m., Championship will be at three
H.A.M. and Murray Chapter
both at Center Station, Land p,m. at the West Kentucky
No. 50 R. & S. M. will meet at
the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. Between the Lakes.
LiveStock and Exposition
-`•
6enter..
Thursday,June 9

Wednesday. June 8

Finney & Van Goethem German Jai," To Republican Women To
Be At Paducah
Hold State Meeting
Wedding Vows Read
German-born portrait artist, Maria Simmons, will
present an exclusive showing
of her work during the entire
month of June at The Lawter
Gallery of Paducah.
Ms.Simmons, who now lives
- in Elizabethtown, Kentucky,
will be in attendance during
the day Thursday, June 9, to
discuss her work and her
technique with interested
visitors.

Ky. State Poetry
Society Announces
1977 Contest
The Kentucky State
;Poetry Society announces
its 1977 contest, with
twenty-nine categories.
Cash prizes amounting to
;466, and a number of book
prizes will be awarded.
Deadline for mailing
entries is June 30, 1977.
Many contests are open to
non-members, and for
contest categories and
rules, send a self-addressed
and stamped envelope to:
Rachel Branch Shelton,
2920 Cox Mill Road,
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240.

The Kentucky Federation of
Republican Women's 30th
annual state convention will
be held June 9-10, at the
Executive Inn, Louisville,
with
Gerri
Simmons,
President, presiding.
Among
the
featured
speakers are Mary Crisp, cochairman
Republican
National Committee, Mrs. Pat
Hutar, president National
Federation of Repul2lican
Women. Mrs. Hutar, will be
the featured speaker honoring
club presidents Thursday at
11:00 a.m. for breakfast
buffet.
Mitch
McConnell,
Republican nominee for
judge, Jefferson County and
Russ Maple, Republican
nominee for mayor of

lkiCV

planning
program
A
MR. AND MRS. JOHN LAWRENCE VANGOETHEM will
workshop for Business and
reside in Westwood, California, after thttryeturri from their • Professional Women's Clubs
wedding trip in Navarro Beach,Fla.
of District One will be held
The bride is the former Sandra Jean Finney,dalighter of Mr.
Sunday, June 12, at two p.m.
The 807 Army Reserve
and Mrs. Cliff Finney of Murray and Mrs. Reba K. Bement of
at the J. U. Kevil Center,
Hospital will • give physicals
Ocean Springs, Miss., and the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. , South Tenth Street, Mayfield.
for Camp Bear Creek at the
Lawrence A. VanGoethem of Phoenix,'Arizona.
.
Army lieserKe..;Building at
Alresidents alid.trogranil
.tbt.
..211111— Broiadw=Fa cllIrlh„,,,. Theat'ellOi was married—or_
.,-Charrnier.and- • COrnrriittee
,
'
bride's
-Springs_
'The13eeen
at
Cpurch
Presbyterian
from one to two p m. pn
chairmen are urged to attend,
brother, James B. Finney, was best man, and the bride's
Sunday, June 12.
and other members of the B. St
the
was
of
Finney,
maid
Miss
honor.
A.
sister,
Charlotte
Miss
The physical will be free of
P. W. Clubs of DistFict One are
bride,
the
was
girl.
the
flower
Sonia K.Bement,sister of
charge Persons are asked to
-.
also invited, according to
Kendall
H.
VanGoethem
for
works
J.
Mrs.
new
The
fill out the Girl Scout physical Associates as the Administrative Assistant to the president,
Babb, District
Martha
exam form as much as and the groom is the Director of Administrative Information
director, who will be in charge
of the workshop.
Possible before going for the Systems at the University of California at Los Angeles.
physical.
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slip-on to go easy on your
feet and your budget.

ROBLEE.

Also
Blue
Patent

Court Square

.......__

Murree

153-24

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
To achieve worthwhile goals
now, you will need the
cooperation of others, so don't
be overly aggressive or try to
force issues. Tact!
TAURUS .
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be sure with whom you make
agreements, commitments. All
situations may not please, but
keep trying. Those showing the
least promise may prove most
satisfying.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211 n•20A time for re-evaluating your
position, your attitude, your
approach to all matters. With
all in clear focus, you can
stabilize "cloudy" situations.
CANCER
1June 22 to July 231
Favored for rapid advancement: business matters,
research; also educational
activities, political
and
scientific pursuits. A good day!
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23) 1121,
i
Generous solar influences
favor new enterprises, with
gratifying returns indicated.
Coast is clear for ACTION —
but within reason. •

'/

Father's
Day Is
June 19th

'‘,-..-..

Crisp deep-fried fish filet,
toasted bun, a touch of tartarsauce,
topped with tangy cheese.

OFFER GOOD Thursday &
Friday, June 9 S. 10, 1977

144

Frances Drake

into a pair. Roblee styled this •

(..)-.-

47'e

Your Individual
Horoscope

summer

t

VIRGO

Miss Nancy Copeland, June
18th bride-elect of Marcel
Ledoux, was honored with a
shower on Tuesday, May 24, at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
William Fandrich.
The hostesses for the occasion were Miss Sharon
Fandrich, Mrs. Mike Parker,
and Mrs. Fandrich.
For the special event the
honoree chose to Wear a light

( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Influences somewhat mixed.
There may be morethan meets
the eye in some situations. Be
alert, but not overly suspicious.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
There are tendencies now to
take off on tangents and to ease
up in effort just when more
persistence is needed. Don't fail
yourself by yielding to surh
inclinations.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Your intuition and fine
judgment in familiar activities
will be a boon in tight spots now.
Miss Cathie Hall of Russell,
You COULD try something new
Pennsylvania, bride-elect of
if so inclined, but don't go
,Bi,11 Fisher, was honored
beyond your depth.
recently at a kitchen shower
SAGITTARIUS
Coke party.
'Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
A good day for starting or
Miss Sherree Brandon of
developing new business
1617 Magnolia drive served as
associations. An unusual idea
could spark a brand new ap- hostess at her lovely home.
proach in career matters, as
Cohosting with Miss Brandon
well.
was Mrs. Larry Stinson of
CAPRICORN
Meadow Lane.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Miss Hall was attired in a
You may face keen competition, but your abilities will
be stimulated if you believe in
yourself and make the best of
your many fine talents. Direct
activities thoughtfully.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Fehr. 191
A gigantic step may not be
- necessary; several .smaller
ones may bring you to your
goals with surer footing, help
you to launch the unusual with
enduring
Es success.

Thursday & Friday
June 9&10
10:00 a.m.to 5:00 p.m.
(
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Do Come and See Us
Thursday or Friday
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blue sun dress and was
presented a special corsage by
the hostesses.
Refreshments of punch,
cake, nuts, and mints were
served at the table decorated
with a light blue, white, and
yellow daisy arrangement
flanked by candles.
Twenty-one persons were
present or sent gifts..

peA

• 7:30,9:00

Bride-elect Honored With
Shower At Brandon Home

Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 • ..);•-".
You will have access to some
extraordinary gains now if you
move with forethought and
know-how. Neptune, propitious
stimulates your intuition and
quick thinkine
)
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with lofty ambitions, a
fine intellect and unusual
• versatility. You tre a born
traveler and could excel in any
occupation which keeps you
moving — transportation, tourconductor: world-travel lecturer or cruise director. But you
have a wealth of other talents,
could, for instance, make an
outstanding success of writing
- may even combine this gift
with your love of travel _
turning out stimulating tales of
adventures, stories of exploration and journals of your
wanderings. You could also
engage in music, painting or
science. You are too outspoken
to be a diplomat', but your
gregarious nature and ability to
get along with all types of
persons would make you an
ideal foreign representative and
promoter of good will. Here,
your unusual gift for languages
would also be a tremendous
asset.

11
(

OPEN HOUSE

Hiss Nancy Copeland Feted
At Event, Fandrich Home

irt-)(
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Featured speaker for the
Friday evening banquet will
be Hon. Gene Snyder U.S.
Representative, Fourth
District of Kentucky.

N
1 :
7

Hold Meet Sunday

White patent leather. Fash-

A very interesting campaign workshop is planned on
Friday, with Hon. Groves,
candidate-mayor of
Lexington: Hon. Joe Lane
Travis, Glasgow, candidate
judge:
for
district
Louis,
Representative
Guenther, incumbent candidate, 48th district: Hon.
Hickory Grace, Jr., incumbent, P.V.A.: Ms. Lena
Henry, circuit clerk, Estill
County.

Needlett

Sunday, June 12
Program planning
workshop for Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
of District One will be at J. U.
Kevil Center, Mayfield, at two

Bright
for summer
and only
$2695

Louisville,. will share the
Rostrum for the noon luncheon on Friday.

A Rommoom Release 1/

multi-colored pant suit and
was presented a daisy corsage
by the hostesses. Games were
played with the winners
presenting their prizes to the
honoree.
After the gifts were opened,
refreshments were served to
the twenty college friends
attending.
Mrs. James Fisher, mother
of the groom-elect, was a
special guest.

, 7:20.1

Ends Tonite L9:25
"Thunderbolt And
Lightfoot"(R)
Starts Tomorrow
The "Trinity Bays" Are Back!
JesepE

Lest,* and Eona frvtasy pme-. in lulo 7.ak/x.4 Kim

An Avco Embassy Nolte*

G

Another Week!
7:20,9:10

A UNIVERSAL Picture • Technicolor*

Thru Thur.
7.15,9.40
,•

TUE STING iJ
Ends Tonite!
"Porn-Porn Girls"' 8:15
Starts Tomorrow

...captured forever in our4
'
diamond bridal sets of
enchanting design. Our selection of classic and modern
styles are crafted in 14K gold.
,e)(Moren;tins <me the'

r Of lot..e),••

His whole life was a million.to-one shot

LW CLR.$
50 Bmairas, Paducah, K.

1.12 1.101

are

United Artists
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Calls Male M.D.'s
A Bunch of D.O.M.'s
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. Why do male physicians always insist
that then women patients disrobe completely when they
conic for an office'Visit? It seems that. this procedure is
especially "necessary" when the woman patient is young
and attractive.
Since I am a man, I have my own ideas about why
doctors insist on it. I have never heard of a man being
asked to undress. ..
You find out, Abby,and let us husbands know. There are
at least a quarter of a million Other men in Michigan who
would like.the answer to this one.
CURIOUS IN FARMINGTON HILLS
DEAR CURIOUS: Both men and women must disrobe
to some extent for a physical e xamination.Your suspicions
are as groundless as they are evil-minded. And who
appointed YOU spokesman for the men of Michigan?
I )E AR ABBY: I've been going with a wonderful guy for
almost fie years and we plan to marry soon.
About two years ago he started to lose confidence in his
driving. He kept imagining that he was about to hit
another car when he wasn't even close, and then he'd go to
pieces.
_He's never had an accident ijj his life. Now he makes up
excuses to get out of driving and- if I don't drive, we don't
go.
1 as in the hospital recently for a month and he visited
me only twice because the bus schedules conflicted with
his working hours.
}Lis refusal to drive has curtailed our social activities and
now it's limiting his job opportunities. He says our future
home will have to be situated on a bus line.
No amount of pleading will induce him to drive. He
refuses to see a doctor. I hate to give him an ultimatum,
but if I thought it would help. I would. Should I accept his
problem as a simple phobia? Or should I set a time limit.
after which he must start driving again?
STUMPED IN N.Y.
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DEAR STUMPED: Whether it's a "simple phobia" or a
sympto.ni of a more serious emotional(Qr physical) problem
cannot be determined without a thorough examination.
Don't marry him until after hea sees a .doetor.
°
—
DEAR ABBY; I am a direcory-assistance operator at a
telephone exchange, and I want to speak for myself and
other telephone operators who take a lot of'guff and abuse
from the public.
Out _lib is to help people find the telephone numbers
the) lif.ra We are not hired to tell people wiether a
tomato is a truit or a vegetable. We are also not allowed to
carry on conversations with people who call us to "visit."
Men, we are not a dating service, and we can't give our
names or marital status, or describe what we look like just
because you like our voices. We do not care to hear about
your bodies, and we don't get "turned on" by -suggestive
language.
We don't have to listen while people call us four-letter
names, just because we don't know what street John
Smith lives on, or which of the seven ways Mr. Schaeffer
,spells his name.
Many report us if we don't sound like a recording, but
very few commend us if we sound human and interested,
and try to be helpful..
YOUR TELVFIONE OPERATOR
DEAR OPERATOR: That's tellin"em! And I hope that
several ruillioa people gut your message.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose staNped, self-addressed envelope please.
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Are Hospital Patients Outland and Blalock
Wedding Is Saturday

. By Mrs. R. D. Key
admitted to the Henry County
May 23, 1977
General Hospital, Paris,
Well I'm late with my news Tn., on Tuesday with
as I've been in the hospital the pneumonia.
Miss Gail Lynn Outland, Karen Clark. and Connie
past week with my husband
Clarence Paschall had daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stinson as her bridesmaids.
who was admitted Monday surgery at Jackson, Tn., Charlys Outland, and Robert
Best man for Mr. Blalock
morning right sick and stayed hospital on Monday.
S. Blalock,son of Mr. and Mrs will be I.arry
Bolen.
until Saturday. Visitors in to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt Nelson Blalock, have coin Groomsmen and ushers will
see him while there were the and daughter, Ginger, spent pleted plans for their wedding be Richard Blalock and Don
-Rev. James Phelps, Mr. and the weekend with the Glynn on Saturday, June 11, at the Blalock. brothers of the
Mrs. Adolphus Paschall, Mrs. Orr family. They all attended Elm Grove Baptist Church. groom-elect. Brent Allen, and
ftot
Tommy Jenkins, the Rev. and church at Sedalia Baptist
The Rev. C. C. Brasher will Terry Outland, brother of the
Mrs. Warren Sykes and son, Church Sunday and were_ officiate at ..the tingble ring_ beide-elect..
Mitch, - Mr. and Mrs. Maburn dinner guests of the Rev. ceremony to be read at six
Following the ceremony, the
Key, Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Glenn Orr family.
_p.m.. Kathy Kelly, organist, reception will be held at the
Wilson. Mr. and Mrs.. Frances
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas. and Karen Clark, soloist. will. Community Room of the
Deering, the Rev. and Mrs. Vandyke and Mrs. Marti - present the music.
North Branch of the Peoples
Paul Veasey, Mrs. Sue Owen,' Paschall visited the Rev. and
Miss Outland will be given
North 12th and Chestnut
-Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen, Mrs. Terry Sills in Paducah on in marriage by her father and
Streets.,
Howard Morris, Mrs. Jessie Wednesday. Mr. Vandyke had has chosen Miss Karen J.
All friends and relatives are
Paschall, and Glynn Orr . a check up with his doctor for McCuiston as her maid of
to attend -the- wedding
Invited
Visitors since he came home his recent surgery.
honor,; and Misses Karen
reception.
the
and
are as follows: Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr Alexander, Brenda Outland,
Ginger,
and
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Jack Wyatt
Rickie Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Sunday.
Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Wade
The Rev. James Phelps
Brisendine, Mrs. Linda visited Clarence Paschall in
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Joe the hospital on Tuesday and
rlf
Powell and David, Gary Smith also R. D. Key at home. .
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Childers visited R. D.
Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Key • Wednesday morning.
Miss Stacy Owen, August 13 Mrs. Tom Mowery and June
Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and
bride-elect of Alan Jones, was Stigall of Lexington.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke, Mr.
Eighteen guests were
honored with a linen shower
and Mrs. Henry Sykes, Mr.
Miss Karen Denise Curd
and luncheon on May 21, at present include Mrs. Truman
and Mrs. Tony Sykes and son,
Spindletop Hall, Lexington. E. Jones, mother of the
and Mary Grace Morris. Mr.
and Steren Dale Steele
Hostesses for the delightful groom-elect. Krista Kennedy
Key appreciated all the visits,
were Mrs. Ben and Sheri Thornton, all of
occasion
- Mr. and Mrs. Freed Curd of 303 South Thirteenth Street, _calls, cards, and especially
her two daughters, Murray
and
Stigall
Oak
the
of
U.
M.
W.
The
Murray,announce the engagement and approael}ing marriage the beautiful flowers from Grove Baptist Church met
of their daughter, Karen Denise, to Steven DaleSteele, son of Puryear School.
Monday, May 23, at 7:30 p. m. IP
Mr. and Mrs. John C.Steele of Murray Route Eight.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson returned in the home of Jane Morton for
Mr.
School.
High
Murray
at
senior
a
be
will
▪ The bride-elect
home May 12 from Detroit, the regular'monthly meeting
All
Steele is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High School and is Mich., after spending three
and Bible Study.
presently self-employed as a farmer.
months with Mr. and Mrs.
of
Senaer
"Brazil,
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 6,at six Frances Deering. She was
Reduced
p. m. at the Seventh ailloplar Church of Christ wiQro. Idmittetto ..Henry county_ Missionaries': was theJesson
on
study
Bible
The
subject.
„rohn Dale.officiating. A receptioirwill follow-immediately al•
t
Long
-1'Till layllatie
•
terthe ceremooratthr
--•
• from Luke 16 - and
and.— am Mety-la Where he is still.a- scriptures
frien'ai
all
'and
beSent
Oilly out oTlOwri irlvItations will
off
n o
•
pa
Matthew 25 was conducted.
relatives of the couple are invited to attend the wedding and are
Mr. and Mrs. Frances
the
readMorton
Jane
the reception.
(Sizes 5 thru 13)
Deering, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Prayer Calendar.- Delpha
Key: the Rev. and Mrs. Taylor led in prayer for
Warren Sykes and Mitch, missionaries having,birthelayS
Off
1
Glynis—T-01=r, M—Rev. Phelps, on this day.
Morris, Jessie
Howard
Refreshments were served
'Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. by the hostess to Clara Jean
Maburn Key, Mr. and Mrs. Paschall, Delpha Taylor,
Clefris Wilson and Lavettia Youlonda Grooms, Sherry
During the year, 1976, and DerrelWilson.
Members of TOPS (Take off
816 Coldwater
Paschall, Hilda Evitts, and
members of the state
chapter
Adolphus Paschall was Freda Humphreys.
No.
pounds Sensibly ) Chapter
a
total of
34 of -Murray attended the of Kentucky lost a
queen
the
with
72,869Lappunds
the
at
held
meeting
state
of
Cobb
Patricia
being
Continental Inn, Lexington,
May 13 and 19 along with Greenville with a loss of 106L2
approximately five hundred pounds.
The convention opened at
members from different
on Friday, May 13, with
noon
Kentucky.
in
towns
badge registration.
the
Murray members attending
viere Lue Key, 'Edith Hut- followed by the offers
chens, Jean Fry, Dian Boyd. workshop. Get acquainted
Shirley Morris. Lovell Mc- time was held along with
Clure, Nadean Smith, and special entertainment of skits.
Delores Holzschuk, the latter "baggy clothes" parade, and
singing.
the leader of the chapter.
Saturday, May 14, the
session opened with rehearsal
for the leaders, chapter
queens state and royalty, and
and
winners
division
graduation of KOPS (keep off
pounds sensibly) and KOPS in
long standing which are Called
Alumni KOPS. Shirley Morris
Of Murray was honored in this
session.
At ten a. m. on Saturday the
session opened with welcome
to the 1975 State Royalty, 1977
Leaders Parade, and 1977
Chapter Queens and Kings.
Entertainment was held by
some sixth graders,followed
by presentation of plaques for
--11771
'
a no weight gain, division
winners, and runnersup.
dosing with the coronation of
the queen, whosikre was
release
'listed on the n
from the local chapter.
The closing afternoon
enincluded
session •
Folgers is specially blended
Senior
by
tertainment
for rich, delicious flavor.
Citizens; banner awards
(KIW) • KOPS in waiting
And Folgers is mountain
recognition, Alumni KOPS
grown coffee, the richest,
recognition,' Kt/PS
KOPS
most aromatic kind of
graduation, and
awards.
coffee there is.
An invitation 'for the 1978So save 75C on
State Day was given by
Owensboro before the session
Mountain Grown Folgers
closed with the TOPS, Songs.
What a saving!
according to Nadean Smith.
co-leader.
What a coffee!
AMP
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Miss Stacv,Owen Honored
With Luncheon U. Shower

Oak Grove
WMU Meets

Sportswear.
4_
Dresses
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Gauchos.
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Murray -141e-m-bers,,Of TOPS.
Chapter At State Meeting

Marcile's Fashions

polipAITPACKAGE

Folger's

Mountain Grown Coffee

If you think the saving
is great just wait 'til
you taste our flavor.

11, PORTRAITS IN
99

Pt LIVING COLOR
DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED

59.95
ON DELIVERY

-

2 - 8 X 10
2- 5 X 7
10 WALLETS

4.3
0106

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

POrtrtuts will be delivered with
,r1 three weeks

NO LIMIT 3 BIG DAYS ALL AGES

DAYS: Thurs., Fri., Sat.
DATES: June 9, 10, 11
HOURS: 11 a.m.-7

N7
REGAL
STUDIOS

ir

r we use Kodak paper
Foto good ioors

Central Shopping Ctr.

The earth's third largest is
land is Borneo.
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For Information

SAVE 75cVacuum Folger's
WHEN YOU BUY

VUlger7
coffee

ONE CAN (ANY SIZE)

Regarding
EledrOlYSiS
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
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THE FOLGER COFFEE CO.,

Call 753-8856
CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE
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"MA`A3E SO MAW{ OF OUR RATS
CONTRACT CANCER BECAUSE
IHELCRE CO4FINEI2 TO CAGES."

,Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
:1h-fife-a-Stafes littirrtr-

4r

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and
have been on Social Security benefits
the past two years. I have also been
working part-time to help supplement
my Social Security.
East year, I earned over the allowed
amount and 1 had to pay some money
back. From the looks of things this
year. I feel that 1 am going to exceed
the allowed amount again. Do you think
there will ever be any'change in this
where we can earn whatever we want?
N. K.
ANSWER: Heartline has stated its
displeasure with the ruling that limits
people on Social Security to a certain
amount of income and we will continue
to voice oneself on this issue. We feel
that there are many people capable of
higher earnings and we would like to
see Congress pass a law that would
allow these people to do more work and
thus, be able to live a more productive
life.
Under present law, the maximum
allowable earned income is fixed at
$3,000, with a reduction in Social
Security benefits of $1 for every $2
earned income —above .that level.
itetireras-ow-the-low end of-411.!7-weigt
scale:irmst, choose - -liersiqen strictly'
curtailed employment
and the
resulting waste of valuable talents) and
a partial or 'total forfeiture of the
retirement benefits to which they are
otherwise entitled.
The. law acts as -a 50 per cent tax on
such earned income, above and beyoni
the normal Social Security and income
taxes already deducted. The effect of
the earnings ceiling applies only to
earned income — thus, individuals
receiving income from investments,
even enormous amounts of such income, remain unaffected and receive
full Social Security benefit checks.
Balanced against these arguments
for the elimination of the earnings
ceiling is the projected (estimates vary
from $2.7-8 billion) cost of such a
change and a strong feeling that the
elimination would unnecessarily
provide a windfall benefit to some
wealthy income earners.
There are now over 50 different bills
pending in Congress that would amend
this earnings ceiling in a variety of
ways. The Social Security Subcommittee of the House Ways and
Means Committee will consider several
basic schemes — one group of bills
would eliminate the earnings ceiling
entirely, while a second approach
would be simply to increase the $3.000
ceiling on earnings.
The smallest increase would be to
$3,600, provided by H. R. 1549, introduced by Representative Bob
`Traxler (Mich.) and the largest to
$8,000, provided by H. R. 2075, introduced by Representative James M.
Hanley ( N. Y.)
Representative Elliot H. Levitas
(Ga.) introduced a similar type of bill,
H. R. 2092, on January 19, 1977 that
would raise the earnings ceiling to an
amount equal to 150 per cent of the
poverty level.

pen pal club for people over age 55, and
it has thousands of members
throughout the country. Anyone interested in obtaining pore information
on the Hearthrt. pen pal club should
write to "Heartline's American,60
club," 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. Please enclose
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: I am 72 years old and
am on Social Security benefits. As you
know, people on Social Security must
watch their income. One way I try to do
this is to order merchandise by mail.
I ant sometimes afraid to do this,
though, because just about all of these
companies make you pay in advance. I
cannot afford to be "ripped off" by a
bad company. Do you have any
suggestions to keep this from happening? F. M.
ANSWER: The first thing to do when
ordering merchandise by mail is to
check the reliability of the company.
You rm., do this by calling the Better
Business Bureau to see if there are any
complaints against the company.
Obviously, there are many, more
things you should do before ordering by
mail, so Heartline has compiled a list to
help protect you against mail order
fraud. For this free list write "Heartline — Mail Order," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

:Today
-- In 1-1-isto1y

By The Associated Press
TODArS TOPIC: FOREIGN AID D IsASTER
HARRIGAN
Today is Wednesday, June 8, the
traditional
American
standard
of
to
inproposal
Carter's
President
159th day of 1977. There are 206 days left
living. Large sections of the Northeast
crease foreign aid to hostile Third
_
in
the year.
are enlighted by decay and in need of
World nations is a real shocker.
Today's
highlight
in
history:
huge expenditures for productive enTo propose the export of massive
On this date in 632, the prophet
terprise. The South still has a long way
amounts of capital at a time when
Mohammed died.
to
go
to
overcome
its
historic
economic
is,
the
America is capital-deficient
On this date:
disabilities. If one looks beyond the new
height of irresponsibility. The danger in
In 1861, Tennessee seceded from the
the
mudone
finds
much
of
factories,
conis
proposal
giveaway
the Carter
Union.
sill world of yesteryear. In the West,
tinued stagflation in the U.S. economy.
In 1905, President Theodore
massive infusions of capital are needed
Mr. Carter has a blind spot or the
Roosevelt offered to act as a mediator
to
factories,
and
open
mines,
build
to
Third World. He seems determined to
in the Russo-Japanese War.
develop water systems needed by cityalleviate their poverty — an impossible
In 1940, the Nazis invaded Norway
inminers,
and
farmers,
dwellers,
from
the
task — with tax dollars taken
In 1942, during World War II,
dustrialists.
pockets of Americans. Indeed, one gets.
Japanese submarines shelled Sydney,
The Carter administration can't push
the feeling that Mr. Carter views
Australia.
foreign
giveaways
to
colossal
for
foreign aid to Africa as conscience
In 1953, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
countries and expect substantial
money. The fact is, however, that
that restaurants in the District of
private
sector
number
of
in
the
growth
America doesn't owe a moral debt to
Columbia could not refuse to serve
jobs in the United States. His foreign
Third World countries.
blacks.
exporting
plan
for
plan
is
a
aid
United
the
The duty of a President of
In 1965, U.S. troops in South Vietnam
expense
at
the
prosperity
—
American
States is to be for America first, to
were
authorized to engage in offensive
of the American people. Foreign aid
promote the economic interests of the
operations.
been
a,
years
has
period
of
30
over
a
American people. They need better
In 1968, James Earl Ray, under indisaster for Americans. The Carter
protection than they are getting from
dictment for the assassination of
disaster.
worsen
the
would
only
plan
the Carter administration.
Martin Luther King, was arrested in
Such proposals represent a cruel
Uncle Sam isn't a rich man with more
London,England.
resources.
people's
squandering
of
our
money than he knows what to do With.
Ten years ago: Thirty-four U.S.
When Mr. Carter calls fof $7.4 billion
Many areas of the United States ,lack
seamen
were killed when Israeli torin aid to foreign countries, he proposes,
the capital required to maintain the
pedo boats and planes attacked an
in effect, that American communities
American communications ship off the
be denied a certain number of new
Sinai Peninsula. Israel said the attack
plants and jobs. He recommends a
was accidental.
diversion of U. S. resources from vital
Five years ago: A Czechoslovak jet
projects in the 50 states. The American
pilot was killed as his plane was
people can't have what they need if
hijacked to West Germany by 11 percapital to build new facilities is pumped
sons.
into distant continents and to prop up
One year ago: A large force of Syrian
dictatorial regimes in the Third World.
troops moved into Lebanon, where a
It is time to lay to rest the notion that
civil war was raging.
and solicitors.
America is a cornucopia from which
Today's birthday
Charitable solicitation schemes occur
Management
everyone can feat. America's resources
consultant John Diebold is 51.
in many forms, such as direct mailing
America's
to
restricted
should be
Thought for today: Gossip is the only
appeals, telethons, media adeconomic and strategic needs, save for
sound that travels faster than sound. —
vertisements, door-to-door sales, and
the very special act of charity, as in the
Anonymous.
musical concerts. Find out whether a
case of earthquake or other disaster
charity is legitimate and worth your
HEARTLINE: I am a 63-year-old
relief.
consideration and support before inUnfortunately, - the Carter ad- widow and am living on my former
vesting your money. Some ways you
Security benefits.
ministration is gradually tilting the husband's Social
These shall make war with the
can learn more about a charity are:
anything to do with
I
have
not
found
in
resources
America's
Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome
division of
1) Write directly to the national office
myself and am getting bored. I would
them for he is Lord, of lords, and
favor of the Third World. If this process
of the charity requesting financial
love to find,something to do with my
will
the
result
King of kings. Revelation 17:14.
Congress,
by
accepted
is
reports and other data
spare time. I would like to join a pen pal
fear not' there is only ultimate
be long-range economic stagflation for
2) Consult your local Better Business
club. Do you know of any? R. N.
doom for the powers of darkness
the United States. Our people will be
Bureau of the Council of Better
ANSWER: Headline has developed a
and for all evil men
economically deprived.
Business Bureaus in Washington. D. C.
which inaintains files on more than
5,000 agencies and can supply you with
information which may .enable you to
better judge the charity.
3) Check with the Attorney General's
Consurner.Protection Division to see if
there have been any problems or
complaints on the charity in question.
If you have any questions about
By F.J L. Blasingame, M.D
charitable solicitations contact the
F J.L Blasingarne, MD_
Office of the Attorney General, Division
taneously.
causing
pain,
0,
age
over
W.,
relatively
They
represent
onlY
of Consumer Protection, Frankfort. Ky.
down the loss of minerals ani ,
Q. Mrs.
minor psychological and disability: and deformity.
is being gi Yen feilialc hormone
add to the general comfort ( •
40601. The office has found that it can
It is unclear why some older the
to try to prevent the loss of emotional problems. rather
most effectively deal with written
diseased person.
minerals front (her hones. She than any serious .condition. persons have osteoporosis
The danger of womb cancer
complaints and encourages you to write
fears that the hormone may Therefore; ii tany. anithorities while others of the same age (cancer of the endometrium.
when you have a complaint. However,
increase the danger of her do not justifv persistent group do not, even with' the or lining of the uterus) is slight
if you have an emergency situation, all
same level of female hor- and
developine, cancer of the hormone therapy.can be detected readily ,in
the Consumer Hotline. The number is 1mones. Fortunately. giving its
for
asks
she
and
The
loss
of
minerals
from
wood).
early stages of periodic
800-372-2960.
female
hormone
may.
itnprove
bones ; osteoporosis 1 is imcomment.
,chelsups, especially if any
A : ()pinions among well- portant_ As your physician the symptoms of osteoporosis', uterine bleeding Is noted.
trained physicians vary probably exphined, this at least temporarily, but Treatment is satisfactory if
considerbly as to whether condition is more common administering the hormone done early in the course of the
over four million cases does not prevent the disease. disease.
female hormone should lw
rarrb?rs, $.2 50 per month, payatAe
given to women after the currently in the United . Many , physicians prescribe
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, ii,o
In your case, the los's of
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. K
and minerals
menopause. It is viewed by States), mainly in older additional calcium
from your bones
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn . 317 5e per
year By mail to other destinations, VC .50-1 pot
many authorities as normal women. This loss of minerals Vitamin D. Perhaps the most should be regarded as a
year.
and natural for the hormone brings on a brittleness of the effective treatment is to en- potentially serious condition
Member of Associated Press, Kentta k)
Association and Southern Newspaper Publisher,
level to be lower after age 45. bones and may contribute to courage regular exerciSC aI and should be followed
Association
Nlany symptoms. such as easy fractures. The vertebrae the muscles and joints. These -regularly by your physician.
hot flashes, are not serious. may break, even spon- measures, used together, slow

Charitable Solicitations

Bible Thought

Let's Stay Well

Female Hormone And
Mineral Loss
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No Winners In Case
Of Courts, Fisherman
The interests of the marine
By WALTER R. MEARS
mammals come first under the
AP Special Correspondent
statutory scheme, and the interests of
WASHINGTON AP) — In the case of
the industry, important as they are,
the courts, the Congress, the porpoises
must be served only after protection of
no
are
there
fishermen,
the
tuna
and
the animals is assured," said Judge
known winners,
Charles R. Richey.
Instead, there are angry fishermen,
He acknowledged that the cost of
dissatisfied environmentalists, jobless
catching tuna probably would increase.
,•annery workers and dead dolphins,
But steps which ensure the protection
there also is the consumer, but by act
and conservation of our natural
;!' Congress, as interpreted by the
environment must, almost inevitably,
..ourts, his interests rank well down the
impose temporary hardships on those
.ale
commercial interests which have long
The porpoise issue, and the search for
exploiting that
benefitted
by
a solution, could go into a handbook on
environment," Richey held.
now the government got the way it is. A
A conflicting court ruling clouded
new corps of federal inspectors
that one, the case was appealed, and
probably will be going to work next fall,
U.S. tuna boats stayed in port for
one on each tuna boat that sets out to
months. Industry allies said the
sea, to keep count of the porpoises
fishermen had no alternative.
Killed in the tuna nets.
Environmentalists charged that they
Congress decided five years ago that
were staging what amounted to a
porpoises and other marine mammals
strike, Seeking to put pressure on
should be protected and preserved, a
Congress to ease the law.
worthwhile end.. The problem is that it
Eventually, on March 1, the
now conflicts with other worthwhile
government published regulations
ends, among them the 1.5 billion cans of
setting a quota for dolphin kills by tuna
tuna Americans eat each year:
59,050, but with an outright
fishermen,
those
balance
trying
to
is
Congress
ban on the setting of nets around
conflicting goals, which isn't easy. In
schools that include the eastern spinner
this case, as in other environmental
dolphin, which was held to be a depleted
judgments,there is a pricgto be paid by
species. Since the spinner dolphin
the industry involved, and that means
swims with other types of dolphins, the
by its customers.
industry says it can't operate under
Porpoises and tuna often swim
those rules.
together in the Pacific Ocean regions
The House now has voted to increase
worked by U.S. fishermen. No one
the limit to 68,910, and to include 6,500
knows why. But the porpoises are a
tipoff to the whereabouts of the tuna, eastern spinners in the quota. The
measure awaits Senate action.
which swim beneath and behind them.
That ceiling is lower than the
Beginning in about 1960, American
!ishermen b'egyr using the-porpoises to- -industry- sought. "Pat- -a - coalition- of
'
-help c.atehtlie-tona.Whealporpoises.aro-- rwicauunental graiipP.4.4Liocu1es
spotted' ran -the- ocean iurface,•fishiiik.-- -striitgent-TegitiOhJityMOrg boat-br-creWs in speedboats hePc1 them to spots' - boat quotas and stiff penalties for
violations.
where giant nets are set, to capture the
Under the House bill, there will be
yellowfin tuna which follow below.
government observers aboard U.S.
The trouble is that the nets trap the
tuna boats after next Oct. 1. That is
porpoises, too. They are air-breathing
expected to cost the government about
mammals,and they drown if they Can't
$5 million. The observers aren't hilly
get to the surface to breathe.
to be very popular aboard ship. They'll
There are nets and techniques that
keep book on porpoise kills, and the
cut the porpoise casualties. The
fishermen say they're trying to do so. shipowner will have to pay $32(pr each
animal killed in excess of the fleet-wide
The critics say they haven't tried hard
average.
enough.
There are further complications.
According to government estimates,
Foreign fishermen kill about 212 times
more than 100,000 dolphins were killed
as many porpoises as U.S. vessels.
last year by the 117 American vessels
that fish that way. There are no firm. They are supposed to meet American
numbers on casualties or, for that, standards if they „want to sell Their
catch in the United States, but there is
matter, on the porpoise population. The
no way to police them. Unless the
government is working on it.
problem is resolved, some American
The issue came to a head a year ago
owners may seek to transfer or sell
when a federal judge ruled that killing
their ships to get them under foreign
the porpoises was a violation of the
Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 flags.
What happens in the Pacific has
because the government had not come
up with figures and guidelines to insure repercussions elsewhere. About 2,000
tuna cannery workers have been laid
the species is not damaged.
off in Ponce, Puerto Rico. Another 1,900
are on reduced hours and 250 have been
ideled in Mayaguez.
Porpoises are lovable creatures.
Tuna fish make good sandwiches. It is
an emotional issue, and a tough one.
The Rev. Lloyd Ramer, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, Murray, was
elected as one of the four ministers to
attend as delegates to the General
Conference of the Methodist Church in
Dallas, Texas, at the Memphis
Conference of the Methodist Church
being held at Paducah.
Cathy Harris, member of the
By Robert F. Stephens
Calloway County High School Chapter
Attorney General
of the Future Homemakers of America,
Recently you may have seen the story
has been elected as song leader for the
about a cancer hospital which
Kentucky FHA at the state meeting
distributed promotional materials
held at Louisville.
,
indicating that over 70 per cent of
Ann Kay Sanders, daughter of Mr. hospital patients did not pay their
and Mrs. A. C. Sanders, has been
hospital bills. What the material did not
assigned as a Baptist summer say was that this cancer hospital was
missionary to the Central New York
yet to be built and in fact it had no
State area where she will be working
patients, paying or non-paying. ,Over
with Vacation Bible Schools and other $600,000 was contributed by the public,
youth groups.
but of that money,69 per cent was spent
Top averages this week in the
on fund raising; 12 ,per cent for the
Couples Summer Bowling League went
purchase of some land; one per cent to
to Lyman Dixon, Jim Neale, Delmar
settle a lawsuit; and only 18 per cent of
Brewer, Joe Hargrove, Vernon Riley, the $600,000 - or $108,000 - was left for
Marilyn Parks, Betty Riley, Berlene
those non-existent patients.
Brewer, Phyllis Adams, and Nell
Americans give over $27 billion a
Markovich.
year to charitable organizations, but
because of schemes like this one, part
•; of the money is thrown away on
fraudulent solicitations and the needy
recipients and legitimate charitable
organizations go without.
Marvin 0. Wrathe,-; of Murray has
To combat charity frauds, the
new
of
the
president
been named as
Kentucky
General Assembly in 1976
Joint Alumni Council of the six state passed a law limiting the
amount which
supportei: colleges of Kentucky at a
could be paid to or received by
meeting held at Louisville.
charitable solicitors. The law states
Deaths reported include Mrs. Artie
that not more than 15 per cent of all
age
Todd,
Richard
64,
Mae Nanney,age
contributions of money or property, and
86, Joseph H. Collins, age 41, and Mrs.
not more than 15 per cent of net
.
52.
Lovett,
age
Edith
proceeds or profits of social _and
Lovell Parker, daughter of Mr. and
spectators events and sales of goods
Mrs. Jack Parker and member of the and services can be paid to fund'raisers
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America,
received her State Homemaker degree
at the Kentucky FHA meeting held at
Murray State College.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
Charlie Burkeen, Airman, USN, son
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christis
Weatherford,
Pernecy
of Mrs.
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103N. 4th St. Murray,
serving aboard the USS Saratoga out of
Ky.,42071.
Norfolk, Va.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, KY.
4=1.
-Miss Alta Faye Andrus and Donald
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
Crudis Simmons were married June 2
at the First Baptist Church.

Pr'',.111FII:

r
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Two Bodies Remain Unidentified In
Aftermath Of Beverly Hills Tradgedy

Miss Calloway County
Fair Queen Contest 1977

I 977
• NAME _

SOUTHGATE, Ky. ( AP) —
4, Kentucky State Police said a
review of the coroner's death
records would be undertaken
PARENTS
if the bodies of two reportedly
missing women were not
PHONE
ADDRFSS
found today in the rubble of
the Beverly Hills Supper Club.
YEAR COMPLETED
SCHOOL ATTENDING
Kentucky State Police
Commissioner
Kenneth
SPECIAL INTERESTS OR HOBBIES
Brandenburgh said no bodies
were found Tuesday after
crews cleared the main dining
room and several smaller
This form and a picture (billfold size) should be mailed or
dining rooms.
than
no
later
Sycamore,
brought to Mary Ann Russell, 1503
"If the bodies of the two
June 15. Pictures will be returned. Contest to be held Friday, women still unaccounted for
finished
just
July 8, open to Calloway County girls who have
are not found Wednesday,"
junior or senior year of high school. The first 25 entrants will Brandenburgh said, he will
753be accepted. For further information, call Mrs. Russell at
meet with Campbell County
2832 or Mrs. Jane Sisk at 753-9689.
Coroner Dr. Fred Stine "to
compare notes."
AGE

DATE OF BIRTH

:e SS, and
embers
yone inorrnation
b should
ricari, 60
., West
e enclose
ped enold and
.. As you
ity must
try to do
mail.
do this,
of these
vance. I
ff" by a
ye any
in hap-

Dr. Stine reported two
remain
female
bodies
unidentified and the families
of two more women reported
them missing in the fire that
killed at least 161 May 28.
Dr. Stine said he is "pretty
sure no mistake was made in
identifying the victims,"
Brandenburgh said "It is
possible that in the initial
demolition,some bodies might
have been" missed by
searchers.
Still not found were the
bodies of Judy ,Boherer, 22,
Cincinnati, and Mrs. Evelyn
Shough,62, Dayton, Ohio.
said
Brandenburgh
searchers will be hampered
today searching the main bar
area where the concrete

second flour collapsed on top
of it.
The rubble is unstable, he
said.
Brandenburgh, noting
demands by two Cincinnati
congressmen for a federal
investigation, U.S. Rep.
Thomas Luken, D-Ohio, and
U.S. Rep. Willis D. Gradison,
R-Ohio, that federal agencies
have been on the scene for
several days "at the request of
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll.
The agencies include the
National Fire Protection
Association, National Bureab
of Standards, National Fire
Protection and Control
Administration and the
Consumer Protection Agency.
Brandenburgh said more

than 200 patrons and employes
of the club have been
interviewed but "we're some
time away, weeks away,from
concluding the interview
phase of the investigation."
He said state police have
sent several bags of items to
Frankfort headquarters for
testing. He said police, sifting
through ashes with bare
hands, found numerous
personal items including
purses, watches and a hearing
aid.
The emperor penguin, tallest
of its species at four feet,
breeds in the Antarctic during
the winter and holds its egg between its feet and belly to keep
it from freezing.

Corinne Henry McNutt who has retired as speech
therapist with the Murray Board of Education was
presented with a gift from Don Henry, chairman of the
board at the close of the current school year. Ms. McNutt has spent thirty-eight years in the education field.
On the right are pictured Fred T. Schultz, superintendent
of Murray City Schools, and William C. Adams, Jr., a
member of the school board.
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these SAVINGS!

Mermen
Spied St
Stick

Regular
T.75 oz. —
$1.19 VALUE

•

("
'
1
_A\
I Paid. le•

”••••

yo nri

aid

Protein 29
Hair Grooming Gel

3 oz. $1.39 VALUE
8, the
•:ys left

3
Sav-Rlte's
Low Price

,rophet

m the
• odore
.:tor
•

Mennen
Speed Stick

Protein 21
Hair Spray

Deodorant
Herbal

•Regular
•X-Hold
*Super Hold
13 oz.
$2.39 VALUE

Hf /MAI

speed
stick

ay
1r II,
dney,

1.75 oz.
$1.19 VALUE

SAVE 56'

Denorex
Medicated Shampoo

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser
60's
17' Off Next Purchase
$2.15 VALUE

401.
$2.29 VALUE
Denom

Soy-Rite's
Low Price

ruled
ict of
serve

SAVE 86'

etriam
• nsive
er inIn of
ed in

eVe

Summer's Eve

Listerex

Disposable Douche
Twin Pack

Cleansing Lotion
401.

$1.20 VALUE

U.S.
li tor•d an
iff the
:ttack

Phillips'
Milk -of
Magnesia

:k jet
was
I per.

Chocolate
Flavored

yrian
• re a

8 oz.

Sav•Rite's
Low Price

Revlon Milk Plus 6
Shampoo & Conditioner
•Normal-Dry
*Oily
'Tinted-Bleached
8 oz.
$2.35 VALUE

Low Price

the
ome
and

SAVE 46'

SAVE 56'

_

only
d. —

0.7

C

t-N

. $1.16 Value

ment

72c

*Regular
•Herbol
31.41 VALUE

NDAIP
Plastic
Strips
AU Wide 30's
$1.52 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

91c

Say-Rite's
Low Price

ale
SAVE 61'

n

12 oz.

PlaStICOF
4
'
t SUPS 410
tfr?
,

Large 50's
$1.52 VALUE
Sav•Rite's
Low Price

91c

Sheer
Strips
All Wide 30's
$1.52 VALUE
Soy- Rite's
Low Price

91c

Large 50's
$1.52 VALUE
Soy- Rite's
Low Price

91c

SAVE 61'

$2.22 VALUE
Spy-Rite':
Low Price

STORE HOURS:

Tablets
loo's slYirVALuE

9 to 9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Shopping Centrr
Phone 153-8304
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Take A Look At
Our Low Prices
"They'll Knock Ya
— Outa Yer Saddle!!"
MN!

Ashtrays

Hartz 2 in 1 Flea Collar
large Dogs

$27
' $279
41.=111.'
w
4Pti

Heavy Duty Burn Proof
Beer Brands:
Puppies

83c

Busch -

99

Budweiser -

Different Styles .1 Sires
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Tax Break For Home Insulation
If you hate termites
and other pests, Still Alive But Not Assured
you'll loveTerminix
I. Ask about our condihonal
nationwide for over 46 year9
5. At chemicals EPA
5150 000 Termite dam age
...—_.;"
registered
guarantee 2. Free inspec
..6,
tIons 3. Economical
ifatfi
ilk
quarterly pest con
.....1111Laeir4440100.
troi 4. Trusted
3 •
-...
....___„.—

......alett—• '

Nobody hales pests like Teraiuis hates pests.
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce,
Member National Pest Control Assoc.,
Member Kentucky Pest Control Assoc

WASHINGTON ( AP) —
President Carter's plan to
give a special tax break to
Americans who insulate their
homes is stiU alive, but its
passage is far from assured.
The House Ways and Means
Committee tentatively agreed
Tuesday in a close vote to
allow a tax credit of up to $400
for the purchase of insulation
and other home energy-saving
devices.
The 13-12 vote could be an
indication of more trouble
than expected for Carter's
entire energy-tax program,
the
which
of
parts
concedes
administration
strong
face
already
opposition.
Most Republicans and
liberal Democrats opposed the
tax break. At least three of the
13 congressmen who voted for
it indicated their votes cannot
be counted on when the

Creative Photography by

WILSON
WOOLLEY

proposal comes up for final cents to-the price of a gallon of
in
the gasoline and a tax that
consideration
eventually could be as high as
committee later this month.
on cars that get poor gas
$2,500
the
a
was
by
first
The vote
congressional committee on mileage, coupled with rebates
of up to $500 to buyers of fuelany of the tax portions of
Carter's energy program. The efficient models.
The standby gasoline tax
size of the opposition was
the tax rebate on fuel
and
because the
surprising
insulation credit had been efficient cars are conceded to
regarded as the part . of be in deep trouble in Congress.
Carter's plan most acceptable The crude oil tax is, by
administration estimates, not
to Congress.
Rep. Fortney Stark, 0- quite so unpopular.
Calif., urged deletion of the
provision from the big energy
bill. He said it would clutter up
the tax laws and waste federal
unnecessary
on
money
subsidies. Rising fuel prices
provide ample incentive for
he
homes,
insulating
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
contended.
Rep. Al Ullman, chairman Completion of the Tennesseeof the committee, said killing Tombigbee Waterway will.
the provision just as the panel help expand markets for
begins work on the Carter Kentucky's agricultural
program would be a bpd products, Gov. Julian Carroll
mistake and "cause all kinds said Tuesday.
He told those attending a
of repercussions."
The provision would let a marketing alternatives
homeowner or renter subtract conference here that the
from his income taxes 20 per waterway will connect. Lake
cent of the first $2,000 spent for Barkley with the Gulf of
such items as insulation, Mexico, cutting some 300
and miles and five days off river
weatherstripping
caulking, storm windows and transportation.
This will place the nation's
doors, clock thermostats, or
greatest concentration of
efficient heat systems.
in
waterways
The credit would be inland
for Kentucky," said Carroll.
only
available
Also on the program was
expenditures made between
April 20, 1977, when Carter Development Secretary
first announced his energy William Short, who said that
program) and Dec. 31, 1982. Kentucky's farm income for
The maximum credit v.ould be 1976 grew to $1.6 billion. He
$400 for that entire period: The said the goal is to have a $2
-credit could not be claimed for billion annual farm incrane by
insulation on newly built 1980.
hoines• .The credit approved by the
panel would be for a shorter
period and for a lower
percentage of costs than
proposed by Carter, although
the $400 maximum would be
the same.
Still facing action in the
committee are three highly
Carter
controversial
proposals. They include
standby authority for a
gasoline tax hike of as much
as 50 cents a gallon, a tax on
crude oil that could add 7.6

them by the faculty of
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Reeves admire the engraved silver tray given
Ruth Howard, French
year.
Murray High School at the close of the current ..school
Scouts have a song
Girl
"The
said
presentation
teacher, standing right, in making the
the other gold. This
and
which says: Make new friends but keep the old for one is silver
less than a year."
in
one
dear
and
old
an
become
speaks of a new friendship that has
Turner, Charles Archer,
Tommy
Crider,
Jerry
include
right,
to
left
pictured,
Others
Howard, and Margaret
Lloyd Hasty, Tommy Brown, Sue Miller, Jerry Ainley, Ruth
Brown.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Sen. Wendell Ford, 0-Ky.,
showed "contempt for the way
the people of Lexington feel"
when he apparently endorsed
James Amato for mayor,says
Amato's opponent, State Sen.
Joe Graves.
"I'm for every Democrat
running," Ford said Monday,
when asked if he backed a
candidate in the nonpartisan
mayor's race.
Graves, a Republican, said
60 per cent of Lexington's
voters approved the urbancounty merger charter in 1972
that included provisions, for
nonpartisan mayoral races.

I wish to say thank you to
each and every voter in the
City of Murray for the confidence that you placed in
me with your votes during
the Democratic Primary on
May 24.
I believe that Murray is a
unique and beautiful city in
which to live and work, and
I believe that with the continued good management
of our funds and the
establishment of a money
savings purchasing department for all departmenfs
within our city government
we can perform even a better job, making Murray a
better place to live.

Reiliernber, I LISTEN TO
THE VOTERS, and I ask all to
united
a
for
vote
Democratic ballot in the
November general election.

The Friendly Folks at Otasco say join us for our

Now's the time to save with the
Friendly Folks'-ot Otasco during our

SAVE 4.00
REG. 15.99

GLIDER

3797
2797REG
This 5' folding Table is made of
sturdy steel, seats 6 Handy drop leaves
make it perfect for picnics.
The furniture you can heave outdoors1 All steel bock, seot ond
frame. Green arid white boked
enamel finish. 60 226 3 5

GENERAL 6 ELECTRIC
14 cu.ft. REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
SAVE
EVEN

SAVE 3.02

997

Large 3.79 c u ft. freezer section.
• Twin vegetable bins. • Auto- .
matic defrosting in refrigerator
section.• Coil-free back.• Two
—144-41-fesy-ts-ey-•,

-

REG. 12.99

Save 615
on 3-Piece Set

M ulli-ssasition lounge _with_pillow_ .
"as 36 positions for total relaxation
and comfort.. :

999
CHAISE

MULTI-BAND
RADII

REG. $54.95
s
AM FM HI-POLICE
AIR WEATHER C8
• AC or DC operabon • Squelch and
tone controls

Folding choir and 5-position chaise have
extra-wide webbing for comfort arid strength
63 2,3: 55 2'A

18 heavy steel tabletop
grill. Hot 3 position J i

Handsbme picnic set includes 5-ft table and 2
benches. Redwood finish.
60-370

Use as a smoker
or brazier, Arln-^um, avocado
,
oiicolo: .
Per manenz Press Kn.,
cycle • Pre Wash too.
Cycle • 5 position
watet teattswatute sh
lector • Wafer leve
selector • 3 suoy 4,„t
EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-IN

From your friendly Otasco Store
by the day or by the hour.

REG. 74c

2995

CASSETTE RECORDER
Auiornatic 0- u t•off
• Built-in condenser
mike • Ai:Owner,
level control for re
cording. t....

Sale Prices Good Through Saturday at Over 600 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest.

cog

Bel-Air Shopping Center

US,
Cal Orr OR

49'

REG. 4.67
REG. 10 77

Flying()

Charcoal lighter.
Quart size with
'snap-open' so:Iwo
top. .so 334 9,

799

10-lb. Hardwood Charcoal Briquets
•

4-plitco barbicue
tool set. All have
hardwood handles, with leather
thongs •

Prices good ot over 600 stores throughout the South & Southwest,

Bel-Air Center

753-8391

5-qt ice cream freezer

•
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Workshops For Women
Are Scheduled At UK

v of
nch
ong
This
ar."
her,
a ret

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
Workshops on a variety of
subjects of interest to women
will be staged this weekend at
the University of Kentucky in
observance of International
Women's Year.
The workshops deal with
subjects such as financial
management, health care,
child care, the equal rights
amendment, rape and employment.
Conference participants will
be able to sign up for
workshops when they register,
either Friday from 4 to 7 p.m.,
or Saturday from 8:30 to 9:30
a.m. Registration is on the UK
campus.
About 800 women have preregistered for the event,
according to the Kentucky
Coordinating Committee in
Louisville, but at least 3,000
are expected to register when
the conference opens.
The registration fee is $2.
The conference includes
addresses by U.S. Rep.
Shirley Chisholm, D-N.Y., and
author Caroline Bird.
Miss Bird, whose wOrks
include "Born Female; The
High Cost of Keeping Women
Down," which is used as a
textbook in many women's
studies programs; a legal
guidebook on sexism in employment, and an economic
history of women,is scheduled
to speak at 10 a.m.Saturday.
Rep. Chisholm,a member of
the House Rules Committee
and the author of "Unbought
and Unbossed" and "The
Good Fight," will speak at
8:30 p.m: Saturday. Both
speectigis are to be held at the
LexingterferVic Center.
Exhibits on arts, crafts and
media, and sport& demonstrations will be stagid at the
university. Some 600 women
from across the sta!e have
submitted original art for a

juried exhibition. UK Museum
Director Priscilla Cblt said
some of the works are "very.
competent."
A business session is
scheduled Sunday afternoon,
after the completion of
workshops, .at which conference delegates will formulate resolution based on the
opinion
on
consensus
developed during the event.
Delegates also will be
elected to represent Kentucky
women at a national conference to be held in Houston
this fall.
The national conference will
submit reconunendationt to
the President and Congress in,
1978 for possible legislation
addressing problems woinen
face.
Groups representing both
sides of controversial issues
such as the Equal Rights
and abortion are
Amendment
expected tope on hand for the
conference...
LL4PGov. Thelma Stovall,
honorary :chairman of the
event, said in a statement
Monday that she hoped all
Kentucky women, regardless
of their views on any one
issue, would participate in the
convention.
"We need a wide variety of
attitudes and backgrounds
participating in this conference, if Kentucky women
are going to be adequately
represented," she said.
Congress allocated funds to
each of the 50 states and sx
- territories to carry out an
observance of International
Women's Year:
Kentuckyreceiv'ed W,385
the total $5 million' budgeted
for such activities. Five
hundred grants were made
available so that low income
women could participate.
Lodging is being made
available by the university.

nacho Ihaek

INVENTORY
CLEARANCE

•
•

.•

The annual conference is
sponsored by the Cooperative
Extension Services in seven
states, including Kentucky,
Valley
Tennessee
the
Testof
Association
Demonstration Farm
Families and the Tennessee
Valley Authority.

WE'RE NOW 6124 STORES AND DEALER-STORES!
#1 IN USA! #1 IN CANADA! BIG IN 7 OTHER COUNTRIES!

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY
-Afteitettfr-smerrE t'ARW —
Radio Shack SruGht alarm detec.15 1r,at its early. smoldering stages Triggers_

0
„14
v5
5

400,
wan

FREE
PARKING

a rtt

a LOUD hOtn-type alarm Long-life,
battery independent of house wiring

HI-Fl
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SPEAKER
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Ea
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At Radio Shack
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275-451
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CAR CASSETTE
STEREO PLAYER
Realtsttc auto-reverse player at
off' Lock-in fast forward & rewind
Stops, reverses, plays other side
automatically The Shack a makes it
easy to install, easy to own'

REALISTIC LOW-NOISE
BLANK RECORDING TAPE

Req.9995

30

viira for 4
1110 of 305 uniIE
•

▪

51011. 21p

,a

cartridge Cueing strobi-11995
42 2939
disk. base

With Realistic-by-Shure

ot000

"
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DOLBY* FRONT-LOADING
STEREO CASSETTE DECK

SAVE$50
,4r549
21 39951799

2 FOR 1 SALE
cAss'TE

SAVE
12%

In-

Vidf:=21 50%0FF! 'ift c2r- ;=-Itis
Extra - wide dynamic
••
•.
••••••••~109P.Immow range Includes protec90 MINUTES tive case Stock-up now
FOR 2
44-603
2
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60 MINUTES
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- SAVE33%
AM-FM LED
CLOCK RADIO
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,
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•<1
,
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gy Store low 005•12 570
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12193
1388

599c)

3912

• Bracket Fits Any Handlebar Radio Removes
Easily For Portability' • 3' Satiety Reflector!

1503 "

SAVE28%

SAVE40%

PORTiPLAY
AM-PHONO

7-FUNCTION
CALCULATOR

A97
65-610
%or
1495
Reg

WO 1995
12-132

Tops for outdo°, activity'
Padded earcust ins for privacy

Plus Crystals

Reg

Alarm, Slide Controls!
.Snooze Bar Sleep Switch!
• AM PM Indicators, Cut $20,
• 24 HI

Reg 2995

UHF/ VHF HI-LO SCANNER
.Monitors Up to 10 Channels,

ARCHER ROAD
PATROL AM
BIKE RADIO
AND HORN

1.

159
Ea

With 9V bat( $1

7:195 24P364
t

• Big Blue Display,
• Percent & Squ•r• Root,
• With Batteries! • Optional

• Batteries or House Currianti
• Plays Radio, 45's & (P's,
• Lightweight, Durable,

off'

AC Adapter DC Chatger!

RADIO SHACK S 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OF OUR LOW 1975 PRICES

Ita41145 -

Thaek
EALEP

Radio thaek
MA TANDY 'CORPORATION COMPANY

•-.doret-

fi,!1

Realistic MC-1000
Walnut veneer 8
woofer a tweeter

Realistic s SCT-11 updates your system
trl reduce tape hiss and"decode Dolby
FM broadcasts Two large lighted VU
r-,,,ters full auto-stop bias switch

7'912-1813

Phone (11041 017 0W

▪ ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT "Dept. N730

OUR FINEST
AUTO-TURNTABLE Reg 19995

1111 1111

12th Street Ext.
Phone 753-7100

▪ ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074

3495408:

adadadagaC-

▪ tor fete Color brocOure and ailqpnat,o.
Villa for the
price of a roan

SAVE$80

...00111111.1.11.1111.11111PIMARmemrs-770.'
1

18995

itiA:ClismoATION

SUMM

31 2063

.Realistic STA-90 AM-FM Stereo ROCIIIVII
• Two Nova 8-8.Speakers with 12- Woofer & Walnut Veneer Case
• LAB-54 Changer with Base I& $17 95 ValueMagnetic Cartridge

Reg. 4177

SAVE 2O

%outs Evadable

27995

SAVE
41%

ARCHER AM-FM
HEADSET RADIO

'15*

3Reg995

111111=1
•
-1 '1 (1,1
•

SAVE28%

Box 307, Murray,KY 42071

,j4CY.

SAVE$80

)SAVE EVEN MORE

4990°

SAVE
33%

Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
• with spacious lawns, room
)telephones, TV, Shopping center
'
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac\
tions_ Pets welcome. Fishing, lair ,
Alai, Auto Dog Racing.

(-)

Reg. Separate
Items Price

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

1111

71980

write

DAYTONA BEAN/

a:

BUY THE COMPLETE SYSTEM

Reg.
2°
_ Es

WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

4

I

SAVE$2208°

and save a bundle'

Free for the Asking!

t:

Our STA-90 features two tape monitors
loudness control inputs and outputs
for 3 tape recorders mag phono input
walnut veneer case'

learn about career opportunities in the field of
resource
natural
management.
Those attending the conference from Calloway County
were selected on the basis of
their past 4-H record and an
essay they were required to
write on two or more natural
resources.
Coordinators of the Kentucky delegation attending the
conference are Glen Sims,
Todd County 4-H Youth Agent,
Elkton, and Dorothy Porter,
McCracken County 4-H Youth
Agent, Paducah. Two adult 4H leaders accompanying the
youth: Steve Rutherford,
Elkton, and Mrs. Eston
Glover, Crofton.

•

FAMOUS REALISTIC " AM-FM
STEREO RECEIVER BARGAIN!

Calloway Countians
At 4-H Convention
Two members of 4-H Clubs
in Calloway County are attending the 22nd Annual 4-H
Resource
Regional
Development Conference
June 6-10 at Fontana Dam,
North Carolina. They are a
part of Kentucky's delegation
of 31 4-H'ers,two adult leaders
and two coordinators,
Attending the conference
from Calloway County are:
Penny Lockhart, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James
Lockhart, and Bill Bailey, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bailey.
The conference offers young
people an opportunity to learn
more about the natural
resources of the Tennessee
Valley, their conservation and
development, according to
Jane Steely, Calloway County
4-H Youth Agent. She points
out that the program will help
prepare 4-H members for the
important role they will play
in solving problems related to
the development of natural
resources. In addition, local
youth will share ideas with 215
4-H'ers from other states, and

o

Olympic Plaza

STORE HOURS:
10-7 Mon. thru Thurs., Sat.
10-9 Friday 1-4 Sunday
.

}

PfkkES MAY VARY AT ttflDiViCAJAL STORES a

.
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a
Rodney Kendle, 11, checks with Done Stanley,
his
about
Lakes,
The
Between
Land
at
student intern
Camscore in the bike rodeo held at Hillman Ferry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
the
is
Rodney
pground Saturday.
of Mr.
Paul Kendle, Francisco, IN. Dorie is the daughter
senior
and Mrs. Arthur Stanley, Chicago, IL, and is a
Kendle
recreation major at the University of Illinois. The
the
family visited Land Between The Lakes over
Memorial Day weekend.

Farmington Inventor
Low Key About Self
FARMINGTON, Ky: (AP) often as he'd like. Ile earned
•
—.Folks in this Graves County his wings in 1932.
defrt .
---Acsarted
community ..aas6.—it's. -time ,
"inGalen Hargrove is recognized nuts ;and bolts --40 his
d
for inventing-- or at least -venting 'stuff" —Ts-scattere
quarters.
living
his
in
about
ths
—
to
develop
_helping
Next door, in the Farmington
power-driven rotary mower.
But Hargrove, 79, is a little General Store, are more tools
a.
low key about his inven- and inventions, including
perpetual motion machine for'
tiveness.
an
"I'm just a tinkerer,"he making electricity and
says. "I just like to fool around electric bicycle.
"I've got every tool and I
with this and that."
I've
A weed problem on his guess every nut and bolt
I
airstrip — little more than a used in my inventions since
Hargrove
,"
teen-ager
a
was
cow pasture — on his farm
call
near here furnished the idea says."Some people would
junk
not
it's
but
junk,
this
all
his
mower.
ror
-That was 42 years ago," he to me."
On the front porch of his
szys.
quarters, Hargrove
living
on
propeller
'•I saw that the
my plane would cut weeds explained that some "people
down smooth as you please say I'm -crazy, but I don't
and decided to make a care. I know who's really
mowing machine out of an old nuts."
He has worn his hair long for
1' model truck I had."
Hargrove narrowed the four years, he says for "health
body and axles and rigged a reasons.
"My grandfather had long
blade just below the differential. After a coat of hair and he lived to be real
bright blue paint, the mower, old," Hargrove says.
named "Doodlebug," was
ready air the field.
"When 1 cranked it up,
people said it would kill me,"
Hargrove says.''And it was a
wicked machini! Throwing
rocks and weeds everywhere ADULTS 128
but it got the job done." .
NURSERY 05
After a few turns around the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
airstrip at 30 miles per hour,
Baby Boy Scarbrough
Hargrove headed out onto the
Mother Peggy Ann), 107
highway and was promptly Fairview, Paris, Ta,
arrested. But Graves County
DISMISSALS
officials couldn't find anything
Mrs. Meddle Tynes,.,Rt. 8,
about power-driven mowing Murray, Mrs. Frances._ L.
n3achines in the statute books Snlitb, New Condrd, Mrs.
and he was released.
Glenda S. Brandon, 809
"Later on, I got a letter Guthrie, Murray, Timothy P.
from Frankfort saying I could Pace,211 So. 11, Murray, Mrs.
drive it anywhere I pleased," Sarah F. Wrye, 530 So. 6,
Hargrove says.
Murray, William R. Whitis,
• Hargrove since has used his Waldrop Tr. Ct., Bx. 13,
mow Murray.
to
"Doodlebug"
alongside Graves County
roads and the grass runway of
'OCEAN BURN'
the old Mayfield airport.
GARBAGE
Hargrove moved to Florida
NEW YORK (AP) — Poly=
company
a
up
set
and
in 1939
ethylene used for milk, bleach
to manufacture mowers from and detergent bottles is comcutdown 1939 Ford V-8 pletely consumed in any properly operated waste plant, acchassises.
We had it going pretty good cording to the Society of the
until the war started and we Plastics Industry.
The only byproducts of the
couldn't -get any parts," he
says. And I went,into service plastic are water and carbon
dioxide, the society says. The
again."
plastic's high' heat value also
Hargrove is quick to point helps to consume wet and slowis
still
love
out that his first
er burning garbage.
flvinu. but he doesn't co up as

Gospel Meeting
Almo Church
of Christ

June 13-17
7:30 P. M.
Speaker: Jay Lockhart
Sugarland, Texas

COUPON
iimit I Per Family
W00%)
Upholstery

i ""-'
deRkr
Limit 1 Per Family
Easy-On

Lemon Spray •

.Gamer

894

/ 4oz.
Expires 6-14-77
Good Oily II Shaefs

22 oz 5114‘

Limit I Per Family
NehiSINifS
• Spin Blend

Salad Dressing

.,7T

Expir'es Ol14-77
Good (*Iv At .imfeis

7oz Forni

216

*pores
&sod ()Kir Al

PAWS DOMUNKAT,Ky.,&EOM & MIL Weibeaday, hoe L 1/77

Pirates And Mets Grab
Wins In 1-Ball Games

Every Day Low SheffPrices
•

Scot Lad

29

Applesauce

/ 6 oz

R chtex

34C

Shortening

Gelatin

IC

a oz 41'

Jell-O

Godchaux

Sugar

Del Monte

IC
IC

t`

Tomato Sauce

80z 22`

fels
Towels

Kraft Amer

$109

Singles

99C
5Ib

Roll

61`

Frozen

12oz

Cool Whip

c

9

5

$119

Velveeta

2/b

Porkoy

Margarine

1lb

Miracle Whip

59C

qt 88C

Sunflower

Flour

5 lb

Pure Vegetable

Every Day Low SheffPrices
DishwashIng

Eagle Brand

- Cascade Lemon

Behold

Crisco

$112

Milk

84c

Quaker

$.210

With Iron

7 cz

Oats

Carnation Powdered

Milk

8 qt

Kellogg s

Corn Flakes

I8oz

Martha White

Flour
Argo

Corn Starch
Donald Duck

Orange JuiceII
Corn

Pride of

3Ib

88C
$159

The Cubs were handed their
first loss in 1-Ball League play
Tuesday afternoon as they fell
36-29 to the Pirates.
The Cubs fall to 5-1 for the
season while the Pirates
improve to 4-2.
For the Pirates, Matthew
Jordy ahd Scott Foster- each
had four hits while Mickey
Jones, Kevin Garland, Scott
Lyons, Heath Ryan, Lance
Allison, Yancey Hine, Clint
Rollins and Tommy Vance all
had three hits apiece.
Timmy Cunningham, John
Muehleman and Alan Bazzell
all had two hits while Amy
Lackey added one. Vance had
two homers while Foster and
Baudl each hit one.
For the Cubs. Jason Sam-

mons, Don Easley and Tripp
Nix all had four hits while
Jenny Darling, ('had Woods,
Jimmy Hill, Monty McCuiston
and Cary Story all had three
hits.
With two hits for the Cubs
were Stephanre Saminons,
Bruce Thurmand,- Andy Rickman. Shane Nance and Mark
Wadkins'. Hill had two hOnititwhile Nix and Story each hit
one.
In the second game;— the
Mets upped their record to 3-2
with their third straight win, a
31-14 victory over the Cards,
who fall to 2-3.
For the Mets, Brad Houston,
Scott Adams, Ryan Malone,
Chris Bryan, Jewayne White,
April Woods, Todd Keller.
Brad Spann and Eric Boyer all
had three hits. Becky Peebles.
Scott
McDougal,
Mike
-Manning and John *Ark
Whitaker all had two hits.
Adams and Bryan each had
three homers for the Mets.
For the Cards, Michael
Hopkins, Kevin Tucker. Clint
Hutson, Trey Fitch and
Tommy Adkins all had two
hits. Chip Adams, Kyle
Farrell, T. J. Gradishar, Matt
Shipwash, David Potts, Greg
Moffitt., Sean Morton and
Hope Hargrove all added one
hit apiece. •
Hutson and Shipwash
homered for the Cards.

Cards, Astros
Win Games In
Kentucky Play

The Astros and Cards
gained wins in Kentucky
'League play Tuesday night.
In the opener, the Astros
belted the Cubs 29-7 while in
the second game, Mark McClard and Rick Grogan
combined efforts for a nohitter as the Cards won 25-0
over the A's.
McClard pitched two innings while Grogan hurled
three innings in a combining
for the no-hitter. The two also
combined.fqr _total_ _of4ye_..
_
-Steve -- Malone-of the-Cardshad. a solo, inside-the-Park
-hOiner in the second- inning_
Billy _Thurman of Murray
Malone knocked in five runs' recorded,his
none
and had two hits while Mitch during hi's_ 14 years of_it4fkg_i
Grogan and Brad Newsome yesterday at the Murray
each had-two hits. Also hitting Country Club.
safely were Chris Starks,
Thurman's ace came on the .
Darren Gibson, and Mark 165-yard, par three, seventh
McClard.
hole of the MCC course while
In the opener, the Astros other members of his four`
belted 12 hits in their win, some, Jerry Jones, Al Lindsey
which gave them a perfect 3-0 and Dr. John Quertermous,
season mark.
watched. .
Todd Ross hurled two inThurman hit a six-iron to
nings and Chuck Adams one score the hole-in-one.
for the Astros. The game was
called after three innings.
Coach Dies
For the Astros, Gabe Amos
knocked in six runs with two 'LAKE CHARLES, La. 1AP)
hits. John Mark Potts had -- Moe O'Brien, assistant
three hits and drove in four football coach and head golf
runs, John McFerron had two coach at McNeese State, will
hits and four RBI's and Todd be buried Thursday in Lake
Ross added three runs batted Charles. He died Tuesday
in on two hits.
after a monthlong illness. He
Chuck Adams also added was 53.
two hits while Kelly Starks
O'Brien was a defensive end
had one for the Astros.
and captain of Tulane's last
For the Cubs, Tim Cathey Southeastern
Conference
had two hits while Trey championship football team in
Burkeen had one.
1949. He coached for 28 years.

Billy Thurman
Gets His First

T.HoIé-In-0n8

Del Monte Cut Green

I want to thank all my friends and supporters
who voted for me in District 3.1 will continue to
serve all the people to the best of ry ability ihe
remainder of my term.

Beans
Stokely

Thanks
Ralph Bogard

Gatorade
Ocean Spray Cranberry
-

1

Cocktail
Crossword Puzzler

Dole

Pineapple
Peaches
Armour

109
/ii

nrvbe
ehops

20oz 58C

16oz

43C

ACROSS
Pose tor
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4 51.4 ,0
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57 F renc h
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Tommy Futrell Receives
Basketball Scholarship
•

as a junior and this past guard," said Kentucky Robinson, Ill., i Lincoln Trail
By MIKE BRANDON
per Business College coach Kirk College) where teams will be
Ledger & Times Sports Editor season,averaged 21 points
on hand from Illinois,
game.
Chiles.
the
Robert Slone has been in
Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky
over
another
with
sign
finished
do
we
"If
he
all,
In
business of coaching for 14
Ohio.
a
as
and
up
back
career
to
his
be
will
in
1500
it
points
guard,
doesn't
years, though he
wantffl to do what was
"I
said.
Chiles
Tommy,"
Laker.
really look old enough to have
season, he was KBC plays in two tour- best for me," Futrell • said
past
This
coach
basketball
head
a
been
named to the All-Purchase naments this season. One is at after signing.
that long.
to pimberland Junior College,' "1- had some offers from
Slone has seen a lot of high team and was named
All-State
mention.
honorable
which sent Murray State John_ other schools, but KBC has aplayers
school basketball
CourierLouisville
a 64 leaping for- good program and there area
the
by
Randall,
come and go but when he says
lot of four-year schools
ward.
Journal.
one
player.
a
about
something
nearby.
will
throw
Cumberland
free
excellent
at
field
An
The
thing is for sure, he knows
shooter and a streak -shooter include the hosts along with "I hope to be a starter for
what he's talking- about.
(Georgia and two years and then work my
-I have never seen a more from the outside, Futrell is KBC, DeKalb
way into a four-year school
point Shelby State.
dedicated basketball player in expected to start at
continue
playing
the and
Business
was
State
Kentucky
Shelby
for
guard
about
said
my life," Slone
Futrell
basketball,"
in
year
added.
the
usually
last
champion
is
which
College,
regional
Tommy Futrell, after the
Futrell is the first athlete
Paducah
Calloway County star signed a top junior college team in the the tourney held at
Community College and two from Calloway County High •
scholarship state.
basketball
Last year, the Lexington- years ago, DeKalb went to the School to sign an athletic
Tuesday with 4 Keritucky
scholarship since James Wells
after national finals.
Rusiness College of Lexington. based school fell to 15-13
graduated in 1975 and signed
an
in
play
before.
year
also
will
the
KBC
record
27-5
a
Dedication is not even a
at with Dayton.
main eight-team
our
be
tourney
will
"Tommy
describe
to
term
proper
Futrell,a four-year starter for
the Lakers and one of the most
brilliant playmakers ever to
come out of the area.
There's been many mornings when at 6 a.m., Tommy
Futrell was doing one of two
things: he was either outside
shooting basketball or he was
running to keep in shape.
There were times when his
mother would get tired
because of Tommy's love for
basketball. When nobody else
was around, Tommy would
have his mother stand under
the goal and rebound for him
while he proceeded to take a
thousand shots.
Slone, wpo is the third coach
SIGNS SCHOLARSHIP — Tommy Futrell inked a cage scholarship to Kentucky Business College
- Futrell has played under at
afternoon. Left to 601 are Teddy Futre14, Earl Futrell, Tommy FutreR, lottie Futrell and
Tuesday
Callhivay_Gounty High.School..
said 4th at - he••-vreould- -m iss-• Calloway County Nigh School cage coach Robert Slone.
• Brandon )
, (Pe Photo by M.
Futrell's leadership and
determination just as much as
he would miss Futrell's talent
next season.
Thoueeleinerita cunsthned
with his high character have
left a very outstanding impression with the players at
our School. If there's anybody
on our, team next year who
doesn't know what 110 per cent
means,then I can use Tommy
as an example," Slone added.
Futrell always gave 110 per
The Murray American who had both safeties in the pitched the last frame, giving
up two runs, only one of which
cent. There Were some of Legion got some good pitching game.
Murray High sophomore was earned. Sims walked two;
those games, and Futrell Tuesday night at Paducah.
would just as "soon forget
Unfortunately for Murray, it Brad Taylor pitched fine ball allowed one hit and fanned
them, that the Lakers were was Paducah doing the good but took the loss. He worked two.
Paducah broke the scoreless
down by 20 points or so late in pitching.
five innings and was charged
the game.
Tony Threatt, a freshman with four runs, only two of tie in the last of the third on
two errors and a hit.
But while everyone else had from Paducah Community which were earned.
They added two in the fifth
given up, not so with Tommy College and a recent baseball Taylor hurled five-hit ball
Futrell. He'd be diving on the recruit at Murray State, gave while fanning eight men and before getting the final pair in
••
floor for the ball, hustling his up two hits in pitching Chief walking just one. Kim Sims the sixth.
In the second game, the
guts out because losing was Paduke to a 6-0 win in the first
hosts scored three in the first
something he couldn't stand to game of a twinbill at Brooks
and two More in the second to
accept.
Stadium.
jump to a 5-0 lead and they
After the fifth game of his
Then in the second contest,
never were threatened.
freshman season, he became a
Paul Robertson worked the
starter and was never bumped Tim Cash scattered four hits
first two innings, gave -up six
from the starting lineup again. and hurled Paducah to a 9-2
hits and five runs, three of
As a freshman, he averaged • win and a sweep of the
which were earned. He did not
10 points per game and picked twinbill.
The two wins leaves
walk anyone and struck out
• up a reputation as perhaps the
five.
flashiest guard in western Paducah at 6-2 While Murray
Larry Watkins hurled the
Kentucky as many times, the which opened its season with a The Reds and Cards picked
Lakers would get a lead late in split Sunday at Scott City, up wins in Park League games next three innings and gave up
three runs, only one of which
played Tuesday.
the game and then let Futrell Mo., falls to 1-3.
Reidland The Reds won the-opening was earned. He gave up five
a
Threatt,
single-handedly stall the bail
righthander, fanned 10 men game, defeating the Mets 37- hits. Tommy Chavis hurled
for a couple of minutes.
and walked three. The only 21.
the final inning for Murray.
he
As a sophomore,
averaged 13 points per game hits off Threatt came from For the Reds, Brooks
Murray made it a 5-1 game
then upped the average to 17 Murray leftfielder Bill Wilson Barton had five hits while
Mike Kondratko, Greg with a run in the top of the
Futrell, Eric Grogan and third as the bases were walked
Stephen Frye all had four hits. full and Sims bounced into a
a choiceto scare a-run-.
'
With three fillS were Mitchell fieidei
In the fourth, Murray made
Cauley, Jeffrey Swan, Jeff
Durham and Ricky Moss. it 5-2 as Bill Wilson singled in
Shane'Morris and Donnie Mickey McCuiston, who had
Alley had two hits while Mark -earlier singled and went to
second on an error.
Wallace
added one.
the
over
win
114
on
an
take
to
took
Astros
and
Mets
The
Murray had just four hits in
Mike
Bucy
Mets,
the
For
Dodgers.
wins in Pony League games
Kim Wilson came in and had four hits while Rodney the contest.
played Tuesday night.
Murray will play a twinbill
In the first contest, the hurled the last two frames for Skinner, Mark Garland, Tony at Paris
Thursday before
and
Brian
Harrison
Wade,
Astros rallied with two runs in the Mets and got the win. He
opening -The home, season
had
had
Weatherly
Robert
out
men
struck
six
and
faced
the last of the-fifth and nipped
Friday with II twinbill against
three hits.
the Orioles 7-6 to remain all six.
Paris.in Holland Stadium.
Scott
Fred
Wallace,
Jones,
had
Mike
Gough
-After
on
the
unbeaten
season.
The first game Friday will
Joey
Kenny
Hainsworth,
Kevin
sixth,
the
in
walked
The Astros led 5-0 but in the
at 6:30 p.m. There will
begin
top of the fifth, the Orioles Calvin doubled and sent in McCallon, John Imes and be no admission charged but
two
Angela
had
hits
all
Whited
run.
Gough
with
go-ahead
the
scored six times to go ahead.
The Mets made it 10-8 when while Jerred White, Brad King donations will be accepted.
Don Hargrove and Gary
Wilson
singled to drive in. and Buffy Fitts added one hit
of
pair
a
in
singled
Starks each
Rrst Gene
apiece for the Mets,
runs during the rally while Calvin.
away
Beth the i--eds and Mets are
ab r h
Scott Hill added a run-scoring
The Mets, now 24,added an
Thurrnan-es
3 0 IV
on
2-3
the
season.
single.
insurance run in the top of the
3 0 0
Taylor-p
0 0 0
Then in the bottom of the seventh for the final three-run Iv the second game, the Sims/
1 0 0
Cards upped their record to 4-1 Oakley-3b
fifth, Kirk Starks doubled to margin.
3 0 0
M. McCuistan-lb
with a 27-16 win over the Cherry-c
0 0
3
tie the game and Kelly Rogers
Darwin
Mets,
For the
Wilson-11
3 0 2
singled in Starks for the Bumphis had three hits while Yanks.
3 0 0
Chavis-rf
Chip Adkins had five hits for K. McCut. ston-cf
1 0 0
eventual winning run.
Kevin Calvin and Kim VVilson the
0 0 0
winners as did Jay Win- Edwards-ph
.hits. Dan Key,
two
had
each
Rogers-2b
0• 0
2
chester while Chad Lawson
Rogers got the win with
Totals
22 0 2
Rich Rollins and Donnie added four. Chuck Baker, Murray
030
0
000
Payne.
0-2-2
Walter
from
help
relief
Thompson all added one hit
002 022 x 640
David Outland and Ed Hendon Paducah
For the Orioles, who are 2-2,
for the Mets.
SOCNIIIi GIIIIHP
had three hits while Scooter
Gary Starks had four hits
Murray
Dodgers, who are
the
For
Hill,
Lewis and Jeff Sickle had two
while Gary Sims, Scott
ab r h
starts, Mark
tiVoin
winless
.2 0 1
tbutift•n-ss
hits for the Cards.
Don Hargrove and Tim
Sims-3b
.2 0 0
two hits while
had
Mueller
now Edwards-3b
are
who
the
For
Yanks,
Falwell all had one hit.
1 0 0
added one.
Bynum
James
.
.
.......
3 0 0
43-2, Tony Robinson and Johni. Oakley-lb
The Astros, now 4-0 on the
M. McCuiston-c
3 I 1
,Morrison had three hits while Wilson-If
a
season, got single hits. from
3 0 1
1 0 0
BASKETBALL
Tim Greer, Mike Muehleman Watkins-cf
Eddie: Requarth, Kirk Starks,
K. McCuiston-cf
1 0 is
NEW YORK — Kareem and Chris Monarch had two Chavis-p
Walter Payne, Kelly Rogers,
1 0 0
2 1 I
Robertson-p
David hits.
Jamie Morganti and Mitch Abdul-Jabbar,
2 0 0
Thompson, Elvin Hayes, Pete
With one hit were Jerry'?/116.-"
McClard.
Utley-2b
2 if 0
0 0 0
In the second game, the Maravich and Paul Westphal -EldrAlge, Bill Maddox, Troy Ro5ers-2b
Totals
2 4
n
001 100 0 11-4-4
Mets broke an .8-8 tie with two were named to the NBA All- Litchford, Jimmy Baker, Murray
•
320
a
Paducah
130
9-12-0
went'
Lusk.
David
Wells
team.
and
Scott
Star
• in the top-of the sixth and

American Legion Team
Drops Two At Paducah

Reds, Cards
Win Games In
Park League

Dad'sthe Wort
REMINGTON

2694
ELECTRIC
CHAIN SAW
Hardworking & lightweight (5 lbs.) 8"Jpar
cuts thru 16" logs. Even fells trees.
75481

VAITI
STATE

QUAKER STATE
DELUXE 10W40
MOTOR OIL

2-SPEED 11399
JIGSAW II

Heavy enough to keep
insulated,oe
.1/7
35
older engines running Double sh
-h3o
p.
like new. Helps reduce (max): High and low
speeds.
tilts
sludge, rust.

59°

Limit 12

Blacks
Decker

Rubber/vinyl garden ho'Se has the durability of rubber
and die,'lexibitity"Of vin1;04744 has-eloa13it7einfizeed•
Belted- Radia1:05nitriiction for extra -sfesiitgth, yet it
coils easily and is easy to handle. Rustproof brass
couplings."True Value" identification.

%Ka

For tools, small parts Tote
tray has socket compart
Enameled steel. 615

3/8" Variable
SPEED DRILL

Texas
Instruments

1777

5-function
ELECTRIC
WATCH
1888
Shows hours, minutes, sec
onds, month, date on command. Black band.T1501-1

Variable forward speed, 0 to 1300 RPM, with
powerful 2.5 amp motor to drill in wood,
metal, cement, etc. Double insulated.
1626

GRASS
TRIMMER

Block & Decker
Cordless Electric
Swivel Edge

Hedge Trimmer
Modal $101

99
$94
Aps

High-speed nylon line
trims grass, weeds where
mower can't reach. Safety
housing guard.
8205 Spmcast reel comes with 200'
of 10-lb test line. 54' fiberglass rod.
56S100
Reel Only, 1008
10.44

CENTURY

•
-....-------...,ftwom -..-",

• '- r
..
400.......-....,
.............now.e...-..........

"

I

.
, -a-, '4.-- -.----,......--

99
14

A Papa Bear for
Father's Day
•take the worry away from Dad is. more high home heating bills
•No wire cutting down the thermions, vow complete home will be worm & comfortable
•No troublesome wort for Dad, had with wood only once a day
•No MOM cleaning eat ashes every day, dean ashes oat onc• ovary 2iineat
•There is five models to cheese from Died, including• colabiriatioa it...fitsishas
•Dad you cat cook on it too tke Peps El•Of has two individual cooking stations
•Dad your Pape Bear is tire only appliance the world guaranteed the rest of year Ole._

run
irons/on
Just Received One Truck Load
Price Increase as of August 1
Don't Wait! $25.00 will hold on Lay Away
•

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Streef

e e
)
2
4
,
/
27
arf"
N•,%,....:APE)11r•PE [TOPES

•

'

Century 100
Reel & Rod
Combination

2788

Mets, Astros Get Wins
In Pony League Games

,

7Johnson

w r
%

Phone 753-2571

_
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Seaver'Beats Reds, Moves Up
On All-Time Strikeout List
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Torn Seaver may get tired
pitching baseball games, but
he never tires of the crowd's
adoration.
"It's fun to do these types of
things here in front of these
people," says Seaver.
What Seaver did Tuesday
night was hit another
milestone in his glowing
career — surpassing Sandy
Koufax on the all-time major
league strikeout list while
leading the New York Mets to
an 8-0 victory over the
Cincinnati Reds.
-I was' a bit tired in the
ninth," said Seaver, who had
enough energy to tip his cap
after ending the game by
striking out George Foster for
his 10th strikeout of the game
and the 2,400th of his major
league career.
Seaver got a long standing
ovation from the crowd of
16,067 at Shea Stadium when
he moved into 13th place on
the all-time strikeout table by
fanning Dan Driessen in the
seventh inning. When Seaver
edged ahead of -the Los
Angeles Dodgers' Hall of
Earner, it triggered a
scoreboard message of the
accomplishment.
In other National League
games, the Chicago Cubs
trimmed the Los Angeles
Dodgers 10-4, the Philadelphia
Phillies out-slugged the
Houston Astros 9-8, the San

fence and a 9-7 Philadelphia
lead.
Giants 7, Pirates 6
rrell,
Bill Madlock and
three
heselapth drove
runs,
un helping San Francisco
take a six-run lead and tald off
Pittsburgh. San Francisco
starter Jim Barr held a 7-1
lead on a two-hitter through
six innings before the Pirates
chased him with five runs in
the seventh.
Padres 9, Cardinals 5
Dave Winfield pounded a
two-run homer in the first
inning and a run-scoring
single during a four-run fifth
that powered San Diego over
St. Louis.
Rookie left-hander Bob
owchinko entered the game in
the second inning for San
Diego and spaced eightSt.
Louis hits through 424innings
for his first major league
Phillies 9, Astros 8
Greg Luzinski's three-run victory.
homer in the sixth inning
Philadelphia over
rallied
Houston. The Phillies trailed
7-4 starting the sixth, but
reliever Joe Niekro walked
two batters in a row with one
out. An error by shortstop
Julio Gonzalez on a line drive
by Garry Maddox loaded the
bases and Ted Sizemore's
single drove in two runs and
kayoed Niekro.
Right-hander Gene Pentz
replaced Niekro and got Mike
Schmidt on a fly ball, but
Luzinski hit his 10th homer of
the season over the left field

Francisco Giants edged the
Pittsburgh Pirates 7-6 and the
San Diego Padres defeated the
St. Louis Cardinals 9-5. Rain
washed out the AtlantaMontreal game.
Seaver, who allowed only
five hits and walked but one
batter, got all the support he
needed from Lee Mazzilli's
three runs batted in as the
revitalized Mets won their
seventh game in eight starts
under new Manager Joe
Torre.
Cubs 10, Dodgers 4
Manny Trillo and Dave
Rosello each drove in three
runs as Chicago defeated Los
Angeles for the second
straight day. Ray Burris
scattered nine hits in eight
innings and earned his eighth
victory of the season.

sports
Murray Ledger & Times

-Twins Ntsmart White Sox To
Widen Lead In AL West Race

By TOM CAN AVAN
AP Sports Writer
Bob Lemon says that his
Chicago White Sox can
compete with the Minnesota
Twins this year.
But if they do, they will have
while Sherri and Terri Lamb
to out-think them first.
titt1r the seven and eight
The Twins out-smarted the
group Kelly..Humphreys won White Sox with a crucial
the ti-10 group, Lanette double steal in the llth inning
Hopkins the 11-12 group and that gave them a 6-5 victory
I.isa (ices the 13-14 group. All Tuesday night. The victory
of those girls played three increased the Twins firstholes
place lead in the American
' Justir Crouse was the boys' League West Division to two
games over the White Sox.
14111ricr in the six and under
With the score 5-5 and Jerry
vihi;e David McCuiston won
and Rod Carew on
Terrell
Jay
the seven-eight group,
Watsiih the .9-10 group, Brad base, Twins Manager Gene
Eihsards the 11-12 group and Mauch ordered a double steal.
Terrell, on the front end of
Keith Edwards, the 13 and
the double steal, was not the
over
least bit surprised when the
Arione wanting to play sign was flashed.
junhd- golf next Monday
"Gene Mauch asked me,
should sign up in the pro shop. 'Can you steal?' and I said

Oaks Country Club Junior Golf
Program Has First Competition
A total of 31 youngsters
participated in the first junior
golf program of the year at the
Oaks Country Club Monday
afternoon.
Those participating were
between the ages of four and
15.
The program will continue
throughout the summer and
any boy or girl between the
ages of four and 16 who is a
member of the Oaks Country
Club may play.
The youngsters compete fl
their own age group with a
winner being honored in each
group.
Shelly Caldwell won the
girls six and under Monday

yes, they weren't even looking Rangers to their victory over
for it. The pitcher was just the Yankees.
With two on and two out in
concentrating on the hitter."
The steal put runners at the fourth. Horton hit a high
second and third and it looked fly ball that centerfielder
like they would stay there Mickey Rivers lost in the
after Larry Anderson struck lights, allowing two runs to
out Lyman Bostock for the 'score. Toby Harrah followed
with his seventh homer of the
second out.
That put Willie Norwood and year and the Hangers got
his .080 batting average at the another run on two doubles off
plate for the Twins. Norwood • loser Ed Figueroa.
Blue Jays 6, Angels 3
grounded to. shortstop Alan
Ron Fairly's eighth-inning
Bannister for what appeared
to be the final out of the inning. home run off Paul Hartzell
"I wanted to get a second broke a 3-3 tie and powered the
chance," Norwood said after Blue Jays to their third
straight victory.
the game.
Bannister gave it to him,
Tigers 5. Mariners 2
throwing the ball low and in
and lightthe dirt past first baseman Jason Thompson
each
Veryzer
Torn
hitting
Terrell
allowing
Spencer,
Jim
Detroit
for
runs
two
in
drove
to score the winning run.
and rookie Dave Rozema won
Rangers 7, Yankees 3
game of the seasoh as
Willie Horton's fluke double his sixth
Mariners dropped their
triggered a five-run fourth the
starts.
inning and carried the sixth game in seven

GOODYEAR
SUMMER SIZZLERS

Reds, Pirates Winners
In Little leaguellay
The Reds and Pirates picked up wins in a pair of wild •
games in the Little League Tuesday.
In the opening 'contest, the Pirates managed to outlast the
Yanks 15-11.
The Yanks,led 10-3 after the first thret innings as they got _
started with six runs in the first. David McCuiston and Billy
Wells each had two-run doubles for the Yanks in the inning.
In the top of the fourth, the Pirates scored three times
before the Yanks added one in their half and after four complete innings,the Yanks led 11-6.
But in the top of the fifth, the sky fell in on the Yanks.
Eddie Burgess and Craig Darnell both drove in two runs
with a pair of extra base hits. burgess had a double while
Darnell tripled.
But the big blow in the frame was a two-run homer by Steve
McDougal. By the time the top of the fifth had ended, the
Pirates had scored nine times and led 15-11.
Burgess, who came on in the fourth, hurled the last three
innings for the Pirates and gave up just one run while
striking out seven.
For the Pirates, Darnell had four hits and batted in five
runs while David Whitten also had four hits. Rodney Key,
Steve McDougal and Keith Houston had two hits while
Burgess added one. The Pirates are now 3-2 on the season.
Billy Wells had two hits for the Yanks while Mark Boggess,
Robert Stout, Nicky Santagado, David McCuiston, Jon Overbey and Andy Parks all added one hit. The Yanks fall to 2-3 on
the season.
In the second contest, the Reds mopped up the A's 15-4.
Jeff Downey went the distance and got the win for the
Reds,fanning six and walking five.
The Reds scored two in the first with David McMillen's
single scoring both. The A's got one in their half of the first
before the Reds added single runs in the second and third
frames to go up 4-1.
Then in the top of the fourth,the Reds scored four more and
put the game away.
Jeff Downey had four hits to pace the Reds while Jeff Humphreys had two hits and three RBI's. Also hitting safely were
Chris Young, Todd Harrison, Cary Miller, David McMillen,
Steve Vincent and Jim Outland.
For the A's, Kelly Calvin and Krit Allbritten had two hits
apiece with Allbritten knocking in theee runs. Also hitting
safely was John Smelser.
The Reds are now 4-1 while the A's fall to 2-3.
There are no games in the league tonight.

Don't wait — Limited quantities —Come in early for best choice
4-Daw Only Open til 9 Wed.-, Thurs., Fri. Til 5on Sat.
L
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A new Piper Ag. Aircraft to meet all the farmers needs this spring,summer and fall.
Aerial application of herbicides, insecticides,
dry and liquid fertilizer, and seeding of all types.
For information contact Greg Moyers:

1 •■•• ex_
"
"..

GE 15.6 Cu. Ft.
No-Frost
Refrigerator/
Freezer

GE Washer with
Filter-Flo
Wash Action

,$269

$41

• Fu y automatic with Filter Floe%
wash system
• 3 wash and rinse temperature
combinations
• 3 eater levels to conserve water
• Cycles Include Permanent Pless with
cold water cooldown
• Activated soak c yC le and delicate
setting for special care

• 4.3 Cu. ft. freezer
• Two ice 'n easy trays
• Power Saver Switch can
help reduce cost of
operation
• See-thru crispers and
adjustable meat keeper
• 3 adjustable shelves
• Wheels for easy moving
and cleaning

t
eillar

LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

f

J

GE Electric Clothes
Dryer

$19900

GE 30"
Electric Range

Offile

'269°0

1:h10
Jo'

•:11

; swept coolitop with Calrode
,rtace units
• l...movable oven door
• .•twiain enamel broiler pan
chrome-ceat€11 race
• Pi-_!a•y inf iriite heat surface
conl•ols
•r
e‘dth storage drawer with
'
ehh sweep design
•

'11 4

•w

•
•
•.
•

• 4000 BTIJ.,HP cooling
• 115 volts 7 amiss
portable
• Only 43 pounds
• Easy mount installation
•Two coolingf1an speeds include
a ;ow "Slumber speed ' for
nighttime operahon

jell

. key
P ee tiro

w de

Tappan 30"
Gas Range

."91111.

$25900

6574

'' eST los lots
ce:
tCahl
ate
i
u er
refrCig
H6
•3
cold plate for fast freer he
• Door shelves and ,utc.e can

Co
CHgt•
l ? 28
Oct
•Shen

.02.111Z711

Tappan
Microwave Oven

GE Carry Cool
Air Conditioner .

94900

GE
Upright Freezer

lam
;Life

99900

5581

•Manual selection of drying
time—up to 130 min
• Permanent Press cycle helps
avoid set-in wrinkles
• 3 temperature selections
• ,- rCelain enamel drum means
snags
• Up -front Sot filter. easy to
remove and replace

INN
11.111L—
.
$111

AM/FM
Stereo

Soundesign Battery/Electric
AM/FM Portable Radio

95490

989°1

$279", •
•
•
•

AM FM CM 111110 8131 08 wiTH
8 TRACK TAN PLAYER AND R13080
CHANGER. WID 1 RANGE SPE A1085.

9489°

, AM FM
,
• 1,13,
•;

o Soundesign
Receiver with 8-track tape player
and cassette player

• trr It

FY

AM
Fr.1

ir

•I
Mrcl

r P

;

1---J
e• ART' 1

t

RJUIVIR/IGN,

•

GOOD

Murray Airport
Talk To Johnny Parker
489-2411
Paducah Airport
443-7366

me

r

Murray State Freshman Athlete of the Year Dave Warren
has added another honor to his long list of accomplishments.
Running for the Great Britain National Track Team this
past Saturday in a meet against Spain and Portugal, Warren
shattered a MSU record in the 800-meter run.
Warren won the event in a new personal best and a new
_MSC record of 1:48.1, bettering by over a second his old
personal best of 1:49.3.
Warren will be running in Turin, Italy. on June 12 against
the Italian National Team and the United States National
Track Team.

Ohio Valley
Aviation, Inc.

021

.1•10.0

I

Dave Warren Gets New
Murray State Record

New Arrival At

RED NOT DEALS

Army

Eli

lonely C.ortwright Mr.

(;,•,n
'h
Enioy C,REDIT-PO,',EP
GOODYEAR REVOLVING
=NM
CHARGE ACCOUNT.
Or use any of these
o
7 other ways to buy'
• Cash • Our Own Customer Credit Plan • master chvge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche• Diners Club

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

Mgr. R. Cartwright

•

until 8:00 p.m.
Store Hours: 1:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday
Murray, Ky.
421 So. 12th St.

753-0595
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no

purchase
necessary

e;
512
We

So. 12th

ReSera

One grill
awarded per store

Mural, M.

To Limit
the Right

Quantities

DEPOSIT ENTRY
IN BOX

BEEF
Winner will kie drawn June 21
ft

Swift Proten

Sirloin
Steak
.
$71b9
Del Monte Fruit
17 oz.

COCKTAIL
Paramount Sweet

Swift Proten Center Cut

CHUCK ROAST

lb

99 PICKLES

°
20 oz. 65

Swift Proten

ARM ROAST

$109

lb

Martha White

SPUD FLAKES

Swift Proten

ROUND STEAK

lb

Field's Regular

WIENERS

BACON

lb

2oz.
/
151

1b79

69°
69°
59°
69°
59°

. 12 oz.

Juice

lb
,
....
*FROZEN FOODS*xie•ee•ece°e0------

BROCCOLI CUTS
PEAS
BABY LIMAS
CUT CORN
Frosty Acres

19°
80. 4/59
49
Orange

BEANS
illsbury
$729 BISCUITS

Field's

Frosty Acres

2/23°

Frosty Acres

BOLOGNA
BRAUNSCHWEIGER
Frosty Acres Purple Hull

2

Our Value Cut Green

Krey Sliced

Frosty Acres

°z•

• • •

$149

lb 89°

Swift Premium

•

20 oz. bag

16 oz. bag

20 oz. bag

20 oz. bag

'to .

We feature

15 ox.

PEAS
Kraft
Shedd's

MARGARINE

80!. Tumbler

liARSHMALLOWS
Ki

Off the Regular
Price

16 °z

PINEAPPLE
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Anita Bryant Dances Jig As Gay Rights Law Revoked
The campaign had drawn
rcject the tour-mmith-old law.
The final, unofficial tally was national attention, and both
202,319 to 89.562. with voter sides said they would continue
part0 mation setting a record the battle elsewhere.
All America and all the
for special elections here.
observers world will hear what the
Political
expressed surprise at the high people have said,- Miss
turnout - 45 per cent of,the Bryant declared to cheers at a
County
voted county's registered 'voters — Miami Beach Holiday Inn.
outlawing
The
law,
L2.1y Tuesday to and at the lopsided vote.

%1;.‘Nli.lit.AL11. 1- la Al'
,at., Bryant danucti_a
w,tii the repeal of a
1,011,0,Aual ric,lits law.
Soy:A
300 disappointed
sup;
“f the ilwasure
sai..
overtiiine,
I ia,tt.
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annul it.
. Mike Thompson of Save Our
The organization Miss Children.
Bryant formed and led, Save
Homosexuals and other
Our Children, Inc., charged supporters of the law gathered
that the ordinance would allow at the Fontainebleau
Hotel for
homosexuals to recruit what they had hoped would be
children- and serve as role a victory party, but ended up
models.
singing the civil rights hymn
-Anita danced a jig'," when- "We Shall Overcome."
she heard the results, said
Jean 0'1,eary, executive

-11-11; NVIAMWAY

II • 11

11-1117

discrimination based on
sexual preference, was passed
in January. But Miss Bryant,
a singer and the spokeswoman
for the state's citrus industry,
led a drive for 50,000
signatures, forcing the county
commission to annul the law
or put it up for a referendum.
The commissioners refused to

•in

or.
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Not exal t
$3895 as show]

"• Tar-Like"
Available In
Qts. • Gals. - 5 Gal. Containers

$757

unassembled

assembled

$3395

5 Gal

WOOD - STAIN

Plant
Food

Asphalt
For Mobile Home Tops,
Tin and Outbuildings

Leaf Cleaner
& Shine - 4 oz.

3 Gal.

irMII
VII3=111
MMIla
=4
r

African Violet
Food- (Time Release)

EIDWOOD (MO

Truck

Gun Rack

5 Gal.
3 01.

Block

Popular Wick Mount

Time Release
Plant Food 3.7 oz.

G-Lox Rod Holder
Attach To Tour Boot
or at Nome Hold,
3 Rods
Special

Special

WENZEL

Unassembled

Model 40001, Washable
Finish Size 33'' x
Insulated with 2 lbs of
Synthetic Fiberfil
$995

Special

Rolaids
Antacid
Tablets

Coppertone Suntan
Lotion

Regular or Spearmint
75 Tablets

Limit 2 Boxes

Plenty of

Utility & Garden

Hand
Tools

Ice
Chests
Styrofoam, Light Weight

,.-Weed Sling
v•Shovel
v.Corn Scoop
v.Hoes
v.Cultivators
v•Post Hole Diggers

Insulated

Jug
For Cold L Hot

Discount Priced

Pepsodent
Tooth Paste

$149
Box

Coolers

Qts. & Gals. Available

Long Rifle
Special

Replacement
Guarantee
$
2
197

Washable After It
Dries, Cleans Up
With Water

"World's Fastest 22

limited Supply

Shrub & Hedge
Trimmer

2299

Enamel
Paint

The World's
Fastest 221.1i

STINGER
22',"Niimi0.

No. 8104

Piont
Foot

Victory
Semi-Gloss

Special

"DELUXE"
POLAR IL
COMPOUND
BOW

Assembled

Sale66

Moutain Mist
Bleached Cotton

Zippo
Lighter

him pain relief - contains no aspirin. 100- '•
tablets

Brush Finish. No. 200
Reg.$4.75

Gaucho
Sets

Sale76

Remington XLR 1000
Electric Razor
With triple cutting system and "thin-line" travel
case,'twin ultra - thin flexible shaving stirens
Shave whiskers razor close, full width' trimmer,
Model XLR-1000

a

Sale$
2
19

sa.$2895
1111°

2 Styles to
Choose From
Reg. 516.996 S14 99

Selsun Blue
Anti-Dandruff
Lotion Shampoo
8 oz. Bottle

Shirts

Amity Leather
Billfolds •

100% Cotton
Choke of Red,
Telkw, Navy

The Body Billfold. Choice of Tri-Fold Identifier - Director - Credit Card ThreeFold
$11.00to $11.50 Value

For Injector Razors
3 Blades

Special
Group
Ladies'

Panties
Reg. 99'
Bailin IL Nip Huggers

Size, 5
,I A

Boys Numbered

Sweet 'N Low

Slacks

°welly Filling for Quilts
Si a 96 Inches

ladies' Casual

Granulated Sugar Substitute
Box of too Packets

Men's Dress

Reg. 2.39

Tylenol
Extra-Strength
Tablets

Tan - Don't Burn
4 oz.

Gillette
Twinjector
Blades

i i

• Decker
13" Single

Liquid Plant Food s oz
Dropper Included
5 ft• $2199
4 ft. - $2099

Sleeping Bag

All New Colors
Now In Stock

01111

New-Life
Fibered
Alumunized

Fibered
Asphalt

1

Precise
Plant
Care Products

We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

4, 11111

$1257

A 3M Product

Panda
Latex Exterior

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

-

MI • EL.
II MI•

Roof
Cement

Plastic Pan, Edgers,
Brush, Utility Brush 8.
7" Applicator
All This
For Uncle
Jeff's
Discount Price of

built with 2x6 s

Miss Bryant said her
organization would soon move
into San Antonio, Tex.,
Washington,
Minneapolis and the state of
California, all of which have
laws like Dade County's.

Kant-Leek
Plastic Black

Painting
Kit
Homebuilt

has united- and strengthened
us as a national movement"

• III • II • MI •
••
•• 111 ••

Prices good Thru Sun,6 p.m.
Shur-Line

This is
our final
shipment
for
the.
year

Picnic Table

...
.
r •
••••

director of the National Gay
Task Force, said the defeat
supplied "all the evidence
anyone could need of the
extent and virulence of
prejudice against lesbians and
gay men in our society."
However, she said, "The
national debate provoked by
the Dade County referendum

THE
BASIC
The -Austin"
Long-Sleeve
Pocketed Shirt
Available in a choice of coloi
,
Sizes 14-442to 174-35•
ORDER FOR YOUR CLUB
OR ORGANIZATION
SAYE 10%
(Minimum Order -61

•Sale$r95

4
Sale76

Terry

Men's

••••••••,

17-Jewel
Wrist Watch By Westclox

/

[.
•

•

Jeweled Fever nerivemeot, oittiwiegoetk, shock gild dust wisistewt, wirier militant luminous hail
dsddh.,
i.e. 839.95 Gold Coto Case No. 38256
Reg. $37.95 Chrome Color Case No. 38254

$1 995

Sale

eidvw.

Sale

Maalox Antacid
Demulcent
Constipating
12 oz. Liquid

28
Sale$1

Non-

t

.oMie

Mennen
Skin Bracer •
After Shave
4 oz. Bottle

79'

with 2free
'Bic Shavers Sale

1•%%••••WAWM•WWW•Wea
-

WrapAround
Ono Size Fits
All. Convenieut
Pocket, Lounging
Corotart

$3
99

.11
• --luirm—ar-vr-ium—r-•a • or$
or'
••••I II • in • au •
mi •
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Prices Good Thurs. June 9 through Wed., June 15
thened
t"
her
move
Tex.,
ate of
have
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Cash Give Away

r,3\
91
Royal

Last Week!
To Complete Your Crystal
Set before supply is exhaustO
any

Royal

Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week

Gelatin
Dessert

Wexford Crystal

This Week's
Winner:

Feature

Lynn Grove
Grade "A"
Large

Assorted Flavors
with out coupon below

Don Robinson

•Nothing to Buy No Cards To Punch •All you Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Ernpio)eec. ol Parker*. and their Families not eligibly to win •tilults

Sore 37
176

, orils

?Ma,

regider •You do not have to be prevent to win

with $10 ou order or niure
Lana 2 Oaten at thts price

Lipton
'tea
• mix

Table Tumbler

ICED TEA

PLANTERS

Planters

Potato
;Chips

Potato Chips
Twin Pock

Fresh Crisp
Kraft

Lettuce

11111,
Lipton

Teenie Weenie
Early June

Instant Tea
3 oz. jar

Lemons

17 oz. Can

Fresh Crisp

Carrots

Root
Beer

Bar:0-411
Sauce

%eve 30

794

Trash Bags

Flour

30 Gal. She
10 Count

10 Lb. Bag

1 lb. bog

49"

Super Value

20 oz. bog

00

Try Some Of
Our Steaks and,
Taste the
Difference!

79'

Frosty Whip Dessert

Save 17

with our
coupon
below

Armour Test Tender Choice Beef

Round Steak

off I lb con

Armour Tree?

Lean Tender

lean

Minute
Steak
$1 79

Ground
Chuck
lb

Your Choice
1001.6 bottle carton
with bottles or deposit
Save 14'

Luncheon
Meat

994

lb.

lb.

Pure Fresh Lean

2 for 39'

49"

Regular Size
Roundtop

Roast
$1 39

59'

Frosty Acres Orange

Orange
Juice

Scotts Leader

1 dos.

FROZEN
FOODS

Dishwashing
Liquid

Frosty Acres

39'

Sunkist - Cello Bag

Peas

Save 20'

lb.

.

Ground Beef
Armour

Fields Smoked

Picnics
lb.

Colgate
Toothpaste

69'

Westerner Brand

Sliced Bacon

12 oz. pkg.

$189

43
/
4 ot.
Reg 5250
Sore

5-on
leg. 51 04
Save 25'

794

Royal
Gelatin Dessert
with this coupon
3 or bores

C

Off

I lb on
with th.t coupon
er ror

Good Only of Pgrber's...

Good Only At Poodle r s

"We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

apd

Downtown Shopping Center

•-•ra,
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Fever Not
Common
Says Official

Ammons. • •(Continued From Page 1)
Crewse, the last prosecution witness
to testify in the case, explained rules
and regulations which govern doctors
and pharmacies, especially those
dealing with obtaining schedule two
narcotics.
Crewse said that would be improper
for a physician to obtain schedule two
drtigs by writing a prescription and
labeling it •'for office use." He said the
proper way for physicians to obtain
such drugs is by filing a D. E. A.( Drug
Enforcement Administration) form
with the agency for approval.
Earlier in the trial, Julie English, Dr.
Ammons' office nurse at the time of his
arrest, testified that she had never seen
a prescription for a fifty per cent
cocaine hydrochloride solution that was
written in her name by Dr. Ammons
and carried the notation, "for office
use."
DEFENSE BEGINS
Two witnesses called by the defense
late in the day Tuesday, Linda White
and Rita Ford, presented records that
indicated that Dr. Ammons tvas at work
in his normal capacity on Oct. 4, 1976,
the day the prosecution contends he
worked out a plan With unindicted coconspirators in the case, William
Boyden, Jr., and Carl Scarborough to
purchase drugs in Florida.
Mrs. White, an employe in the
business office at the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, testified that records from the
business office indicate that the
physician saw 34 patients that day, an
average number,she said.
Mrs. Ford, who maintains patient
records at the Murray-Calloway County
HoSpital, said that the MCCH records
indicate that Dr. Ammons made rounds
in the early evening hours of Oct. 4. She
said that the doctor customarily made
his hospital rounds at that time of the
day, after regular office hours.
Mrs. Ford said that nurses' notations
on the records show that Dr. Ammons
checked on a patient in the'coronary

care unit at 5:15 p. m. that day and that
he had written progress notes and-or
Prescribed treatment or medication for
six other patients.
She also testified that the records
indicated that Dr.Ammons returned to
the hospital at 12:20 a. m. on the
morning of Oct. 5 to treat a patient who
had been admitted in the emergency
room suffering from a cardiac
problem. She said the recordsshow that
at 1:15 a. m. Dr. Ammons started an
i.v. on the patient and that nurses'
notations indicate that he phoned the
hospital at 2:25 a.m. and at 5:45 a. m.
that morning to check on the patient's
condition.
Mrs. Ford also testified that the
records show that Dr. Ammons
administered defibulatory procedures
on the patient in the early morning
hours of Oct. 5.
"If Dr. Ammons, as the government
has alleged was high on cocaine that
night, he couldn't have saved (the
patient's) life," defense attorney
Heideman said.
Dr. Ammons is being tried on an 11count indictment handed down by a
federal grand jury in January.
Also charged in count one of the
indictment - "conspiracy to purchase
up to $20,000 worth of marijuana in
„Ocala, Fla.," through unindicted coconspirators Boyden and Scarborough
- were Tuscon A. Yoruk, William Greg
Lawson and Dan Anderson.
Ammons is charged in the second
count with illegal distribution of 60
tablets of dilaudid and in counts three,
four and five with the illegal
distribution of the drugs LSD, cocaine
and marijuana.
Counts six through il charge the
physician with the illegal distribution of
cocaine from December 1975 until
September 1976.
In another count of the indictment,
Yoruk was charged with distribution of
a controlled substance, desoxyn.

Hubbard Says Challenge For
House Seat In 1978 May Push
Him To Governor's Race In '79
WASHINGTON AP ) - U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard thinks that if Gov.
Julian Carroll sponsors a challenge to
his reelection next year, the western
Kentucky congressman says the move
could backfire and propel him to the
• governorship in 1979.
"If I'm given opposition by the
governor In the 1978 congressional
primary)," the Mayfield Democrat
said in an interview, "this could be the
significant factor thatpropels me into
the governor's race as a certain
winner."
Hubbard, one of Carroll's most
prominent foes, said that "if the
governor gives me more opposition and
I carry the 1st ( Congressional ) District
. by 80 per cent in the Democratic
primary over his chosen candidate, the

ripples from the victory would be so
strong statewide that I would be a
certainty (to sirin the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination)."
He added that he wouldn't be
surprised if the governor tried to run
someone against him in the Democratic
primary and that he isn't worried about
the prospect.
Hubbard, who has said he is
"seriously" considering a race for
governor, has accused Carroll of trying
to win the Democratic nomination for
state Commerce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer.
Hubbard said that he, McBrayer,
state Auditor George Atkins and Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall appear to be the
strongest potential candidates for
governor in two years.

1 Funerals

George Beard Determined To
Keep Alive Old Pioneer Art

1

Milburn Harrellson
Dies Monday With
Rites Held Today

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Two
Milburn Harrellson died
Kentuckians have died of Rocky
at 8:30 p.m. He was
Monday
Mountain Spotted Fever in the past
pronounced dead on arrival at
month,says a state health official.
The disease, caused by tick bites, is the Henry County General
uncommon in Kentucky, It usually Hospital, Paris, Tn.
The deceased was a retired
occurs during the spring and summer,
state Preventive Services Director farmer of Route One, Cottage
Grove, Tn., and was 75. years
Carlos Hernandez said Tuesday.
Dr. Hernandez said the ailment was of age. Born October 1,1901, in
fatal for a 12-year-old Calvert City boy, Henry County, Tn., he was the
David Devine, who died last Sunday at son of the late Jack and Pearl
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, and a 35- Tarkington Harrellson.
He is survived by his wife,
year-old paducah man who died there
Paschall
Opal
Mrs.
in mid-May.
Harrellson, to whom he was
"We always have a few cases," said
married on October 12, 1968;
Hernandez,
"but
this
year
unfortunately there have been two one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy
Niehaus, Pontiac, Mich.;
deaths."
stepdaughter, Mrs. Brenda
There are precautions that can be
Ellison, Cottage Grove, Tn.;
taken against the malady, and cases
son, Buford Harrellson,
one
diagnosed in time usually are treated
Dayton, Ohio; three sisters,
successfully
with
antibiotics,
Mrs. Bess Edwards and Mrs.
Hernandez said. Without treatment,
Golden Collins,. Paducah, and
about 20 per cent of the cases are fatal.
Mrs. Chester Collins, Paris,
Six cases have been reported so far
two brothers, Dolphus
Tn.;
this year in Kentucky, he said.
Harrellson
and
Johnie
"Summer is the time when this disease
Put-year,
Tn.;
five
Harrellson,
is more predominant, and we are just
grandchildren; one great
getting there."
grandchild.
Kentucky usually averages about 20
Funeral services are being
cases of Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
held today at two p.m. at
a year, he said, and last year there
I.eDon Chapel, Ridgeway
were 40 cases. Hernandez said he didn't
Morticians, Paris, Tn., with
have data on the mortality rate in past
Rev. James G. Phelps
the
years.
officiating. Burial will follow
The disease is carried by ticks in the Oak Grove Cemetery.
bulbous, blood-sucking insects that
attach themselves to the skin of
animals and people. "The tiek has to be
infected. Not every tick bite is going to
give you Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever," Hernandez said.
The fever occurs in all parts of the
Mrs. Hettie Cable, former
state, generally among people_ who
resident., of Broad Street,_
spend time outdoors- or-have pets-that
-71iiri•ay,'-died this morning .at
do, he said.
. 5.44- -at the Miller's Merry
Precautions
include
wearing
Manor Home, Peru, Ind. she
protective clothing outdoors. IT RAO'
v.iis 87 years of"age.
your
of
examination
frequent
and
:The„ deceased . was. the.. wife
-- body to-see if you have atick you marof Ray -Cable, former car
not have noticed- basically the scalp.
dealer here, who died in 1960.
"Children, especially Those who play
She was a member of the First
with pets, should be examined almost
United Methodist Church, and
on a daily basis," he said."You can use
was born May 10, 1890, to the
a spray or repellent on the pet and give
late J. R. McHood and Ella
it a good cleanup from time to time and
Sabley McHood.
remove the ticks."
Mrs. Cable is survived by
Ticks. should be grasped carefully
one daughter, Mrs. Ted
with tweezers or a piece of paper and
I. ouise ) Miller, Dallas,
removed with a steady pull. Crushing
exas; three sons, Thomas R.
the_msect can releae the serum that
Cable, Miami, lad., Joe W.
causes the disease, Hernandez said.
Cable, Oak Rge, Tn., and
It's not necessary to visit a doctor
Robert E. Cable, Knoxville,
every time a tick is removed, he said
"but if in three to ten days you develop Tn.; two sisters, Mrs. Mattie
a fever, headache and rash, keep in Parker, Murray, and Mrs.
Nancy Nance, Dover, Tn.; two
mind that it could be Rocky Mountain
brothers,
Roliert McHood,
Spotted Fever. Go and see a doctor and
Murray Route !Five„ _and
tell him."
The rash, he said, usually appears on David McHood, Nashville,
the wrists and hands, the ankles and Tn.; sixteen grandchildren;
several great grandchildren.
feet or on the chest.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but the, body will
be returned to the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after
eleven a.m. on Friday.
Yearbooks for the East
Calloway Elementary School
for the 1976-77 school year
have arrived at the schoo.
according to Bob Allen.
principal.
Persons may get their
The Northside Baptist
yearbooks at the school office ,Church, located five miles
between the hours of nine a.rn. north of Murray on U. S. Highto two p.m.. Monday through way
641,
will
hold
Friday, Allen said. Some homecoming services on
extra yearbooks are available Sunday, June 12, according to
for those who did not have one the pastor, the Rev. Randolph
ordered, the principal said. Allen.
Featured singers at the
Stock
Market,_
afternoon
session will be the
•
MarCentury Singers
Prices of stocks of lockil mtercs
'shall County. A basket dinner
noon today furnished to the Ledger
Times by 1. M Simon ('o. ire as foll,t,
will be served at noon.
Indus. Avg. .
- 112
A note burning ceremony
Airco
130 - • , for, the new educational
Am Motors .
4 um
building at the church will be
Ashland Oil
3.5-: xi
held. Sunday School will be at
AT&T
62.4
Ford Motor
ten a.m. and preaching at
Gen Etam ics
55 on,
eleven a.m. with the Rev.
Gen.M or
66. Lin,
Gen Ilre
Allen as speaker.

Mrs. Hettie Cable

Dies This Morning

By BERRY CRAIG
and children the art.
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) There's a scarcity of wood
George Beard is determined
for the furniture, and Beard
to keep alive the almostgets it now in Muhlenberg
forgotten pioneer art of
County, on the banks of the
making-willow furniture.
Green River.
Beard and his family
"We make it a family
handcraft a variety of ornate
affair," Beard says. "My
chairs, tables and other items
sons, daughters and sonout of the pliable wood in an wife,
in-law all go along."
outdoor workshop behind an
Armed with machetes, they
old long cabin just east of
chop down the tallest,
here. He believes it's a unique
straightest trees they can find
operation in Kentucky.
pile them in the bed of a
Two hundred years ago, and
pickup truck.
willow furniture was common
Beard prefers hand tools for
in frontier cabins. Pioneer
his furniture making.
craftsmen had a ready supply
"I use mainly hammers,
of red, black and white willow
nails and a pair of clippers,"
which grew in abundance
he said. His concession to
along stream banks. But as
modern technology is a chain
furniture making became
saw.
more mechanized and stands
Conspicuously absent from
of willow diminished, the skill
his tool box is any measuring
of willow-working was almost
device.
forgotten.
All of the ideas for my
"I'm trying-to make -sire
pieces are up here," he says,
that it's remembered," said
just
pointing to his head.
Beard, who's teaching his wife
work as I go and about the
only measurements I take are

Independence Plans
For Bible School
The annual Vacation Bible
School will be held at the
Independence
United
Methodist Church, located
east of Almo, starting Monday, June 13, and continuing
through Friday, June 17.
Classes for kindgergarten
through junior will be held at
seven p.m. each night. For
transportation persons may
call 753-4741) or 753-4902.

Shady Grove Church
To Hold Bible School

with a hanufier handle."
The showplace tor the
willowware is a grove of big
oaks that shades the front of
the 60-year-old cabin.
"It attracts a lot of tourists
as well as local people,"
Beard said.
Willow furniture, he says,
will last almost indefinitely.
"There's an elderly. lady
who lives south of Murray who
has some pieces that are well
over a century old and they're
still sturdy," Beard says.
Willow furniture, he added,should be left in a natural
state.
"After a while you might
apply a coat or two of varnish
or shellac but I wouldn't
recommend painting it," he
said.
Beard says he doesn't want
to "rip anybody off" and
doesn't charge much for his
work. But this winter he plans
to restore the old cabin and
open it as a furniture-making
shop.
"I plan to go into working
with hickory then," he said.
"That's another pioneer art
that's largely forgotten."

Singing Is Friday

The Shady Grove Baptist
Church will hold its Vacation
Bible School starting Monday,
June 13, and continuing
through Friday, June 17.
The Century Singers from
Classes will be taught from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. each night for Benton will present a musical
children, three years old program at the Scotts Grove
through high school age. A Baptist Church, located just
picnic will be held on Friday, north of the Murray City
according to the church limits on 641 Highway on
pastor, the Rel.'. Allen Brown., Friday, June 10, at 7:30 p.m.
The church an& pastor-'the
Rev. Leon Penick invite_ the _
public to attend. There is no
admission charge.
_

At Scotts Grove

Electrical Service ,
Now, Barkley Dam Truck-Train Wreck
Electrical service- was
restored Tuesday at Barkley
Dam after having been Occurs On Tuesday
without the -service -since the electrical storm on Friday,
June 3, according to officials
of the Corps of Engineers at
the dam.
The officials said the
regular service is now in
operation- and persons may
call the Toll- free number at
Barkley Dam for the lake and
river stags.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 8, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 844 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady 1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. ...
$43.00-43.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. .
. $42.71-43.00
US 2-4240-510 lbs.
142.25-42.75
US 34 250-290 lbs
$41.50-42.25
Sows
US 1-2770-350 lbs.
834.50-35.50
US 1-3 300.45011w.
835.00-36.00
US 1-3 450-6b0 lbs. .
$36.00-37.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
834.00-34.50
Boars 24.00:23.00

A truck and train collision
occurred Tuesday at 9:25 a.m.
in the city limits of Barawell,
according to the Kentucky
State Police. No injuries were
reported.
Ivan Chappell, Henderson,
age 40, driving a tractor with a
40 foot- trailer loaded with
feed, was headed west across
the railroad tracks when the
dollies got stuck on pavement
and the driver was unable to
break loose.
Chappell got out of the truck
to direct traffic around the
tractor-trailer, when the north
bound IC Gulf train with 74
cars hit the truck and
travelled for three-tenths of a
mile before the train was able
to stop, State Trooper Thomas
Powell said.

Nome
Smoke
Detector
With
life
time
guarantee. For information and free
demonstration call:

753-8487

East Yearbooks Now
Available, School

Northside Church
Plans Homecoming

Decor
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
Phone 753-3642
"We invite you"
to come in
anytime.
Look over our
store, we have
a wonderful
selection of
custom woven wood shades.

Bunches & Bunches
& Bunches
of

BEDROOM
SUITES

Unfinished
Furniture

Any Size and length you need.

UM.

A

20% Discount

On Our Window Treatments
Of Course We
hcfve stains and
varnishes to
complete the unfinished
furniture!
Wicker is NEW
"Very Sharp"
Be in style with
wicker from our
store at moderate
prices.
Something new from HyKlas Paints, Antique Kits, Latex varnish to complete the job very easy to apply and quick to dry,
many custom made colors to choose from.

•
•

Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Sinter Mfg
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

27un.

ir,, - .
36',

• ',

State Police Give

25'
=.

$1
9900Er- up

Report For May

17'.1
23'.

•-• Pricers of stock of local interest .11
EDT, today, furfilehed to the 1,,,t,;, r &
Times by First of Michigan,
Murray, are as follows
,
Heublein Inc.
McDonaldsrorp
Ponderosa Systems ... ..
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide. , ......... .
W. R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec. .
GAF Corp.
Georgia Pacific ......: . .
Pfizer
Jim Walters..........
Kirsch........ . . ..
Ihsney: .
Franklin Mint

The Kentucky State Police
report for the mpnth of May in
Calloway Codity has been
released by Trooper Richard
Wi. - .
7
42'. unc Wright. public information
. 37. - L.
officer.
45." :
50'. - L.
Trooper Wright said the
26". uric ,state police issued 64 citations,
&SL. - L. gave 22 warnings, assisted 123
10". -L.
motorists, investigated 16
29'.
26'. - L. accidents, and arrested four
33‘-: - L.
14. -.., persons for public drunken33., •
ness in the county during May.
.2

New

Come In Today!
90Days Same As Cash
Shipment
$8900

BEDDING

Both Pieces As Low As
Twin • Full Queen

Murray Furniture
Mart

13'. • '..,

CLUB SALE
IAKE DATA
The Past Matrons and Past
Kentucky Lake, 7 a in. Patrons Club of Murray Star
358.0, no change.
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Below dam 303.4, no change. Eastern Star will have a
Barkley Like, 7 a. in 358 9, parking lot sale on Saturday.
up 0.1.
June 11, startingot nine am
Below dam 302.6, up o
at the Freed Cotham lot at 802
Sunset 8:14. Sunrise
37. Chestnut Street, Murray,

Court Square

•

753-8676

COOKING CORNER
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Teachers Emphasize Family Traditions
grooming, mine, Ala. and „Trudy, a
teaching
the woods behind what is now rudiments of cooking, can- is
By ANN CDDBERG
and child science teacher in Nashville,
marriage
clothing,
These
ning, and gardening.
Should the Energy Crisis Murray High.
They watched over the farm talents were honed at Western care units. She is also a both find time to sew, do
escalate next winter there is
at least one family in Murray where now stands a growing University and Murray State. supervising. teacher. for :thtedlework, and turn out
excellent meals for their
prepared. Lucy and George subdivision. Their home was For the past 18 years she has Murray State.
very
two
had
husbands. For their weddings
At
home
she
built
former
Home
on
the
farmei
's
teaching
been
Lilly could merely- shut the
their father made each of
inside doors of their home and pig lot and they have reaped Economics at Murray High. eager and talented pupils in
them a king sized bed of his
be perfectly comfortable in some unplannedior rewards Prior to the birth of her her daughters'. • Both Sandy,
own
original design. The girls
Almo
taught
in
daughters
she
in
currently
a
pediatric
that
garden
doctor
in
their extensive
their kitchen. Actually the
grew up with and acquired a
kitchen is more reminiscent of is very fertile, with excellent and Scottsville. Currently she hemotology located in Huntlove of beautiful, handmade
what one room log —cabins _yieldwaver the years.
furniture and antiques. .
George Lilly came to
must have been like, for it not
George has made most of
only. contains the usual kit- Murray in 1948 from Henthe furniture in the Lilly
then equipment, but has a lerson to teach at the Inhouse, and what he has not
fireplace, comfortable chairs, tustrial Arts Department of
done.
he Vas-refinished-and-1i)
when.
murray
the
State
and a sofa-bed at one end. The
sonic cases improved. His
fire keeps the .room nice and itudent population exploded
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — of West Virginia — also is favorite woods for furniture
arm and has hooks to hold After World War II. They had
mammoth enrollment of An opportunity for locally- expected to entertain. He is an are cherry_ and walnut. This is
.00king pots,
reflected throughout the house
Therefore; cooking, eating, 1.200 that year. George and elected DeMocrats in _ last accomplished fiddler.
All state -constitutional in the tables, chairs, beds.
iocializing and sleeping could Dr.Oakley were the Industrial month's primary to meet with
._ill be done in the same area. Arts Department. At that time top party chiefs will be one of officers have been invited and, hutches, and even the picture
Should there be some extra there were eight buildings on the highlights of Saturday's along with the congressional frames. All are beautifully
Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner delegation, are scheduled to fdiensisihgended and ineticiilously
power. Lucy would not have to campus.
George
is
now
the
Chairman
here.
make brief comments before
leave this room to sew or do
Lucy has shared with us
the laundry, for it is all there (if the Department of In- State Democrats hope to Byrd's address.
Templeman
made no today some of her family's
neatly. compacted. This is dustrial Arts Education in the raise $300,000 from ticket sales
very favorite recipes, most of
indeed the heart of a very College of Industry and to the event in the Frankfort estimate of how many persons which
'originallycame from
would show up. In the past few
interesting and unique home. Technology. He still enjoys Sportkenter.
her mother and all use the
teaching
and
following
the
This
would
be
some
years
it
has
varied
from
5,000
The Lilly's have lived on the
lovely garden fresh produce
corner of Sycamore and 16th careers of his students. In the $50,000 more than collected to 10,000.
now coming in.
future
he
would
like
to
travel
a
last
a
party
That
does
Near,
and
mot
matter
streets since 1956, in the home
Lucy's Eggplant Casserole
bit.
spokesman said much of the financially as long as tickets
that they designed and built.
(serves 8-10)
Lucy Kummer Lilly grew up total would be used to are purchased. Democratic
This was before Sycamore
n
i
urnci,nhed
eggplant, peeled,
in--Franklin,
Ky.'.
The
Kumfundraisers
ideal
maintain party operations.
have set an
was extended to Doran -Road
Mike Templeman, assistant target of 50 cents per 2s-liceledd
and 16th was gravel. It was mer's lived on a farm in
chopped
considered the country. They Simpson County and it is from to Democratic Chairman registet ed Democrats, and it. salt.
would take their daughters, her German background that Howard (Sonny) Hunt, said there are 1.1 million in Ken- 4 eggs
Trudy and Sandy,for walks in Lucy _ first learned the Monday that tickets to the tucky.
The chief fund-raiser in \the 1 c. grated cheese
reception or banquet have
1 c. milk
county which exceeds the
been sentio 14,000 persons.
2 c. tracker crumbs'
amount
He said`there would-be-orrE quota by the greatest
2 t. tomato catsup
.•
unusual aspect • of the •fund- will be offered a free vacation
2 t. WoEchestee -c
several-raisingaffair_this time --a--or
Gently boil -eggplant, onion
, closed gathering, beforehand resorts.
- and salt-togetherin-sauceparr
Teinnkman acknowledge&
of up to 2,00Q Democrats Who
with enough water to cover.
Try The Store
_won various local primaries_ that this is a bad time of the
Simmer
until done. Drain and
with more
- May 24 with Kentuck!.'s two . year a sent e to rinst money
mash. Mix this with' eggs,
since
so
much
has
been
spent
four
d
----ideasjorthe
in. the counties durirg the grated cheese, milk, cracker
congressmen.
man who has
primaries a few weeks ago." crumbs resering enough for
said
it
would
be
Templeman
Everything
But he said the party needs garnish on tow catsup and
an -instance of grass roots
Democrats getting acquainted_ to know the funds available to Worchester sauce. Place in
-buttered casserole. Sprinkle
with and seeking advice from help candidates, especially
crumbs on top and bake in 400
legislative contenders, aside
party leaders.
Oven for 45 minutes.
One congressman will be from _maintaining party
Quick- Broccoli Casserole
absent: Ron Mazzoli of operations.
(serves 6-8)
Louisville. Templeman Said _ Templeman said - every
I can cheese or mushroom
he has indicated he has a prior. penny raised will be accounted for because "we're'„soup
commitment.
2-10 oz. packages chopped or
Mazzoli verbently supported under fedesal requirements,
flowerettes
of Broccoli
Creighton Mershon, who was mainly due to the debt still
12 C. sour cream
defeated in last month's owed from the 1974 campaign
Louisville mayorlty primary in which former Gov. Wendell Juice of 1 lemon i or 1 T. Real
lemon
by William Stansbury, who Ford won hs U.S. Senate
Grated cheese
was backed quietly by Gov. post

Jefferson-Jackson Dinner
To Be Held In Frankfort

pillowcase and drain over'2 c. bread crumbs
2 T. melted margarine or night. In the morning mix in
the cabbage. Add the vinegar.
butter
sugar
and salt after it has
Cook broccoli until tender
and drain. Add soup, sour been heated for 30 minutes in a
cream and lemon. Pour.into a saucepan. Seal and process in
baking dish. Top with cheese usual manner:
Pickled Okra
and buttered bread crumbs.
&fel( whole okra overnight
Bake at 350 deg. for 30
in ice water or chill in
minutes.
refrigerator. After 8-12 hours
Green Tomato Relish
1 gal. Coarsley chopped green dry okra and pack in pipit jars.
Place a head and stallt4of fresh
tomatoes
dill in bottom of each jar and
1 qt. chopped onion
6 red sweet peppers, chopped one on top. Also, add one
garlic bud and 1 lump of alum
-coarse
6 green sweet peppers, on top and bottom. tif you use
powdered alum about 1 4 t. is
chopped coarse
12 med. hot peppers Irnix needed
• Boil together
green and redi
gal. apple cider vinegar
3 med. heads coarsely ground
not distilled)
cabbage
'2 gal. water
1 2 gal. vinegar
1 scant cup of canning or
6 c. sugar
pickling salt
salt
12 c. Pickling
Pour vinegar mixture okra
Mix tomatoes, onion,
peppers together. Place in. and seal. This same recipe
may be used for dill pickles or

green tomato pickles. A hot
pepper may be added to each
jar if you like.
Favorite Breakfast Eggplant
Select young and tender
Eggplant. Peel and slice as
thinly as possible. Salt
generously. Dip each piece in
a thick flour and milk batter.
Place hot grease in broiler pan
and put eggplant slices in
grease. Return to hot oven and
turn once. Drain on paper
towels and serve hot in place
of bacon or ham. The slices
siWbe brown and crisp.
Frozen Eggplant
Wash, peel, slice or dice
eggplant into 1 qt. water and 1
T. lemon juice. Drain. Then
place in boiling water 4
minutes only. Cool. Dip again
in lemon and water MO:
Drain, pack and freeze. Occasionally by the spring the
eggplant can get a bit dark,
but , it is fine to uae in
casseroles or fried.

Tired of Ties?

The
Panhandler

TREAS BUILDING CENTER

.
penal iC-teite•-61-®
AUTHORIZED DEALER

Julian Carroll.
He declined to estimate that
After the meeting of_ local debt until it is finally paid.
Tickets cost $100 per'couple
Democrats and Kentucky
congressmen comes the for the reception and dinner
traditional reception, then a and $25-for just the dinner. '
dinner.
Lately - the food has conADVERTISING
sisted merely of hot dogs and a
DEADLINES
soft drink, but Templeman
All
display ads,
said that "this time we'll have
classified displays
something to eat" — fried
and regular disalay,
chicken, baked beans, cole
must be submitted
slaw, potato chips and soft
by 12 noon, the day
drinks.
before publication.
There also will be enAll
reader-i
tertainment by one or more
classifieds must be
groups who have appeared atl
submitted by 12 noon
Las Vegas nightspots-.
the day before
the
speaker
of
The major
publication.
night — U.S. Sen. Robert Byrd

HANDMADE FURNITURE — Mr. and Mrs. George Lilly stand in a room full of furniture that was all handcrafted by Lilly.
--Staff Photo by David Hill

the
M
Murray
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GOODAEAR

*ewe s

4for
the4th

THE NORFOLK .
Beamed ceiling and a free-formed tabletop over a peninsula
cabinet provide flair in this rather small 14 foot square kitchen.
Ceramic tile is used on backsplash area for easier cleaning.
,
flaniing lamp provides accent.
More beautiful kitchens.just like this one, are included in "My
Dream Kitchen Portfolio," which you can have by filling out the
coupon below. The portfolio will
save you time, worry and money
by insuring that you and your
professional kitchen specialist
will design the kitclaen you want.
A world of crest-el-4e kitchens
designed_ with a flair awaits you_

Pagliai's Pizza
and
Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special q9c
with Garlic Breati
and '2 Price on
Combination Salad
with meal)

A Different
Kitchen

4111F
Inside
Dining
Orli%

Plus F.E.T.
per trre, Plo
rid. needed

This is the new Goodyear radial you've seen on
TV. With full width belts of Flexten - the tire
cord derived from aramod fiber that's pound for
pound stronger than steel. Strong enough for
every road in America, Only Prom Goodyear.

SALE ENDS JULY.9

165SR-'
365SR -1 •
BR78-1
0R78-1,:
FR78-1

GR78-1
G
HR78
fiF178-•

51 80
$203
$200
52 27
$254
$269
$2 79
288
- $296

OlIN

m
TI
IN

RAIN CHECK - If we self ,put 01 your size we will issue you a
rain check assunno future delivery at the advertise', price

Featured
Each Week

JustSay'Charge it!'
• r:.,ur c,nn Customer trerIlt
• Good yea, Re.o Ctsarge
ElarseArnerIcarC • Ameocan
klarsrnr Chrirqn •
,ard • r
EXPIPS5 Mr"'Ina ,

, TCP/Feri PORTFOt 10

IF1,rnr hn • r), n
,

GOOD;zrkEAR
..""

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p. m.

Auto Sem ke...For More Good ears in Your Car
Lube & Oil Change
•Complete chassis 10011es
runs and Orr change • Help,
ensure long wear,' parrs
and smooth, quote

Includes As Always

FREE REFILLS
You Cant' Eat This Good
at Home for 99
Luxurious Dining
for 275 People

753-2975

Sandy Corterright M9r

Up to 5 ars
of map( brand
IC 30 grade Q.1

pert°,
mo,,• Meese ptmee tor
appomtment • Includes

light trucks
Asi for ow arta
Baltrry Comer Check

Front End Alignment
$1388
• Complete analysts and

0401001•01 (01111(10110 -- 10
1001Pliti 1,111 111.00ar and
Iowa,* Statrong •

Engine Tune-Up

$3688

ergo
Imo egoipment e5e0 by
itiiperie.ctil meths,"
Clips buSt I preacrsrun

US mad* c,snpasts
d needed
1.01.4.. Irant
wheel dose cars
alognonOnl

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mgr.,It. CortyMght
721 S. 12th St.
' Murray,Ky.
753-0595

Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily Open Friday wild 3 00 p.m.
Mgr. S. Dusts
Mgr*. Witte
Mgr. T. Younker%
100S. Stateline
600 defferson
315W. Broadway
Fulton, Ky
Mayfield, Ky.
, Paducah, Ky.
472-1000
247-3711
442-5464
•
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COST CUTTERS

O
P
E
N
24

lp Trim Your Food Budget
COST CUTTER EXTENDED NICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special
turer's
allowance, we pass the savingsmanufac
on to you.
These reductions are usually good for more
than
one week.

HOURS

EXCEPT FROM

Midnight Saturday
'NI 8 a.m.
Sunday.
SHOP WHEN ITS
CONVENIENT FOR YOUI

COO CUTTER "TNIS WEER'S SPECIAL":
Each week deep-cut specials in all
departments, plus bonus coupons for extra
savings. Cost Cutter "This week's Special"
signs will locate these values for you.

NE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE • d all postal*. Nam to conifer:as
hayoni our control rye run a.rf of on
oduonisod salami so subsfrivto o tomporabla areal at•sore*
savoys or pro you row Ord la rat
atearfisorid faecal or dr arca 01",
~ farlar 30 days WI GUARANTEE WHAT Al SEll if
,ou e *ref
d..".0."
Pordww ou
.
001.1011 and awn a refund paw money
11,

U.S.D.A. GRADE A ROUT FAM

Fryer Backs

194
394
1°9

LI

ECONOMY PAX

Fryer Livers

CHICKEN

LI

RIB NALF

Pork Loin

LI.$

COUNTRY STYLE SLAB

Sliced Bacon

FAMILY PAK
LS

$118

1 LI.
PIG.

$129

MONISM PRIDE

Pork Sausage
OSCAR MAYER

Sliced Bologna

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOKE

U.S. Gov't. Greded Choice

U.S. Gov't. Greded Choice

ROUND BONE
SHOULDER ROAST

CENTER-CUT
CHUCK STEAK

Cube Steaks
FAMILY PAX

Pork Steaks

.98' L. 88c

-

1J.S. Gov't. Greiktil Choke

Fresh Hams

LI.

$169
984
994

Fresh Picnic Styli

Jumbo Bologna
u.S.D.A. Choice

LAMB

_

Hickory

PORK
ROAST

SMOKED
PICNICS

Lunch Meats

501.
PKG.

OSCAR MAYER MEAT OR

.0z. 994

Beef Salami

9 ..69c

796

FOX DELUXE

CATFISH

SHOULDER

PIZZA

STEAKS

Beef Side

f

FRENCH
FRIE

1-1
1=1
UM

IC

954

ALLOW 3-5 DAYS
FOR PREPARATION

(Circle B or Hunter)
30 LBS $26
9
5
ALL FOR
• MI

r
oI[COST-CUTTER COUPON]!Ile

Avondale Frozen

imm

155-185 LBS.

Hindquarter

BUNDLE-S LBS. ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. PORK STEAK
5 LBS. GROUND BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
t 5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
5 LBS. SAUSAGE

854

Forequarter

Pig

:I:ilECOST-CUTTER COUPON]Ill

lb.

150-180 LBS.

BACON

12 oz.
pkg.

mu-A)

BONUS

320-360 LBS.
Mal;

9
9
c
c
7
99c 9ec
99

lb.

STOCK THE FREEZER!

9131ViE
— FREEZER SALE

LAMB

894

PKG.

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED

C

KROGER BY THE MCI

LEG 0
'

ROAST

LB.

WNW OR SHANK NAL/

— U.S..12:11. Choice

ENGLISH

FAMILY PAX

79
(

OSCAR MAYER ASSORTED

IN1 IN

!lie

1[COST-CUTTER COUPON]

.0.103
HI-DRI
TOWELS

Kroger Frozen

Carat

ORANGE
JUICE

e ,
'
mg •• te
,
. ,.a s .-.•

lb.
bog

BIM
MIN IMI

6pá
6 oz.

i

C1111-71;

$ 29

I

IIM

rolls
for

A MI

MB

EIM with this coupon odd '10.00 purchase excludin
g items prohibited by um
som
'
H.i. coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items prohibite
MN
11111. with this coupon and
law and in addition to the cost of coupon merchan
'10.00 purchose excluding items prohibite
d hi
dise Subtect to
d by 1..11 NM with this coupon Odd
low and in addition to the
applicable taxes limit one Expires June 14th
'10
00
cost
purchose
of
coupon
merchand
excludin
ise
g
Sublect to gm OM low and in addition
items prohibited by
MilM
applicable taxes limit one Expires June 11th
to the cost of coupon
merchandise Subtect to 1.1.
opplwoble taxes Limit one Expires
June 11th

gm

Am
nIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII70PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO ALL THREE COUP
ONS.
1111111111111IIIIL
SO
irr
itT
rir
yl
Cascade
002 $155
411117*
EARLY
Salad Mustard
%MEAT LOAF
474
PEAS
"\ MARGARINE
DINNER
Vienna Sausage ..3soz.
aillfircosT
J
(L
2.3
9
c
"c?....
0•03
Marg
V

:

DISHWASHER

Kroger U.S.D.A Geode A

.LARGE EGGS
OR EXTRA LARGE

•1 Iffli Wtr
•:
'
ko,
,F1.
Morton Salsbury or

Quartered

tfl BLUE BONNET

SO OZ

Y.*

KROGER

le 01
JAI

4`

SWIFT

49c

B4

doz.

UNTENTT

CUTTER COUPONille

lb.

WORTH 75' OfF

toward the purchase of a 3 lb con of

Peftl•

arine

°L. FOLGER'S COFFEE
res June
511i1111111111

—
KROGER MOWN & SERVE

Rolls

3

Li

1101.
PIGS.

TEXAS STYLI

$1

KROGER CREAM STYLI

Golden Corn
0611WASHING

Lux Liquid

894
CANS

3201.
$109
an.
I

Kroger Biscuits

E4OZ.Sql 9
BOX
A.

Cheese Food
KROGER

Apple Sauce
JUICY AVONDALE

Tomatoes

t
. Kroger
HOME & FAMILY NEE1
.
21)
For Relief From Colds

CONTAC
CAPSULES
MUTT LOTION

Oil of Olay

9c

DRISCOLL
RIPE
WATERMELONS STRAWBERRIES

69

3101.$127

en

•

EA

$ 1 77

iiisonmuio

Plastic Dishpan
EACH $119
p .i am,•cosT-curno couPoN
ti Imo—
Rm

I1

I Liquid

oz.
MAALOX
12og. 4
e119
or Phis
ANTwithACI
A
D
this coupon Limit one Expires lone 14th

rr%

li
GALL1

KROGER

Glazed Donuts

140Z
FRG

994
796

•0

Texas 27 Six.

•••.
/5.6

-

MR. JUICY
DRINKS

Pork & Beans

4

1601
CANS

RIPE

NTALOUPES

20 oz. $107E
box .

ik-BRAN

LlTTfR (OUPON1111111!

..Post Cocoa or

0an

Fruit Cocktail

2

1701 794
CANS

Red Plums or

Georgia Flinty

BING
CHERRIES

RED
PEACHES

WASHINGTON STATE EXTRA FANCY GOLD

Delicious Apples

LI.

SINIKIST FANCY

Juice Oranges

4

LI.
RAG

10 $1
ox
Irtls

Red Leaf Lettuce

pi HEADS
FOR

48`
994
$1

LI

5

FOS

79c
FOR
2 KM.

.4P

$1

iv

COU0ON]111111:

49 oz.
box .

s127=
i

bin!, one Expires June 14th
%

C
iI"rC
i
rngMPriIil
toward the purcho e of on So, or of

,r

IZiOF

all.
Nif
KROGER DECAFFEINATED •••
I.&
loo.
INSTANT COFFEE
min
.....m with this coupon limit
one Expires June 14th,

n1111111111111111111 Iij—

e
elibi,

ll!arCOST CUTTFR COUP0011111.11:

r

;MR

WORTH 10
'OFF

toword the purchase of a 3 lb bog of

YELLOW
ONIONS

1mi
mu
NMii

mi.

Limit one Expires June 1 etti0

11111
cisr.ir,‘ods .cait varimuuna
Toward the purchase of a half gal of

=

TROPICANA FRESH
ORANGE JUICE

Now

logo
glikw,th this coupon

SINNIST II SIZE

Navel Oranges

85'

:31111IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

maS.

CALIFORNIA FANCY

Broccoli

i
DETIEVRIGENT
r DR
.., with this coupon

ii
lorith this coupon

Celery Hearts

°I.
11box

with this coupon i,rn,t one Expires June 14th

—Laundry

ClICOMBERS 02

Bell Peppers

—

=10

NM

riIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

59C

Salad Tomatoes

-.161,. FRUITY
im-- PEBBLES ..

=P:i1E
( OSE CUTTER

VINE RIPE

CALIFORNIA FANCY

each

411111
ur eRAISIN

$1

ROMAINE, BOSTON 011

•
64,P,

1./44

p

oi
ll
tro lCCOST CUTTER COUPON]lill

KROGER

.98` ,69c
Assorted Fleven

r.

OF
PKG0
4 $133

SARGEANT'S SENTRY IV

Flea & Tick Collar

160Z.
CANS

$1
$1

Rod

A

160Z.
ITS

Ice Cream

with this coupon Limit one Expires June I 4th_
160Z.
CANS

$1127

SAINTS

Mouthwash

3
3

melon99c
2 501.
ITS.

AsSORTIO FRAGRANCES

Suave Shampoo

PIG.

ASSORTED FLAVORS COUNTRY CLUB

14S,

FOR DENTIIINS

Ffferdent Tablets

$1
1201. 094
7
12 01
CANS

401,$ P)00
JITI
A

1,1110

Roll-On Deodorant

Garden,—

4

KROGER sum PROMO

LAUNDRY

Cheer Detergent

=

limit one Expires June 14th ilr
▪
Ri
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Playgrounds Can Be Hazardous According To Health Officials
Without proper maintenance and supervision,
Kentucky's public and private
playgrounds can be hazardous, according to consumer
health officials of the state
department for Hs;Traii
Resources.
"During the past two PeaTs,
an estimated 4,700 injury
on
occurred
accidents
playgrounds across the
state," said Ethel Moore of
the Division of Consumer
Health Protection. "Many of
these injuries could have been
avoided if equipment had been
and
installed
properly
maintained."
The bulk of the accidents
were among children-five to 10
years of age.
"Especially when school is
out of the sununer, kids are
attracted to unsupervised
playgrounds. If equipment has
rough edges, - protruding
.threaded bolts, splintering
wood, or poor anchoring,
children can be seriously
injured," said Moore.
equipment
Playground

-4 of

run
.‘eck

••f,

19'
39'
$10,

MISS YOUR PAPER?

sh,
not be Installed on hard and splintering. Chains should "And if broken or - worn
Soloallors who • boys sot
surf, es such as concrete or be inspected regularly for equipment is apparent, the
ãbooto-Ilolivorotl
rocolood
asp!:.),t and the equipment broken or worn links," Moore parents should report it to
Mom Lodger &
lbs
of
copy
shou:1 be at least eight feet said.
appropriate officials or
Timm by 5:30 p.a. Ihoosayany fixed object. There
"Parents should be familiar owners of the apparatus.
so WoeItiloy or by 3:31
sh— i be plenty of room with the playgrounds their
Backyard play equipment
&Ts ors ergo1 to col 753-1416
su..-unding playground children go to," said Moore. should be checked frequently
between 5:30 pa. sod 6 pm.,
.eq4i4ia1ient, Moore said.
throughout the year to correct
Momiloy-friay, et 3430 p.m.
Ai; playground equipment
damage and wear which could
4 p.a. Sistrokys. to Immo
owl
and backyard swingsets
tesult in serious injury. "A
6olivity of 16o lowspopor. Cob
should be checked regularly
FAITH IN A CITY
little supervision, mainfor sharp edges which should
DETROIT AP -- The city's tenance and repair work can
lose bo pieced by kyle. wool:.
!led smooth. "Monkey Jewish population is forming a go a long way toward reducing
:lays ow 4 p.m. Setordwys ii
bar,.. should be checked for Jewish congregation in the the number of serious injuries
gooruirtoo doiNtery.
wcar All welds and anchors downtown area almost within received each year by unnew
$337-milshou1:1 be solid. the anchors the shadow of the
suspecting children," said
lion Renaissance Center.
and supports of all playground
And in the ecumenicakspirit, Moore.
equipment should be tight and Rev. John Nader, pastiFbf Old
caps should be placed over St. Mary's Catholic Church, has
protruding bolts.
offered rent-free use of school
Playground surroundings buildings nearby for their synashould be free of glass, metal gogue.
and other sharp objects, Toby Cahn, a Detroit attorMoore noted. Rusted equip- ney and spokesman for the
forining a
ment should be sanded and group, said that by
Qualify for your energy to. credit'
congregation in downtown Depainted
Install Rusco Storm Windows and Doors Nowt
troit, we're saying we have
Worn inetal, especially on roots here. Our ancestors lived
L;11'
sliding boards, "may crack and worshipped here, and we
and cut like a knife," he said. feel a close relationship with
"And the wooden seats of the city as a melting pot of hus$.4ings should be painted inanity and that we're tied to
regularly to prevent crackihg its future."

Save Money!
Save Energy!
Roy Harmon - 753-4124

SALE ENDS JUNI 13

$129
79'
89"
99'

BEGLEY'S
STORES

DRUG

ANTITY RIGHTS REM. HVi 1)
PRICES GOOD WHILE OUANT Ulf S LAST

the senses at Grandma's
Home-cooked goodies from the wood stove will delight
acre recreatiop and
170,000
TVA's
Lakes;
Kitchen June 11 and 12 at Land Between the
The program will
Tennessee.
and
Kentucky
western
in
area
public demonstration
cheese and
hominy,
to
addition
in
grinding
feature churning, lard rendering and corn
at Empire
held
be
will
Kitchen
Grandma's
recipes.
country
bread making from old
o-43Dp.m bed h(42
farm 9'JQ a

LIMIT
2

o.
WEST3

REMINGTON
XLR 1000
MENS SHAVER

(TVA Photo)

Hospital

ROSES
SPECIAL
Roses Luncheoneffe will be open at 6:00
A. M.for breakfast Mon.-Fri.

iLN
els

):

1 egg
Bacon or Sausage
Hot Biscuits
Coffee
75.

elvai all
.4j11/
MIMI
INN
„.
1P
55

7'
$1

2 eggs
Bacon or Sausage
Hot Biscuits & Gravy
Coffee
99'
We invite all you early risers to come by
our luncheonette and if you know something
that will make us better able to serve you
please feel free to tell us. It would be greatly
appreciated.
Looking forward to serving you in the near
future.

James Beal, Manager
Roses Stores, Inc.

Decrease Passed
One month after approving
an overall 11.8 per cent
decrease in physicians'. and
surgeons' ' medical
malpractice insurance rates
by the St. Paul Fire and
Marine Insurance Co., the
Kentucky Department of
Insurance has approved a 23.5
to 41 per cent decrease by the
same carrier for hospital
professional liability rates.
The hospital rates, to
become effective June 1. are
based on both statewide and
nationwide loss experience.
The doctors' reduced rates
became effective with policies
written after May 1.
McGuffey said that any
hospital becoming insured by
St. Paul for the first time will
be charged $157 per bed under
the new rates instead of the
current $266 fee. The revised
rates are based on pure claims
made experience ( loss experience) instead of occurrence experience as used
by the Insurance Services
Organization, an insurance
rating firm.
St. Paul Underwrites 29-25
per cent of Kentucky's insured
hospitals and 10 per cent of the
state's doctors.
- McGuffey said the new rates
will save hospitals in Kentucky -thousands of dollars."

CLAIROL
HOT SHAVE
CAPSULE

GILLETTE
SUPER MAX 2

Insurance Rate

18.67

10.97
CLAIROL
FOOT FIXER

MR.COFFEE
DELUXE
AUTOMATIC

OR. WEST
TOOTHBRUSHES

29.64

COFFEEMAKER

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

ADULT

Superior Foot Care System
Massages& Soothes Feet

FIARD,MEDIUM.SOFT

SMOKING
WITH DRAWL
SYSTEM

DARK
TANNING
LOTION
8 OZ

REXALL
* FAST
HOME
PERMANENT

02

HAWAIIAN
TROPIC

SEA
ENGLISH LEATHER
A/S

SKI
DARK
TANNING
OIL

DARK
TANNING

With Hods ,
I r Super

1.43
CANOE

SAND
PAIL

EAU DE COLOGNE
2 02

SHOVEL
SET

FRISBEE

834

BRUT 33
6PLASH ON
LOTION

CANNING
JARS

AEROLITE

COMPOUND W
WART
REMOVER

SUMMER'S
EVE
BEG OR HERBAL
OZ

12 Per Box

M
FOA
INSULATION

414

2.99
Pts. - 2.66

GERITOL TABLETS
ICE CUBE
TRAYS
2 PACK

Can Be:

KINGS FORD

(1) Installed between studs in existing home.

CHARCOAL

(2) Installed in air space between brick & celotex

2.41

C-126-20
KODACOLOR

FILM

(3)Installed in block walls before roof is installed

(am!,.0

BOTTLE OF 40

FLIP FLASH

1.17

!ANACAN'E

Similar material as styrofoam used in walk-in coolers and freezers.

LANACANE
CREME
MEDICATION

Pumped in liquid - sets up like styro-foam
—Also Blown Insulations For Attics—
Phone 527-8927 For FREE Estimates

Lynch Home
Insulation, Inc.
Benton, Ky.

5. 7 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
r

HIBACHI
GRILL

YOUR
t WIT 2

BEGLEY'S
CHARGE CARD

.14"

s1,01(1,ir

USE

f.f

Cmod

•,11,14.

I hru jtmo•

79
VV 1h

if)

ti 04 )1,
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Bsq John's Fresh Baked Treats ke

MIXED & BAKED RIGHT
BEFORE YOUR EYES

GLASSWARE

Sherwood Spicy Brown

FREE CASH

For

JUICE GLASSES

is your card punched?

NOW WORTH

2300.00
Jiffy Pot Never Les Than $100.00

Reg. $1.12 White Rain PH

8 oz.
Koauhy Kit
16 Oz. Can

SWEET PEAS

4 Forti"

Big John's Bowl

SOFT OLEO

Ctn.

Prairie hnns OZ. els.

YOGURT

3018'

ser

DISIuQUID

Hyde Park

BATH SOAP
Glad

ROOTBEER

FOOD STORAGE BAGS

Jif

PEANUT BUTTER
Bodo Prize with norm
LEMONADE MIX
CAKE MIX

04414cob,s1130411/1111000‘41,41,11,46

994

Dads

Jiffy
7.1 uPpleade 1. reg. Floc WO ...Mo. 10,
Imdly NG JOINS dry la•14

32 oz. et

18 Oz. Jar

33 Oz. Can $149

Glad

TRASH BAG
Kraft Halfutoon

COLBY CHUNKS
Posh Puffs

9 oz. Box

Hyde Park Dry

DETERGENT

994

oz. BOK

19

FACIAL TISSUE

125 Ct.

4-ounce can sliced Mr. Mushrooms,undrarned
1% lbs. U.S. Choice(South)Round Steak
1 cup water
cut into `,x inch strips
% cup Prairie farm buttermilk
% cup Martha White flour
4 ounces Kraft sliced swiss cheese
35 teaspoon salt
8 ounce can Pillsbury buttermilk biscuits
1/8 teaspoon pepper
1 packet Lipton Onion Soup Mix
meat with flour, Bake at 350 deg.for 30 minutes Remove
Place meat in 8 or 9 inch baking dish. Sprinkle flour, salt and pepper, over meat Mix to coat
from oven.Set temperature at 450:Pour buttermilk over top
from oven. Stir in onion soup mix, mushrooms and water. Cover and bake 1 hour. Remove
Place biscuits on top of meat and cheese mixture. Chop remaining
of meat. Place one later of cheese slices over top; reserve remaining cheese Aces.
servings.
minutes.
6
15
450
for
Bake
at
biscuits.
over
sprinkle
and
slices
cheese

Sunkist LEMONS

89'

Frosty Morn Chunk

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

59

lb.
Armour

U. S. Choke Coed or

FRANKS REG. or BEEF

BONELESS ROUND STEAK

Frosly Morn Vac-Pak

U. S. Choke

BOLOGNA

TOP ROUND STEAK

Fmk Frozen

U. S. Choice

BONELESS RUMP ROAST

12 oZ.

TROUT FILLETS
Fresh Ground Bulk

Fresh Frozen Fully Dressed

PORK SAUSAGE

WHITTING FISH

Lb

4

1
'1"--
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1.11.43k.
2 Notice
FOR
WATKINS
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

A.phone call to us can
SAVE
you several
DOLLARS
on your

TV Towers
and

Antennas
IV Service Center
(mil fester
753-5115

FREE LESSONS. Learn
needlepoint, crewel
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. Rug
yarns. Yarn cutters,
$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens. House of
Fox
Thousands in
Meadows. South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn
Shop. For lesson '.n,formation call 753-3855.
Master Charge, Bank
Americard.

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

News. Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Ete
mpy
Office
reached 'on 753:1916 and 7531917;.

1/3 OFF
Everything in the

Junior Dept.
The YOUTH
SHOP

IN MEMORY of Oche
Morris who passed away one year ago, June 8,
1976
He is not dead, he's just
away
Free of the toils, and
cares of the day.

5 lost And Found

6011 IASII
FOR ADY1IIIUIII'
You'll find it in the Navy.
You'll travel to exciting
places. Work on space age
equipment. Get top benefits,
career training and a great
future. For more information:

Ws tab lemm

We think of you when
early dawn, comes over
hill aod.glen,
We think of you at noon,
and at night time again.
We think of all the happiness, each day held in
store
How much love you
shared with us, you
never closed the door.

One Group

Beginning Monday,

10 for $1.00

We think of you when
nights are dark, and life
seems filled with care
it meant so much to have
you, your love was
always there.

June 13th

Hutchens Plant
Farm
11½ man weal el Memel non leteel e•
mass
p
ilvele thee mil
leen le* vf vier le /

Rudy's
Restaurant

NEW HOURS
will be
Sat. thru Thurs.

JESUS CHRIST own
words- found in Mark
16:15,16. And he said
unto them, Go ye into all
the world and preach the
every
to
gospel
creature. He that
believeth and is baptized
be saved; but he
that believeth not shall
.d." torl.furbe damne
ther inforrnifion•consult
Bible: -For
yokr
-assistance call 753-0984.

6 Help Wanted

WORDS ARE inadequate
to express the, appreciation for the kindness and sympathy
extended to me, Mrs.
Milton (Inez) Jones,
during tle illness and
subsequent death of my
mother, Mrs. Ella
Myers of Paducah.

We've missed you so
much, words cannot say
Each day of this year,
since you've been away.

Cull ywor NAVY RECRUITER' at
502-4434289, call coiloct.

Mouse Plants
& Cactus
Cactus

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are Its Follows

HAVING A YARD sale?
Pick-up free signs,
Murray Muffler, 7th and
Maple St.

10%. Off OR

FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

3. Card Of Thanks

4. In Memory

2 Notice

Open 6 a. m. close 2 p rn

Friday
Open 6 a. m. dose 8 p.m

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
• Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035._ Free parking
lot, use dui reef entrance.

It makes us feel so warm
inside, and sets our
hearts aglow
We are so proud that. you
were ours, just wish that
you could know
Your chair is so empty
now, as we walk in the
door
But we know .you are
happy there and will be
forever More.
Mrs. Ola Morris and
children

LOST IN New Concord
area.
Female
Australian Shepard. 11
ma ow.Stan
months old. Silver,
Cain Square, Alarm
black and tan. Short tail.
-Needs medication.
Reward. Call 753-2285 or
WEEKLY
$200.00
436-2447.
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
LOST TOOL BOX, near
envelope to Fischer
Otasco. Be! Air ShopEnterprises, Box 127,
ping Center. Please
Eureka, South Dakota
return to Calloway
57437.
Monument or call 7531962 or 492-8423.

Electrolux
Again
6 Help Wanted

WANTED
Sales Lady
Full Time,
Permanent
Good Working Conditions

t....04...,#.7* 4

THE DOGS ARE ALL
WAITING FOR THE SCHOOL
BUS TO COME HOME

-(Me.,•
•• ts.

TIE 6ENEIZ,Z11- 15
ANNOUNCiNG
WINNER OF THE
OFFICIAL MASCOT
CONTEST

©,9?1 Unn•cl Venture Synd.cave,

lesa.

4fZE Do
/01.) i1PPogE
)

5AR&E
OTTO, TOE
SURE
6PIRiT OF
6ENERAL WILL
PICK OTTO I CAJAF' SWAMP,/

('.9

WORTH A
FORTUNE..'

HERE WORD-1 LE99
THAN P(fr.
!WHEN
I FINISN„ WE'LL
TALK!

TOMORTOW- THE TALK.

rj

BUT Ot..)R KIDS ARE

AGWOOD WHAT
APE YOU DOING WITH
THAT RACE CAR

TOO OLD FOR A
GAME LIKE TkAT,
_
I

;N6

THEY:ZED THE ATMOSPHERE. WITI-1
TRASHBEAN POST 7-THE MOOt\I
RA•,,S 60E3BLE tAA UP,
LSKIT L THEY DROP
_

"MoON GPL!
IS DROPPNG

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 7539232.

-T00
•

s.s..u..1•••••-••••••••••••••

CONUSED . AIR
DITIONERS. Call 7539104 or 753-1551, Dill
Electric.
15 Articles for Sale
Lawn
Riding
AMP
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs &
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217.
COMPLETE IN ground
vinyl liner pools installed to s low as
$5,500.00. Call collect for
more information (502)
328-8567 or 15021 3552438.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other
people, give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
battery operated by
Water Pik, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware.

mobile home. One girls
NEED FEMALE worker
bike, Peafowl. Call 474for Deli Department.
2297.
Apply in person at
Owens Food Market, PLATE
GLASS
1407 W. Main, before 10
showcases, we also buy
a.m.
used showcases. Call
753-1836.
SALESMAN , WANTED
for a new product and a CLEAN EXPENSIVE
established
newly
carpets with the best.
distributor in West
Blue
Lustre
is
Tennessee and Kenfavorite.
America's
tucky. Small investment
Rent
shampooer.
truck
pickup
and
Western Auto, home of
much
required. Earn as
"Wishing Well Gift
as $200 per sale. InShop."
formation call 901-6428546 or write S and W STOVE,
Distributors, Box 213A, REFRIGERATOR and 2
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
arm chairs. Inexpensive
but in good condition.
EXPERIENCED
Call 751-0661.
PAINTERS, steady
work. For interview call
SPRING
SPECIAL
753-5287 or 753-0639.
PAINT SALE. Hanna
first quality latex Satin
9 Situations Wanted
Sheen, regular $8.25,
WILL DO housecleaning
sale $6.00 per gallon.
or yard work. Call Judy,
Hanna semi-gloss
753-8595.
enamel regular, $10,
sale,- $8.00 per gallon.
10 Business Opportunity
Murray
Lumber
PROFITABLE OPCompany, 753-3161.
with
PORTUNITY
financial security. We
ANit FOUR chairs.
are looking for. Finan$75. Call 436-5869.
cial Mortgage Brokers
and Finders in the AIR
CONDITIONER
Murray area. We will
sale. All deluxe models
train you. For your free
with 10 position therinformation and inquiry,
mostat and variable
please write to: Kenspeed fans 5 year
tucky Diversified
guarantee on units.
Funding, P. 0. Box 37,
Factory authorized local
Richmond, Kentucky, or
service. 6000 BTU,
call, (606) 624-2633.
$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
14 Want To Buy
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
$349.95; 23,000 BTU,
WOULD LIKE to buy
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
registered wire haired
$399.95. Wallin HardFox Terrier puppy. Call
ware, Paris.
753-5669. -

Gar rfriE

5roP,„

DARK
FIRED
and
Burley tobacco plants.
Call 436-2273.

SPECIAL
A
TO
PROGRAM
COLLEGE STUDENUSED AIR conditioner.
TS. For the llth conCall 753-9104 or 753-1551,
secutive year ElecDill electric.
trolux is offering summer part time or full
ANTIQUE LARGE oak
time employment to
icebox,$135. 1925 Airline
college students. The
short wave radio,
includes
program
411100, $750,- and 000- ISTeraTiFebtTc, $40. -VT0-(=.A
--cook
stove,- uiecial awards for
Showcase with glass,
selling a fixed volume
$25.. Maple headboard,
of business. Student
$25. Call 436-5412
participation has con_ •
increased.
tinually
Last year the sales
CHROME DINETTE set
volume of students in
and four chairs. Yellow
the summer program
and white. Call 753-8059.
totaled over 2 million
Interested
dollars.
ONE_SET 6 hole slotted
students may apply at
chrome reverse wheels.
111 South 6th Street,
Fits Chevrolet pickup
call
or
Ky.
Paducah,
truck, like new, one set
4434460.
twin maple beds_ with
mattress. Four poster
all wood, full size bed
PART TIME night clerk.
with mattress. Call 753Exmale.
Prefer
8053.
perience would be
helpful. Send resume EXCELLENT, EFand references to Box
FICIENT, economical,
32A, Murray.
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
ADDRESSERS WANshampooer. Big K, Bel
TED IMMEDIATELY!
Aire Shopping Center.
Work at home - no experience necessary AIR COMPRESSORS.
excellent pay. Write
Call Dill Electric, 753American Service, 8350
9104 or 753-1551.
269,
Suite
Lane,
Park
Dallas, TX. 75231.
OUTSIDE DOORS for

Jid
HMM --IT MUST
BE ALMOST
,,g/i
,
THREE 7,,
f•
O'CLOCK

Wanted
Manager
Trainee
Opportunity for advancement as your
retail skills and
judgment develop.
Lerman Bros.

;

Feature Syr,

DENTISTS ASSISTANT
- experienced
in
bookkeeping, public
relations, and typing.
Dental office experience
not required. Write to
Box 32Y.

14. Want To Buy

16. Home Furnishings
BROWN RECLINER.
Call 753-3349.

16 Home Furnishings
TWO SIMMONS love
seats for sale. Make
beds. Excellent condition. $150 each. Call
753-1499.

20 Sports Equipment
15' WINNER Runabout,
tri hull,115 h.p. Mercury
and trailer. Call 753-6235
after 5:30.
22 Musical

COUCH AND 2 chairs,
gold crushed velvet.
Like brand new. Call
753-7865 9-5.
EXTRA NICE velvet
front coffee table and
end tables, $50. Herculon living room suite,
2 years old, $85. Dining
room table and 6 chairs,
$75. Nice Cannon ball
bedroom suite with box
spring and mattress,
$125. Chest of drawers,
$5.
Recliner, $30.
Cabinet stereo, $50. Call
489-2451.
NEW SOFA bed, new
drop leaf dinette set, 4
chlirs. One 50 piece
silver set for 8. Eight
place setting of fine
'cllina, one table lamp
with marble base, one
set crystal, 6 ice tea, 6
goblets, sugar and
creamer. Matched set.
Bargain priced. Can be
seen at 1103 Sycamore.
BEAUTIFUL antique
secretary. Completely
restored. Call 753-7403
days, 753-8058 after 5
p.m.
WICKES-St[TEE and 2
chairs.- White.'Includes
cushions. Call. 753-7403
days, 753-8058 After 5.

18 Seo,,ng Nidowles
FIRE SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular attachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.
19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
MF 135 diesel tractor, has
less than 600 hours,
$4,200. 1967 Ford diesel
grain truck, motor just
overhauled, new 300
bushel grain bed, $2,700.
MF 300 combine with
engine
just
cab,
overhauled. Also includes 322 two row corn
header and 14 ft. grain
header, $4,500. Call 4892298 after 5 p. m.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality
guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
NEW IDEA corn piclier, 2
row. Call 753-5186.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
20 Sports Equipment
ATTENTION
COMMERCIAL Fishermen.
Redwood jump or takeup boxes for sale. Call
753-8821.
FIVE H.P. SEARS outboard motor, only $95.
Call 7534365.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

a

24 Miscellaneous
FOR SALE - 1969 Oldsmobile, 1965 Impala
Chevrolet, new, tires,
and run good. Also have
store over 4,000 ft. of
space, on corner street
and smaller store. All on
Main Street in Hazel,
Ky. For rent, sale or
trade, and can arrange
trailer space on 641 in
Hazel for 3 permanent
house trailers, water,
gas and electricity.
Near churches, bank,
post office, restaurant,
and good grocery.
Douglas Shoemaker,
753-3375.
_
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an- tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio
WANTED RESPONSIBLE person to take up
small monthly payment
on 19" color TV. Under
warranty. J and B
Music-Magnavox, 7537575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 50 VICEROY, 2
bedroom, all electric,
underpinning and
carport. $3800. Call 753.4446 or 753-4074.
1972 12 x 52. Call 753-3473,
1969 $O' x 12' all electric.
Unfurnished
except
refrigerator and stove.
Call 437-4291.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home and large lot. Four
miles from Murray.
Small garden planted.
Trailer has central air.
Furnished and 80 ft.
tower. $8600. Call 7530807.
1975 12 x 50 2 bedrooms,
partially furnished with
air. Washer and dryer.
Like new. See at Riviera
Cts., 753-3280 between 8
and 5.
EIGHT WEEK old pigs
__for sale. Call 753-6205.
1971 SHILOH mobile
home. 12x 49. See or call
Jerry Turner at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. ws x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

EXPERT REPAIR
SERVICE
on:
TV's
Stereo's
Tape Players
Antennas
Qualified Repairmen

TV SERVICECENTER
Central Shopping Center

753-5865

-
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30. Business Rentals
OFFICE
SPACE
available. 412 sq. ft. Two
offices, carpeted and
panelled. With private
entrance, utilities and
parking included in rent.
See Store Manager, Jim
Adams IGA Southside,
12th and Stay.

,ent
:bout,
ercury
53-8235

31 Want To Rent
4 MARRIED
COUPLE
desires small house in
country. Within eight
miles of Murray. Call
435-4177.

). and
r purr nardo
across
Paris,

-

a

I and
--Story
rgest
• stern
-1424,
urray,

Oldpa la
tires,
• have
ft. of
street
All on
Hazel,
de or
range
641 in
• nent
water,
icity.
bank,
urant,
leery.
aker,"

Of an-ye on
•aa..„
foam.-

PONe up
ment
nder
dB
753les
1Y, 2
• tric,
and
117533,473.
ctriC.
cent
eve.
obile
Four
ray.
nted.
I air.
I ft.
753-

I ms,
with
ryer.
iera
• 8
pigs
.20&
bile
call
• amn
70 3
'me,
tral
.ted
• eep
.118
ars
ion.
247-

FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom home in
country. Willing to do
repairs if necessary.
_ Call 753-2858.

33. Rooms For Rent
BOYS - PRIVATE
rooms for summer
school central air with
, kitchen facilities. Near
campus. Call 753-8572
after 7 p.m.
SLEEPING ROOMS, air
condition, private entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street, 753-6609.
34. Houses For Rent

38. Pets • Supplies
AKC SEVEN month old
female Doberman,
cropped and shots. Also
Australian Shepherds,
miniature
AKC
Schnauzers. Call 4354481.
41 Public Sales
LOG CABIN yard and
garage sale. Next to
Wiseharts Grocery on
121 Southeast. Antiques,
clothes, furniture,
books, appliances, and
many other items.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. 8 a.m. to 6
p.m.

BEDROOM
THREE
brick, 1300 South 16th.
$175. Has dishwasher,
32 Apartments For Rent
range, refrigerator and
APART-' garage. Call 753-6609.
FURNISHED
• MENT,near University.
YARD SALE,905 Poplar.
36 For Rent Or Lease
Call 753-0669 or-7575.
Saturday, June 11, 9
FOlt_ _LEASE _.-- _19ur
. ED
NICE FURNI&H
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
apartment. Inquire at
home with double YARD SALE,Free shoes,
100 South 13th.
nicely
garage,
Thursday, Friday and
decorated in Far903 N. 16th.
Saturday.
ONE BEDROOM furmington. Least nished, air condition
option YARD SALE, 24" 10
purchase
apartment. Call 753available. Call 345-2745. speed, electric scrub7243.
ber-waxer, tools, dishes,
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
books,childrens clothes,
FURNISHED
TWO
retail store building on
games, puzzles, toys.
apartments. A one
south side court square
11 12 County Cork 2
and
bedroom,
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Gatesborough.
9-6, June
bedrom. Call 753-6045.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-24710 and 11.
2833.
ONE ROOM efficiency
ONE DAY ONLY! Twin
38 Pets Supplies
apartment, 1602 Olive
Early
$60.
beds,
Street. Close to campus. FULL BLOODED Beagle
American couch and
F.urnished. For inPuppies for sale. Call
chair, $75. Dresser with
formation call 753-4451.
7534696.
mirror, $20. Sears
Kenmore washer, $50.
Sears Kenmore dryer,
NEW NURSING HOME
• $50. Baby 'chest 'ofOpen in La Center, Ky._Slate apprastecLfor itb....--•
draWers,$10.9 x 12 niT
terineciiiite and Personal care. Accepting apLarge air con$5.
-•:'
plications 84 Monday-Friday, phone 502-665ditioner, $75: Small air
5681. 24 R Licnesed Nursing Care. Doctor; on
conditioner, ,>$50..
taltr-Speciantrets. Activities,Director and Social
Worker. .I.P.N!S__and RN'S applications j_veitug -- ----G-e-ner-a4---e4ectric
__----refrigerator, 250 - Odds
taken;
- -fit1dtin13, -3t ve tTi
working order-FREE.
PIPER'S CENTER
Saturday June. 11, 9
CARE NOME
a.m.-4 p.m.404 South 6th
Street.
ORDINANCE NO. 20, BEING AN ORDINANCE DECLARING THE NEED,
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY AND INTENTION OF THE TOWN OF HAZEL;KENTUCKY, TO ANNEX CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS
TERRITORY TO THE TOWN OF HAZEL,KENTUCKY: AND ACCURATELY DEFINING ME
BOUNDARIES OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
THE TOWN OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY,
PROPOSES TO ANNEX.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY,AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1: That it is needful, necessary and
desirable that the following described lands
lying adjacent and contiguous to the present
boundary limits of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
be annexed to said Town of Hazel,Kentucky,and
become a part thereof,to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of the
intersection of Highway 641 and E. W.
Miller Street at the city limits of Hazel,
Kentucky, on the north; thence north 300
feet; thence west 950 feet; thence south 300
feet to the city limits; thence west 200feet;
thence south and parallel to the present
corporate limits 2560feet to a point 200feet
west of the southernmost corporate limits;
thence east 200 feet to Fifth Avenue; thence north and along Fifth Avenue and the
.westcity limits 2560feet to the present corporate north limits; thence east and along
the present corporate limits 950 feet to the
northwest corner of the intersection of
Highway 641 and E. W.'Miller Street, the
point of beginning.
SECTION 2: That it is the intention of the
Town of Hazel, Kentucky, to annex to the
Town of Hazel, Kentucky, so as to become
a part thereof, the territory described in
Section 1 hereof.
Adopted on first reading on the 6 day of
June, 1977, and adopted on seconctreading
July, 1977.
Cy Miller,
of Hazel,Kentucky
Town
Mayor,
ATTEST:
•
William B. Milstead,
Clerk,Town of Hazel,Kentucky

ntals
.nd
for
rts.

BIG YARD SALE-. Friday
and Saturday. Antique
rocker, dresser, ice
tongs, butter -dish
lamps, tables, books,
records, pictures,
glassware, etc. 715
Sycamore. '
YARD SALE June 10 and
11. Adults and childrens
clothes, stereo, electric
guitar and amplifier,
and miscellaneous
household items. One
mile off 94 East on MSU
Biological Station Road,
in case of rain next
weekend.
43 Real Estate
MUST- SELL two acres
with a 2bedroom mobile
home. New septic tank
and well, also has a
block
barn. Good
building site. $8,900. Call
489-2760 or 489-2508.
GETTING MARRIED?
Start out in your own
mobile home located on
18411' x 154' lot. Gas or
electric heat, paved
street. . . approx. 10
minutes from town. . .
Also just listed, 3
wooded acres, excellent
building site. For more
information, call
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS at 753-1492
now!
OLD
MACDONALDS
FARM. Partially
• restoteci-;country home
• and 30-acres only 4 miles
from Murray with 19
acres. of -primed tendable, land, 8 acres
timber, tobacco barn, 8
stall horse barn and
other outbuildings,
Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for full time
Real Estate service.

Wilson

Contemporary designed brick and glass home with all
the extras. 4 bedrooms, 2,4 baths, fireplace in family
room, AM-FM intercomJarge lot in excellent neighborhood. Call today

Woodmen
Building,
7-- 753-1492
6
;
W
Residence
"
753-6079
753-6079;
torettilobsafter hours Helen Spann - 753-8599 Bill Payne - 7S3-9794.

Or

4abiona.

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
202 Seatli 4* Strossi
!heel 753-326.1
FINE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot 175
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
two car brick garage. To
see this reasonably
priced property call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921:

43 Real Estate

45. Farms For Salo

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

51. Services Otterec

BY PAINTING interior and
wiLL DO painting In1974 LTD 'Brougham, 2 GUTTERING
$12,0.00. New 2 bedroom 164 ACRES w ith brick
exterior. Commercial or
SEARS,
terior and exterior, Call
Sears
seamless
door, excellent concottage near Ky. Lake at
house in South Graves
residential. Also
gutters installed per
753-2349.
callers
dition.
Interested
Aurora. Carpet, beamed
Call
County.
753-0180.
drywall finishing for
your specifications. Call
only. Call 753-3858 after 5
ceiling electric heat and
free
estimate, phone GLASS WORK, mirrors,
Doug
Taylor
at
753-2310
p. m.
air. Large deck, large
4b Home, For Sale
„Atkins Painting, 437for free estimates.
aluminum store fronts,
cool shady lot. Terms.
4534.
auto glass, plexiglais,
Elle Real Estate and THREE
BEDROOM
plate, window glass, aid
Auction, 474-2717.
FOR YOUR septic tank
brick, FHA assumable 1971 TORINO GT. Power
glass showcases. M arid
CARPET CLEANING
and
backhoe
work
needs
steering, air, 2 -door
loan. Call 753-78659 to 5,
G Complete Clasp.
experienced, very
call John Lane. Phone
hardtop. Dark Green.
Monday through Friday.
Dixieland Center 142rates,
reasonable
7534869 or 436-2586.
LIVE AND EARN. Buy
Call 627-8273 after 4:00.
0180.
•
references, free
now, move in and start THREE BEDROOM
drying. AUTOMOTIVE
Quick
estimates.
N.
AIR
$28,500.
402
brick,
planning for a return on
1973
OLDSMOBILE
LikM Blacktopping, sinl
Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
conditioning. Need air
17th between Olive and
your inve§tment. 50
Cutlass. Power steering
condition
coating and repairs. For
part
on,
Call
Hamilton.
753-2498.
acres including 30
and brakes, air, factory
estimates call 753-1537.
weekend? We're open 7
tendable and several
tape.
Almost new radial
days a week., Call 474ELECTRICAL
WIRING
acres in timber, some NEW BRICK HOME
tires. Call 527-8273.
located in Kirksey.
2748 or 474-8848.
WILL HAUL LIME br
home or industrial. Call
tobacco base, partly
1400 -ft. floor
Includes
white rock or sand. Call
Charles
fenced for livestock,
Cooksey
after
6
1970 CAMARO, 6 cylinWILL SIT or stay with.
one
car
garage,
space,
a
753-6763,
Roger HutSon,
456-5896.
p. m.
year round spring
der, -straight shift. 1967
elderly patient. Call 435large path), and front
753-4545,
running through
Ford van, 6 cylintkr,
4377.
porch. Also includes
property. All this and a 2
3 Feed And Seed
Anderson - straight shift. Call 489energy-saving
UPHOLSTERY
CUSTOM
bedroom home on tree
2613.
WILL
DO
housecleaning
windows, and
insulated
of any kind. Phone 753WHEAT STRAW. Call
_shaded lot. Phone
and gardening. Call 753fully insulated walls and
.
9753.
753-6972 after 4 p.m:`
KOPPERUD REALTY,
1495.
ceilings. Has plenty of 74 TOYOTA Cilica, Air
753-1222 today for more
Conditioned,
4
speed,
birch cabinets and large
54 Free Column
information.. We look
46,000 actual miles, good
HAVING TROUBLE HOME REPAIR, painfood pantry. Fully
forward to serving you.
FREE
- Part-bird dog.
condition. Call 753-2424
getting those small
carpeted living room,
ting and brick work.
puppies.
Eight weeks
or
753-3557
after
5:00.
plumbing
jobs
done?
hall, and bedrooms. Has
Free estimates. Call
-old. Will make lovable
Then call 7534614.
well with sta-rite
inch
24
753-5399.
anytime, phone
337 N.Poplar-Benton
pets. Call 436-2454.
pump. 1972 FORD LTD, 4 door
submergible
SERVICE
1
hardtop. Excellent QUALITY
ELECTRICAL WIRING
Priced to sell. $27,000.
FREE KITTENS, white
Company Inc. Air
condition. Air condition.
home and industrial, air
Call 489-2298 after 5 p.
and -grey. White and
condition sales and
All power. $1450. Call
conditioning, and
m.
black. Housebroken.
service. Modern sheet
753-0855.,
refrigeration, heating.
Call 436-5502.
metal department.,
Call 474.8841.'
527-1468 ci 753-8625
THREE BEDROOM
Larry Wisehart,
OAMEtt COPS 101000 •
brick, 2 bath, family 1970 JEEP CJ 5. Call-753President. Phone 7530148.
room,living room, 2 car
9290.
garage with workshop
$9000.00. Two Ilfairoom
1974
K-5
BLAZER,
$3800.
or storage. Central heat,
mobile home on ,hady
FOR A FREE estimate
Call 753-3594.
•PRESCRIPTIONS
vacuum.
and
air
lot with lake access.
on all stump removal,
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
Located near Murray
Large deck. Must see to
1977 LTD I. Just 7,000 contact K and S Stump[ iit.E4DINC BRANDS Of COSMEIICS •
High, 7534432.
appreciate. LUe Real
miles. Fully equipped. Removal, 435-4343 or
OSTOMY
•HOLLISTER
Estate. Aurora, 474-2717.
. __PRODUCTS
.
._
_•
Two door. Call Bob 753-9490.
_.-_
bedroom
DWNEL-2
_
75.1:4333 or
wyrn,
REALTORS.:
404 South- 10th. Call 753PAINTING, INTERIOR,
5076.
exterior: Sheet -rock
finishing and dry wall.
Watch Repair andiewetry _Rf pair
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
MAKE_MAT;.
Stone Setting
from university. TWolook new again. Buff, Call 436-2563, Ralph
Prompt Service
South 12th at Sucenyytea___ 51.00._hrir-k:-.4-1X4POMS. --glate-,--wadir, wax and- Worley.
family
room,
3
baths,
clean
inside, the
TELEPHONE 7511861
living room,kitchen and
professional way. Call INSULATION BLOWN in
utility room. Furnished
753-2835
by Sears save on these
753-6883 night 753-2321.
113S.4th
PICTURE A PRETTY
cottage (rental unit) on
high heat and cooling
Free
pickup
and
HOUSE and view of
-back of property. Loveljr
bills. Call Doug Taylor
delivery.
Kentucky Lake for year
trees and lawn, garden.
at 753-2310 for free
round living. Call us to
By appointment only.
estimates.
1974 DODGE, 4 wheel
see this- house in
Price
Call 753-0423.
753-8199
drive.
Call
Panorama Shores.
Increase
MOBILE HOME AN Three -bedrooms-,
10%
CHORS, underpinning,
THREE BEDROOM: ltv
1975 VW with sun roof.
fireplaces, convenient
15, 1911
June
roofs
sealed,
awnings,
bath, centred heat and
Metallic blue. Call 753kitchen, and 3 car
and Alcoa aluminum
air. Call 753-9827.
0551.
garage. Priced in the
$425.00 sse, floored, reedy to us* Also precool you boast os
house siding & trim. Call
40's. Phone KOPlox at 5300 00 II i S re to 24 60 stonsferd, but roll precut
Jack Glover, 753-1873
BY OWNER .3 bedroom
1969
CE1EVELLE,
396,
PERUD REALTY, 753any site owlet/. Boy the bost for.,,
after 5 or weekends.
brick. $2700. Call 753power steering, brakes,
CUSTOM CURT PITOTAIlll BUILDINGS 751 One
1222. We work hard to9915.
AM-FM 8 track. Call 753provide the best possible
NEED TREES cut, or
2620 after 6.
service to you.
light hauling. Call 753CRAPPIE HOLLOW 4707.
double lot on 280 and
1972 DATSUN 240Z. good
HOUSE AND LOT in well
Lakeway Shores plus
condition. Must sell.
ELECLICENSE
established
neighmobile home. Excellent
Phone 753-2691.
Every Friday night, 641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
TRICIAN and gas inborhood. This house will
well. 200' septic field,
This week a hall tree, brass and iron beds_poster
will - do
stallation
protect
your
inwide driveways. Nice
bed, chest, old rocker, pie safe, tables„ icebox,
CUTLASS
1 973
plumbing, heating and
vestment. Close to Bel
trees. Good business
dressers, glass cabinet, tools, pictures, stools,
SUPREME, Good
sewer cleaning. Call 753Aire Shopping Center.
chairs,drepression glass,and lots more.
potential. 67800. BY
condition. Power
7203.
Waldrop Real Estate,
owner. Call 436-2538.
air.
brakes
and
steering,
753-5646, after hours 753Maroon with White top.
LOADER,
7249.
47 Motorcycles
('all 753-4015. DOZER,
backhoe work, Grading,
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
and
hauling,
THICKLY
WOODED
500 MI YAMAHA trail
6
bushhogging. Free
residential lots on USbike. Excellent con- 50 Campers
estimates. Call 436-2382.
641, 5 mi. South of
dition. Call 436-5649.
Murray City limits.
1976 DODGE MINI motor
Moderately wooded lots, 1974 HONDA 750, lots of
home, 20 It:, loaded with PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
in Candlelite Estates, 5
extras.
658 Cedar Street,
extras. Customized.
job.
Free estimate. Call
mi. North of Murray
Calvert City, 395-4536.
$1200.00. Firm. Enquire
753-8343.
City limits, just off USat University Gulf.
TRAVEL WAGON. 1969
641. STINSON REALTY
ROY HARMON FOR
CO., Phone 753-3744.
1973 HONDA XR75. Very Ford, 302 engine, good
Cabinets, Remodeling,
tires,
butane
oversized
Member
Multiple
good condition. Call 498Mill work, Furniture
stove.
and
furnace
Listing Service.
8528.
repgir, combination,
refrigerator: Call 4363kindows and doors. Call
a'
2433.
MR. L'S Restaurant
YAMAHA
MINI
753-4124. .
E111111ro.
. Price Reduced For
located at 15th and
Motorcycle trailer. 1971 WHITES CAMPER
Quick Salo Olive. Includes all
ELECHonda 550 four with
SALES located 4 miles LICENS-ED
brick home on the corner
equipment, much of it
three
bedrooin
lovely
This
TRICIAN . prompt efwindjammer. Call 753East of Murray. on
has many trees. With
new. Has new electric
Meadow
Lane
of
and
Kit-wood
ficient .service. NO job
2226.
. Highway 94 toward KenBar-B-Que pit. Doing
large baths, large kitchen with dishwasher-I_
Ernest
Call
small.
too
Lake. Authorized Fan
good business. Mr.
built-in range, has formal dining room with crystal
49 Used Cars & T.ucks
White, 753-0605.
and Star Craft' dealer.
Lyon's health is bad and
chandeliers. Has family room with fireplace,
Clean used campers.
doctor has ordered him " 1974 PINTO SQUIRE
covered- patio, outside storage building, double
SAI 51.1. SIZE dozer-ideal
Open 7 days per week.
to quit work, so real 'wagon. Call 753-6848
garage with electric door opener, and 21 ft. concrete
for spreading, leveling.
Call 753-0605.
trargainsican be bought.
drive.
after 6. Must sell.
753-7370
Call
Call 753-2377
liackfilling.
Call us for appointment.
753-7570
or
We have a list of all NICE 1973 Montego GT, 51. Senoces Offered
equipnOnt.. Guy .Spann
factory • air, power
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
brakes & steering, extra FENCE. SALES AT
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
or roof repair. Built up
now.
Call
Doug
SEARS
753-7724.
clean. Call 753-0698.
roofing.
Call
436-2712.
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
ARE YOU READY FOR 1973 CHEVROLET
WILL HAUL hay. Call
-needs.
BEAUTIFUL
COUNpickup. Cheyene Super.
753-6186 or 753-6955.
TRY LIVING? See this
Air and power. Red with
WET BASEMENT? We
quality, spacious 3
gray interior. Radials,
make wet basements
FOR BACKHOE - and
bedroom brick veneer
Big block engine with
bulldozing needs. Calf
dry, work completely
home with entry foyer,
headers. Good gas
guaranteed. Call or
437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
formal living room,
mileage Call 354-8222
354-8161 or 3544138.
write Morgan Conlarge den with fireplace,
after 4. p
struction Co., Route 2,
2 baths, central
_
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky. „i.• CUSTOM HAY bailing,
heat and air. Large 1976 GRAND PRIX,
42001. Phone day or
and custom combining.
double garage with
power steering, power
night 442-7026.
Call 753-8090.
storage. Situated on two
Year round living in_this neat frame home
brakes. air. AM-FM
acres only 3 miles West
nestled amonk the trees overlooking the lake in
stereo, tape. excellent
of city just off Highway
Panorama Shores. 3 bedroom 2 baths, screened
condition. Call 75374331.
94 West on blacktop
sun deck for sununer,2fireplaces for winter only
road. Call or come by 1972 BLUE GRAND
72,800 -financing available.
Every Saturday Wight, 6:00 P.M., 9 Miles South of
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Wanted!
Torino Sport, 302
Paris, Tonto., jest off hwy. Te in Henry Tenn.
flames to list with 3 bedrooms priceri low 130 s iso 3
Real Estate, 753-8080.
Cleveland engine. $1050.
546 s
bedroom homes *nth formal &Imo room
This week we have a load of antiques corning
,Call 753-0521 or 436-2736,
If you ore toren:stet in listing your home col; is ior n
Pittsburg, Pa.,also a load of new merfrom
45 Farms For Sale
dividuca, expert service
chandise comeing early. May start 5:30.
1968 CAMARO heeds'
NEW BRICK home, work. Call 767-2512 betPirdom and Thurman Real Estate
ween 5 and 7 p. m.
/4
.
64., located Southside Court Swore
energy
ettlicient.
Open Doty Monday Saturday
1S3 SIPS'
Wooded 3 acres, 12.
471
No.
Lit.
1972 C.1-5 jeep Will sell or
minutes North
Phone 753-4451
/33
II•SS7
Of
Phone 901-642-0919
trade for pickup truck.
Murray, 641. cau,527Member 1410, burly Service ad Menry-Cerray Wes had el Wen
Call 435-4593
1087.
I•

QUALITY

WALLIS DRUG

Furches Jewelry

AUCTION SALE

SHORTY McBRIDE
No. 247 AUCTIONEER

AUCTION SALE

BEECHAMS
AUCTION SERVICE

p.
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SUNFLOWER
SELF.
-

REELFOOT or SOUTHERN BELLE

RISING
• 4.":4..4
•
'•

SMOKED
PICNICS

ER

"II
Ziot

Noir

Hot Cornbread
Is A Summer
Pleasure!

.1 •

•

5

WHOLE
SLICED
PICNIC Lb.

LFW
PICID L0/(141011 1.04/

69,

ROUND STEAK
Lb.

99'
$1 59
LB. I
1-13.

U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS

$1 48

RUMP ROAST .... Lb. i

69

TARIM"

Sf1/44

U.S. CHOICE•STEAK BONELESS

TOP ROUND

;BONELESS
WI-r--ii;
--

CUT UP FRELAT
_YOUR REQUEST_

Lb.

14 oz. Bottle
Lb.$178

3

IER

5Ac

79

SHEDD'S
MARGARINE
SPREAD 2 Lb.
MINUTE MAID
ORANGE
JUICE 16 OZ.
SEA PAK•FROZEN
ONION
RINGS 16 OZ.

.......... • • • •

GET YOUR FREE
12 oz. Bottle

99c

65

SALTINE

CRACKERS

59c

IGA•TWIN BAG
POTATO
CHIPS 8 oz
IGA
CHEESE
$1"
LOAF 2 LB
KRAFT•DELUXE AMERICAN
c
CHEESE
8 oz.
SLICES

DEL MONTE•32 oz.
-_-PRUNE JUICE :.
PETER PAN
PEANUT BUTTER 12 0/.

48 oz. BOTTLE '1.89

FOR

TOMATO
JUICE
4c6.17.

89t

For
3

DISHWASHING LIQUID
WHEN YOU PURCHASE

1 Lb. QUARTERS

HUNT'S I

P01
1.7NSiAncros,
•
BEANS PoRK.atatis
3FoR

3 FOR $1.

JOY

MARGARINE

U.S. cHOICE•CORN FED BEEF/

VAN
CAMP'S
303 size
can

69

$ 1 68

FREE 12 oz. Bottle
BE THE BUTCHER!

Sirloin tip includes 8-10 lb. Avg.
SIRLOIN
of the meat that makes sirloin
-TIP -$ -49- — roasts
--- —8.- sireaks. Save 30c Lb..

ONE

Lb. 1

U.S. CHOICE BEEF
BONELESS•STEAK
'Your Assurance of Quality" EYE-O-ROUND

Buy your meat the way a restaurant
does. You cut it the way you like it—
Anyone can clia it! 8-10 Lb. Avg.

LIMIT

. $229
BLABG

To::)

BUY MEAT! 0040 YOU

Cot,r,ni,Fed

SAUSAGE

with coupon below
SAVE 30`

SLICED
'A COUNTRY HAM
PARAFIN COATED
THE
RAG BOLOGNA PIECE .
A NEW WAY

WILLIAMS
COUNTRY STYLE

NEW!
BRYAN'S LUNCH
MEAT

59

IGA•12 oz.
VANILLA WAFERS
LIPTON'SUGARED
ICED TEA MIX 24 oz
DEL MONTE
KRAUT 303 CAN

..;

I 1 S CHOICF.

CORN
MEAL

1pKLG
B..

49t

DEL MONTE
PEACHES
BIG NO. 21! CAN

65'

OXYDOL

99
'
89

LAUNDRY DETERGENT
KING SIZE

19
31-b

2
4°z 8°x$

WISHBONE•1000 ISLAND or
ITALIAN DRESSING 8 oz...55
IGA•SUGAR
FROSTED FLAKES 20 oz. .
FABRIC SOFTENER
DOWNY 33 oz.

ft

99c

LARGE JUMBO
--0411..fie0;z1

CANTALOUPES
TEXAS TASTY EA

to.

59

)
FI R
S•B
HEEUNCHES
N

Golden

ONIONS 2/39'
FRESH

POLE
BEANS

. Crisp

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY,
JUNE 14, 1977.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS

NORTHS1DE

SOUTHSIDE

6 AM - 10 PM
DAILY
Closed

7 PM - 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
NOON-9 PM

Sunday

CLIP

SAVE COUPON
spiced LUrlcht'
iketi So/arni
13( qsis

f' f'
('hoppe.1 ti,o»

Loaf

BRYAN LUNCH MEATS,
SPICIP illIKSION (OM

30c

OFF WHEN YOU
PURCHASE T1P10 (2)
PACKAGES of BRYAN'S
8 oz. LUNCH MEAT

COUPON GOOD ONLY AT JIM ADAMS IGA.
EXPIRES JUNE 14, 1977. LIMIT ONE.

CARROTS

2 B39'

Lb.

a
1

FRESH.C;LIFORNIA
FRESH

RED PLUMS

SOUTHSIDE
OPEN SUNDAY

b

79('

IS IOURPUNCIIED
ORD WEEK'S
FOR THIS
DIMMING?
GISH

Murray Hi Band
Congratulations It's Nice To
Be Number One!

THIS
WEEK'S
CASH
AWARD

--.•
— v%.--,•..::-#
=,.
,
i. , ....r.
ti

NORTHSIDE: $500
LAST
WEEK'S
BANKROLL
DRAWING

---it •,

..,
r- ,_ .....,.-, ,...„,
,. . _
- .,.. •-•1.•
..,___
„ I;
- ........,,,, ....,
---r

SOUTHSIDE: $500

a
•
tn
th
th

NO
WINNER

NO
WINNER

su
ra

